





















HIS HONOR MAYOR BARRY,
At the Joint Convention of t^.ie City Councils, Jan. 1, 1913.
Gentlemen of rm City Councils:
Today is set aside by law for the opening of a new adminis-
tration and in obedience thereto we are now met to fulfill this
obligation and to enter upon the duties of our respective offices.
For the most part, we are a new body, unbound by past affilia-
tions, and unfettered by tradition of former endeavor. And while
we are to mark out our own pathway, we should be guided by the
experiences of the past that we may not fall into undeserved er-
ror or fault. The labor to be performed assumes an aspect gen-
eral in its character, and in its performance personal ambition
and individual favor must be disregarded. Our duty is to all,
not a few, based upon the welfare of the city and her citizens.
Let us then approach it in the broad spirit of citizenship, deter-
mined to act with honesty and fairness for the benefit of those









Uncollected taxes, 1909 $8,924.04
Uncollected taxes, 1910 8,891.43
Uncollected taxes, 1911 11,390.55
Uncollected taxes, 1912 63,782.62
Sinking Fund 406,024.11
Taxes Purchased 2,390.79
Cash on hand 11,289.35
Total Resources, $512,692.89
Total Liabilities $1,044,157 . 50
Total Resources 512,692.89
Net Debt, $531,464.61
Net Debt, December 31, 1911 .... $554,343.29
Net Debt, December 31, 1912 531,464.61
Net Decrease in Debt, $22,878.68
In explanation of this statement it must be remembered that
the gross liabilities have been increased by the issuance of a note
for $9,753.49, the amount needed to settle the contract price for
the building of Taylor's Falls Bridge. The real decrease then
for the year 1912 amounts to $32,632.17.
Net Debt, December 31, 1910 .... $603,871.49
Net Debt, December 31, 1912 .... 531,464.61
Net Decrease, 1911—1912, $72,406.88
To this snr.cunt should be added the bridge note of $9,753.49,
making a total actual reduction by the last administration in two
years of $82,160.37.
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Let us continue the policy of the last administration by paying
as we go that the completion of the nsxt two years will fill a
like good result.
STREETS UGHTS
The problem of suffic^ient street lighting seem, to bs reasD-^a-
bly well met by the present distribution of arc and incands3carit
lights. In extending the system, the demand for additional
lamps should be governed by necessity and economy.
The subject of more brilHant lighting on Main Street has b^^ri
often urged, and I recommend that careful considaration bs
given this question with view to its adoption if financas permit.
The consideration of proposals for lighting the city's streets
has been referred to this administration. In arriving at a ba5i3
upon which a contract shall be drawn, we must loDk upon canii-
tions as if they were our own private affairs, treating the taxpay-
ers fairly and honestly, equally and impartially. The city can-
not be considered other than as a purchaser in class with indivi-
dual consumers, and it should bear no greater proportional bur-
den than they. Let us consider this important matter with open
minds governed only by the best interests of all we represent,
with a view to obtaining the best results that careful business
efforts can accomplish.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
The freedom from serious loss which the city has for years en-
joyed, is the best recommendation that this department can re-
ceive. In its labor of protecting life and property it has mark-
edly served the welfare of our citizens, and its carefully drilled
corps of men compare most favorably with those of neighboring
cities. I recommend the further extension of the fire limits, and
such additional ordinances as will strengthen the department's
powers in new construction throughout the city, and in the
creation of conditions unsafe to life and property.
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In considering this department, the practice of insuring city
buildings against loss by fire seems most unnecessary. The pre-
sence of trained men in the fire houses at all times, day and night,
makes insurance on this class of structures most absurd. The
brick construction of other public buildings, their proximity
to fire stations ard water mains, and their wide distribution
throughout the city make the possibility of a large loss very re-
mote. The low percentage of fire loss and the small burden
that the erection of any building destroyed would place upon
the individual taxpayer, are capital reasons why the city should
beccme its own insurer. I recommend that no renewal be made
upcn the expiration of policies now in force, except upon par-
ticular wccden buildings and on steam boilers.
This policy bears the approval of the State administration as
shewn by its adoption by the legislature of 1909.
I renew my reccmrrendation of one year ago for the installa-
tion of the ambulance at the Central fire station. When the pud-
lie gccd is in question, it should not be subordinated to the
ungratified wish of a department or the personal desires of any
cfficial.
TAXATION
The untiring labor of the assessors the pastyear has borne
fruit in the large increase in the city's valuation. The increasing
expenditures which the city's growth naturally demands must
be met by an increase in tax rate unless the general resources
upon which it is based are enlarged. The general equitable ba-
sis for the increase meets the approval of all citizens who welcome
a just distribution of the city's burdens.
In connection with the collection of taxes levied, each taxpayer
should be prompt in payment, as the failure to pay within the
time allotted means the hiring of money at high rates of interest
to care for the current expense. I call your attention to the
necessity of a law for uniform pell tax that this species of tax
the;^ mayor's address.
may be collected early in the year and urge a recommendation
to the legislative delegation with this end in view. I also urge
you to consider the feasibility of an enactment by which money
may be obtained from taxpayers at an early date through a
system of discounts.
PARKS
Such additional attention as our resources permit should be
given to our parks and commons. These public utilities, exis-
ting for the heatlh and comfort of our citizens, should be devel-
oped with a view to beauty and convenience. I recommend
for your consideration an appropriation for playgrounds now
made legal by legislative enactment.
PUBLIC HEALTH
The cooperation of all citizens is needed in protecting the
health of the community. A little care on the part of business
houses and householders in cleanliness of yards and supervision
of refuse will be of inestimable value to a board whose duties are
irksome and unsavory. A slight effort will make the city neater
and prevent what may by neglect lead to serious results.
SCHOOLS
To this element of public duty, too much attention cannot be
given. Our schools, as conducted, rank high in the educational
world, and while zealous in our protection of the public moneys
we must take care not to allow penury to lower the standard so
well established.
The manual training and sewing departments are fulfilling all
the promises made for them. The experiment of conducting
night school has, so far, proven to be a good one, and its contin-
uance will be of the utmost value to those whom conditions
otherwise deprive of an opportunity for education.
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PUBLIC WORKS
This department, handicapped by an insufficient appropria-
tion, has well cared for our highways, and should be encouraged
by such additional appropriations as the city can permit.
The steady growth in the southw^estern part of the city makes
the construction of a comprehensive, modern system of sewage
imperative. The section south of Lake street is improperly
drained and man}' portions of this area are now dependant on
private cisterns, an unhealthful and archaic method of treating
the sewage question.
The opening of Eaton street, now in like manner, makes possible
the construction of a sewerage system in the western part of
Ledge street. This thickly populated section is absolutely
without drainage, and the continued demand of the health,
authorities for relief must be complied with. Both these propo-
sals are in the nature of permanent improvements, which after
construction, with little cost for maintenance will endure for years
of city life. In such event the expense should be proportioned
that the next generation may share the burden of benefits they
will enjoy.
I recommend the immediate extension of the trunk sewer west
of Lake Street to Pine, the establishment of connecting sewers
in the district south of Lake street and the construction of a
sewerage system in the Ledge street Section, all to be paid for
by floating of a bond issue.
The question of properly caring for city waste has assumed a
serious aspect. The obtaining of a location within easy reach
has become impossible, owing to smouldering fires which are
unhealthful and leave the department open to private censure
and public rebuke. The expense is steadily increasing, and must
continue if present conditions exist. As an expedient, I recom-
mend the city farm as a depository for city waste, and the pur-
chase of an auto truck for collection.
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Within the appropriations made for this department Httle or
no attention can be paid to new construction work on highways.
The additional burdens which modern methods of travel impose
upon the highways cannot be met unless further means are ob-
tained. The department's resources are not barely sufficient
to keep the highways passable as they now are. It cannot be
denied that our streets in various localities must be renewed
and for this purpose additional resources are needed. I believe
the city should enter upon a definite plan to build each year
a goodly sized strip of new roadway, and to that end recommend
the additional annual appropriation of $20,000 for, at least, five
years, to be used in new construction work on highways.
I again invoke the public spirit of the owners of property that
our sidewalks may be in better condition for the walking public.
Your attention is directed to the powers granted by the legis-
lature for the exploiting of advantages of our city. Men may
dififer as to advisability of appropriating public money for
what may appear to be private gain. The welfare of the city,
however is wrapped up in such project, and I recommend your
earnest consideration of the plan looking toward its completion,
if finances permit.
Many of the recommendations and suggestions herein offered
demand increased expenditures. Consider them with care and
deliberation, though economy and expediency demand their
postponement
In the performance of our duty as prescribed by law we will be
met with obstacles and perhaps subjected to unjust criticisms.
Private interests may enter to deter us. Difference of opinion
may arise, and opposition must naturally attend, but honest,
open discussion cannot fail to settle all difficulties to the best
advantage of the citizens to whom we are responsible. Let us then
resolve to conduct city affairs as our consciences dictate and our
obligations to the citizens require.
May our administration be honest and harmonious, fruitful
of good results, and creditable to our city and ourselves.
City Government of the City of Nashua, N. H.
For the Years 1911-1912,
Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
MAYOR AND CHAIRMAN OF THE) BOARD,
Hon. WILLIAM H. BARRY,

































Board of the Common Council.
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD,
JOHN F. SHEA,
























16 1-2 Belknap St.
17 E. Pearl St.
4 Spruce St.
171 W. Pearl St.
187 W. Pearl St.
93 Walnut St.
37 Kinsley St.




















Accounts and Finances—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Rancour and
Newton, Councilmen Dearborn, French, Phaneuf, and Sullivan.
Claims—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Shattuck and Newton,
Councilmen Gaudette, Healey, Goyette and Wheeler.
Lands and Buildings—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Roberts and
Duncklee, Councilmen Cone, Tessier, Gilmore and Fowell.
Printing and Stationery-—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Farns-
worth and Duncklee, Councilmen Cullen, Dearborn, Desmarais,
and Cole.
Publicity and New Industries—Mayor Barry, Aldermen
Crompton and Duncklee, Councilmen Shea, Gilmore, Gaudette
and Cole.
Standing Committees of the City Councils.
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
Enrollment—Aldermen Dionne and Duncklee.
Elections and Returns—Aldermen Rancour, Newton and
Farnsworth.
Licenses—Aldermen Shattuck, Duncklee and Roberts.
Street Lights—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Nason, Newton and
Crompton.
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BOARD OF COMMON COUNCIL.
Enrollment—Councilmen Burelle, Fowell and Betters.
Elections and Returns—Councilmen Gilmore, French and
Gaudette.
Bills in Second Reading—Councilmen Cole, Burelle and Cone.
City Officers for the Year 1912.
Mayor, Hon. William H. Barry.
Salary, $1,500 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Clerk, Arthur h. Cyr.
Salary, $1,200 per annum and fees for vital statistics.
Office, City Hall Building.
Collector of Taxes, Henri T. Ledoux.
Salarv, $1,500 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Treasurer, Hon. Jason E. Tolles.
Salary, $500 per annum.
Office, Citizen's Institution for Savings.
City Solicitor, Henri A. Burque.
Salary, $500 per annum.
Office, Odd Fellows Block.
City Physician, Albert F. Mulvanity, M. D.
Salary, $400 per annum.
Office, Telegraph Block.
Overseer of the Poor, Joseph A. Moussette.
Salary, $1,000 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Engineer, Erwin O. Hathaway.
Salary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building.
Assistants,
Fred L. Clark, C. E. IvAwrence,
George P. Winn, John P. Cyr
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City Messenger, napoleon LaplanTE.
Salary, $960 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
Assistant, Albert A. Nute.
Street Commissioner, Edwin A. RiCE.
Salary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building.
Clerk, Frank C. Ring.
Milk Inspector, George F. vSpillane.
fe Salary, $200 per annum.
^^ Office,' 44 1-2 Canal Street.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, Frank C. Ring.
Salary, Fees.
Office, 8 Maple Street.
Inspector of Petroleum, John P. Lampron.
Salary, Fees.
Office, 93 Main Street.
City Government of the City of Nashua, N. H.
For the Years 1913-1914.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
MAYOR AND CHAIRMAN OF THE) BOARD.
Hon. WILLIAM H. BARRY,
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Board of the Common Council.
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD.
FREDERICK A. COLLINS,
































19 1-2 Bridge St.
14 Van Buren St.
36 Park St.
16 Church St.









36 1-2 Ash St.
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Joint Standing Committees.
Accounts and Finances—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Lyons and
Wheeler, Councilmen lycblanc, Tibbetts, Shenton and Nolan. -^
Claims—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Crompton and Hunt, Coun-
cilmen Shattuck, Gagner and Richards.
Lands and Buildings—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Gilmore and
Williams, Councilmen Lawson, Spalding, Whittle and Connor.
Printing and Stationery—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Dionne
and Davis, Councilmen Drumm, Cullen, Beaton and Girouard.
Publicity and New Industries—-Mayor Barry, Aldermen Shea
and Hunt, Councilmen Swallow, Dane, Tibbetts and Collins.
Standing Committees of the City Councils.
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
Enrollment—Aldermen Lyons and Wheeler.
Street Lights—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Williams, Shea and
Crompton.
Licenses—Aldermen Dionne, Crompton and Davis.
Elections and Returns—Aldermen Gilmore, Hunt and vShea.
BOARD OP COMMON COUNCIL.
Enrollment—Councilmen Dane, Nolan and Beaton.
Bills in Second Reading—Councilmen Connor and Richards.
Elections and Returns—Councilmen Cullen, Gagner and
Whittle.
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City Officers for the Year 1913.
Mayor, Hon. William H. Barry.
Salary, $1,500 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Clerk, Arthur h. Cyr.
Salary, $1,200 per annum and fees for vital statistics.
Office, City Hall Building.
Collector of Taxes, Henri T. Ledoux.
Salary, $1,500 per annum.
Office', City Hall Building.
City Treasurer, Hon. Jason E.Tolles.
Salary, $500 per annum.
Office, Citizen's Institution for Savings.
City Solicitor, Henri A. Burque.
Salary, $500 per annum.
Office, Odd Fellows Block.
City Physician, Timothy F. Rock, M. D.
Salary, $400 per annum.
Office, Barker Block.
Overseer of the Poor, Joseph A. MoussETTE.
Salary, $1,000 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Engineer, George P. Winn.
vSalary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building.
Assistants,
Fred L. Clark, C. E. Lawrence,
John P. Cyr.
City Messenger, Napoleon Laplante.
Salary, $960 per annum.




Street Commissioner, Patrick H. Dolan.
Salary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building.
Clerk, Frank C. Ring.
Milk Inspector, Timothy W. O'Toole.
Salary, .$200 per annum.
Office,' City Hall Building.
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Sealer of Weights and Measures, Daniel J. Sullivan.
Salary, Fees.
Office, 6 Otterson Street.
Inspector of Petroleum, John P. Lampron.
Salary, Fees.
Office, 93 Main Street.
Board of Public Works.
Hon. Wm. H. Barry, Mayor, ex-officio. Chairman.
George P. Winn, City Engineer, ex-officio, Clerk.
John Hagerty, Term expires, 1915.
Frank T. Lewis, Term expires, 1916.
Joseph Rousseau, Term expires, 1914.
Chairman and Clerk receive no salary.
Other members, $200 per annum.
Board of Assessors.
Arthur H. Cotton, Chairman Term espires, 1914.
Henry H. Davis, Clerk, Term expires, 1916.
Wilfrid H. Robichaud, Term expires, 1914.
James H. Waters, Term expires, 1916.
Daniel D. Coffey, Term expires, 1916.
Charles H. Runnells, Term expires, 1914.
Office Hours: From April 1st to July 1st, from 8.00 a. m. to
12 m., and from 2.00 to 5.00 p. m., every week day. From April
1st to April 15th, 7.00 to 8.00 p. m.
Regular meeting the last Saturday in each month at 7.30 p. m.
Salary, Chairman and Clerk, $500 per annum.
Other members, $400 per annum.
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Board of Health.
Patrick J. McLaughlin, M. D., Chairman, Office, Howard Block.
George N. Bresnahan. Narcisse Salvail.
An open file is kept at all times at the office of Dr. Patrick J.
McLaughlin for all complaints to this Board.
Salary of Chairman, $300 per annum.
Other members, $100 per annum.
Inspectors of Check Lists.
Patrick Lonergan, Chairman, Charles N. Wilcox, Clerk.
Albert A. Melendy, John B. Dube, George N. Bresnahan,
George E. Kimball, Charles H. Desmarais, William P. Clark,
Edward R. Hartwell.


















































































Measurer of Stone, Brick, Paint and Plastering.
Fred L. Clark.
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Ira Cross,
Fence Viewers.
Frank P. Rideout, Willard C. Tolles.
Trustees of the Sinking Fund.
Hon. William H. Barry, Mayor, ex-officio.
Frederick A. Collins, Pres. Common Council, ex-officio.
Harry H. Lyons.
Trustees of the Hunt Legacy.
Hon. William H. Barry, Mayor, ex-officio.
Frederick A. Collins, Pres. Common Council, ex-officio.
John H. Field, Pres. Board of Education, ex-officio.
B. G. Moran, M. D., Term expires, 1913.
F. W. Maynard Term expires, 1914.
Trustees of the Edgewood Cemetery.
William T. Spear
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Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery.
Term expires April 1,Frank Gray
Wilder M. Gates






O. B. Tilton . .
Charles W. Stevens
President, Albert Shedd, Residence, 267 Main St.
vSecretary, Eugene P. Johnson, office, 1 Masonic Temple.
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Nashua Hospital Association.
Hon. William H. Barry, President.
Tames B. Crowley, Treasurer.
John H. Clark, Clerk.
TRUSTEES FOR CITY GOVERNMENT.
Hon. William H. Barry, John F. Shea,
Frederick A. Collins.
Police Court.
Justice, Hon. John R. Spring.
Salary, $1,000 per annum.
Asso. Justice, Hon. Frederick D. Runneees.
Salary, $300 per annum.
Clerk, Martin W. Fitzpatrick.
Salary, $600 per annum.
Probation Officer, Thomas Flood.
Police Department
police commissioners.
Frank H. Wingate, Chairman Term expires Jan. 1, 1914
George E. Anderson ... <<<<<< 191Q
Harry A. Gregg, Clerk . . - « « 1918
Commissioners' Salary,
Chairman and Clerk, $125 per annum.
Other member, $100 per annum.
W. W. Wheeler resigned as City Marshall. Vacancy not yet
filled. t^^i f^^^ S ^ i
George H. Campbell, " ^ " P Fl^^- l^tTl Asst .Marshall.
Salary, $1,100 per annum.
James H. Cleary, Captain.
Salary, $1,050 per annum.
Dennis J. Hallisey, Sergeant.
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Edward Field, Inspector.




















Salary, S2.50 per diem.
Fire Department.
FIRE COMMISSIONERS.
George F. Adams, Chairman . Term expires February, 1914
Harry W. Ramsdell ... " " " 1913
James H. Connor, Clerk . . - « « 1915
Salaries, Clerk, $125 per annum.
Other members, $100 per annum.
BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
Chief Engineer, Central Fire Station, Chas. H. Whitney.
Salary, $1,200 per annum
First Assistant, James E. vSmith.
Salary, $160 per annum.







Salary, $135 per annum.




Salary, $70 per month.
CAPTAINS.
Chas. H. Tafe.























Salary, $70 per month.
Nashua Public Library.
Hon. William H. Barry, Mayor, ex-officio, President.
His Honor, the Mayor, and the President of the Common
Council are trustees, ex-officio. One Trustee is chosen by the
City Councils and Trustees in convention, annually in the month



















Sarah P. Barker, Asst. Librarian.
Charles F. Holman, Asst. Librarian.
Esther Dary, Asst. Librarian.
Library and Reading Room on Railroad Square.
Library open daily from 9.00 a. m. to 1.00 p. m. ; 2.00 to 5.00
and 7.00 to 8.30 p. m. Reading rooms open daily from 9.00




































































Moderator, Henri m\. Burque,
Selectmen, John W. Milan,
Fred H. Hamblett,
Benjamin C. Hanscom,











Board of Mayor and Aldermen and Common Council. First
and third Tuesday of each month at 7.30 p. m., at City Hall
Building.
Finance Committee. First and fifteenth day of each month
at City Hall Building at 7.30 p. m.
Board of Education. Last Friday of each month at 7.45
p. m., at City Hall Building.
Police Commission. Last day of each month at 8.00 p. m., at
Police Station.
Fire Commission. The Twenty-eighth of each month at 8.00
p. m., at Central Fire Station.
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery. Last Friday of each month.
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery. Last Monday of each month.

CITY TREASURER'S REPORT.
Nashua, N. H., Feb. 1, 1913.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Councils of Nashua:
Gentlemen :—I herewith submit the report of the City Treas-
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Dr. /. E. Tolles, City Treasurer,
Balance in hands of Treas., Dec.
31, 1911 5,376.71
Henri T. Ledoux, taxes, 1907 25.46
Henri T. Ledoux, taxes, 1908 121.73
Henri T. I^edoux, taxes, 1909 231.07
Henri T. Ledoux, taxes, 1910 1,728.68
Henri T. Ledoux, taxes, 1911 48,674.04
Henri T. Ledoux, taxes, 1912 340,800.00
Henri T. Ledoux, Redemption of
Land 628.72
Temporary Loans 245,000.00
Martin W. Fitzpatrick, Police
Court 2,315.15
Geo. F. Spillane, Milk Inspector . . 194.00
Wm. H. Barry, Mayor, sale of Hay
City Farm 250.00
Sale of City Bonds 40,006.00
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk 3,215.53
Samuel Harasway, License 33.00
E. O. Hathaway, Sewer Permits.. . 84.00
E. O. Hathaway, Clerk, Board of
Public Works 1,055.45
W. F. Norton, Board of Education
.
2.75
James H. Fassett, Supt. Tuition . . 3,093.50
Taylors Falls Bridge, Notes 49,655.00
Indian Head Bank, Bridge Note . . 9,753.49
State License Commission 18,655.47
State of N. H., Insurance Tax. . . . 1,413.38
State of N. H., Railroad Tax 20,822.91
State of N. H., Savings Bank Tax 13,048.56
State of N. H., Literary Fund .... 1,997.16
Indian Head Bank, Note 18,000.00
,181.76
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In Account zcit/i the City of Nashua, N. H. Cr.
Assessors .$3,644.57
Board of Health 1,080.37









Land and Building 2,637.49
Milk Inspector 200.00
Paupers off Farm 4,872.54
Police Department 31,320.49






Ward and Elections 5,842.73
Water Supply 10,140.00
Abatements 1,842.31
Soldiers and Sailors 58.26
City Debt 95,000.00
Day Nursery 200.00
Nashua Hospital Association 1,500.00











Balance in Treasury 11,286.32
.S82G,181.76
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CITY OF NASHUA
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE HUNT LIBRARY FUND.
December 31, 1912.
City Note $1,818.27
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CITY OF NASHUA.
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE NOYES PRIZE MEDAL FUND.
Dr.
Balance in hands of Custodian
Dec. 31, 1911 $73.05
Received from City Interest on
Note 60.00




Paid United States Mint, two Gold
Medals $34.75
Boxes and Engraving 10.46
Express on Medals .75
City Guaranty Savings Bank 323.81
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REPORT OF THE
COMMITTEE on ACCOUNTS and FINANCES
Nashua, N. H., Dec. 31, 1912.
The undersigned Committee on Accounts and Finances of the
City of Nashua, N. H., for the year ending Dec. 31, 1912, have
examined the foregoing accounts of the City Treasurer, J. E.









Committee on Accounts and Finances.
STATEMENT OF TAXES.
Taxes for 1907.
Balance due Dec. 31, 1911 $5,603.55
RECEIPTS.
Henri T. Ledoux, collector, $23.10




Balance due Dec. 31, 1911 $7,140.34
M40.34
RECEIPTS.
Henri T. Ledoux, collector $3.45
Balance due Dec. 31, 1912 7,136.89
$7,140.34
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Taxes for 1909.
Balance due Dec. 31, 1911 $9,130.65
),130.65
RECEIPTS.
Henri T. Ledoux, collector $205.61
Balance due Dec. 31, 1912 8,925.04
),130.65
Taxes for 1910.
Balance due Dec. 31, 1911 $10,569.74
$10,569.74
RECEIPTS.
Henri T. Ledoux, collector $1,678.31
Balance due Dec. 31, 1912 8,891.43
$10,569.74
Taxes for 1911.
Balance due Dec. 31, 1911 $60,806.58
$60,806.58
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RECEIPTS.
Henri T. Ledoux, collector $49,416.03
Balance due Dec. 31, 1912 11,390.55
$60,806.58
Taxes for 1912.
Given to Henri T. Ladeux, collector,
for collection $405,011.08
RECEirTS.
Henri T. Ledoux, collector $341,228.46
Balance due Dec. 31, 1912 63,'^82.62
$405,011.08
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STATISTICS OF TAXATION.
Year.





Report of the Trustees of the Sinking Fund.
To THK Honorable City Councils:
The Trustees of the Sinking Fund hereby make their annual
report.
Trustees of the Sinking Fund in account with the City of
Nashua:
Dr.
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1912 $ 8,734.34
Accrued interest 15,398.45
Appropriation 1912 24,655.81




By City of Nashua Bond Series, 1932,
refunding 4 per cent. Nos. 11 to 40
at par $30,000.00
By N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Bond,
1955, No. 12305, 4 per cent, at 93^ 932.50
By accrued interest on same 1.56
By Fitchburg R. R. Bond, No. B.
5741, 1921, 3 1-2 per cent., at 94 3-4 . 943.75
By accrued interest on same.... 10.11
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By Fitchburg R. R. Bonds, Nos.
C3136-C3187, 1928, 4^ per cent, at
103^ $2,070.00
By accrued interest on same 18.50
By Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bond,
No. 261, 1943, 5 per cent, at 107-g- 1,078.75
By accrued interest on same.. 1.94
By City of Waltham, Mass. Bond, No
915, 1932, 3^ per cent, at 96 960.00
By accrued interest on same 1.36
By Town of Norwalk, Conn. Nos. 33-
34-35, 1939, 4 per cent, at 98^ .... 2,955.00
By accrued interest on same 34.67
By Concord Montreal R. R. Bond,
No. 3595, 1920 4 per cent, at 99-^ . . . 995.00
By accrued interest on same 6.22
By Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bond,
No. 179, due 1943, 5 per cent, at
108-g- 1,081.25
By accrued interest on same 5.14
By City of Nashua Bond, No. 22,
1913, 4 per cent, at 98 980.00
By Worcester, Nashua & Rochester
R. R. Bond, No. 277, 279, 1934, 4
per cent, at 96|- 1,930.00
By accrued interest on same 20.00
By cash on hand Dec. 31, 1912 5,762.85
$49,788.60
The following is the statement of all the securities in the
Sinking Fund, Dec. 31, 1912, and also their value upon that date
Six $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
Nos. 171 to 176 inclusive, at $105.75. . ... . . ...^ $6,345.00
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Nine $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
Nos. 1 to 9 inclusive, at $106.25 $9,562.50
Six$l,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
Nos. 10, 96 to 100 inclusive, at $105.75 6,345.00
Nine $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
Nos. 15 to 20 inclusive, 65 to 67 inclusive, at
$106.25 9,562.50
Three $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1916,
Nos. 8, 13, 24, at $107.50. 3,225.00
Fourteen $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due
1917, Nos. 29, to 42 inclusive, at $105.00 14,700.00
One $508.95 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1917,
No. 43, at $105.00 °533.95
One $500. Lancaster, N. H. Fife Precinct Bond,
4%; due 1922, No. 78, at $105.85 :. .'...... . '529.25
Two $1,000 City of Somersworth, N'. H. Bonds, , -
4%, due 1918, Nos. 49 and 50, at $111'.63 !;.•.". 2,232.60
Five $1,000 Town of Tilton, N. H. Bonds, 4%, , - ,,.
due 1914, Nos. 11 to 15 inclusive at $109.50. . . 5,475.00
Three $1,000 Town of Tilton, N. H. Bonds, 4%,
due 1919, Nos. 16 to 18 inclusive, at $111.50. .... 3,345.00
Twelve $1,000 City of Newport, R. I. Bonds, 4%
due 1930, Nos. 2 to 13 inclusive, at $118.25. ... ]4, 190.00
Two $1,000 City of Waltham, Mass. Bonds, 4%, '
due 1916, Nos. 315 and 316, at $110.00. ...... 2,200.00
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1917,
No. 28, at $113 1,130.00
Two $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1914,
Nos. 132 and 133, at $109.32 2,186.40
Nine $1,000 Middlebury, Vt. Bonds, 4%, due 1941
Nos. 42 to 50 inclusive, at $1 18.75 ....'. 10,068.75
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1913,
No. 138, at $108.50 1,085.00
Fifteen $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 3%, due 1923
Nos. 5 to 10 inclusive, 26 to 34 inclusive, at par 15,000.00
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Three $500. Nashua City Bonds, 3%, due 1923,
Nos. 42, 43, and 44, at par $1,500.00
Ten $100. Nashua City Bonds, 3%, due 1923,
Nos. 80, 82, 86, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96, at par 1,000.00
Twenty $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due
1924, Nos. 1 to 20 inclusive, at par 20,000.00
One City of Nashua Note, at 3^-% 6,643.83
Twenty $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due
1925, Nos. 1 to 20 inclusive, at par 20,000.00
One City of Nashua Note, at 4% 6,000.00
Six $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 3^, due 1925,
Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, and 10, at $102 6,120.00
Twenty $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due
1926, Nos. 1 to 20 inclusive, at par 20,000.00
Twenty-four $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due
1927, Nos. 37 to 60 inclusive, at par 24,000.00
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1913, No
17 at par 1,000.00
Three $1,000 Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 4%,
due 1926, Nos. 5185 to 5177, incluseve^ at
$96.50 2,895.00
One $1,000 Boston & Maine R. R. Bond, 4%, due
1926, No. 7324 968.33
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1915, No
187, at par 1,000.00
Six $1,000 Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bonds, 4%,
due 1951, Nos. 1737, 3608, 3609, 3628, 3629,
3630, at $88 5,280.00
Five $1,000 N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Bonds, 6%,
due 1948, Nos. 1228, 1229, 1232, 1233, 1234, at
$134.25 6,712.50
Six $1,000 Town of East Providence, R. I. Bonds
4%, due 1948, Nos. 9 to 14, inclusive, at par . . . 6,000.00
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Five $1,000 Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
Bonds, 4%, due 1934, Nos. 72758, 72759, 72760
69169, 69170, at $89 $4,450.00
Four $1,000 N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Bonds, 4%,
due 1955, Nos. 12387, to 12390 inclusive, at
$96.50 3,860.00
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1915, No
55, at par 1,000.00
Forty-three $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due
1929, Nos. 3 to 45 inclusive, at par 43,000.00
Two $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1927,
Nos. 22 and 23, at par 2,000.00
Two $100 Nashua City Bonds, 3%, due 1923,
Nos. 124 and 125, at $85 170.00
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1913,
No. 189, at par 1,000.00
Ten $1,000 City of Pawtucket, R. I. Bonds, 4%
due 1950, Nos. 60 to 69 inclusive, at 99 9,900.00
Ten $1,000 City of Pawtucket, R. I. Bonds, 4%,
due 1950, Nos. 31 to 40 inclusive, at $99 9,900.00
Four $1,000 North Conway, N .H. Bonds, 4%,
due 1927, Nos. 34, 35, 41, 42, at $99.75 3,990.00
Three $1,000 Waterbury, Conn. Bonds, 4%, due
1927, Nos. 81, 84, and 130 , at par : . . . . 3,000.00
Four $1,000 Concord & Montreal R. R. Bonds,
4%, due 1920, Nos. 5226, 5227, 5228, 5229, at
$99.50 3,980.00
Twenty-five $1,000 City of Nashua Bonds, 4%,
due 1931, Nos. 16 to 40 inclusive, at par 25,000.00
Two $1,000 Fitchburg R. R. Bonds, 4%, due
1925, Nos. B7806 and B9137, at 98 1,960.00
One $1,000 Boston & Maine R. R. Bond, 3-g-%,
due 1923, No. 1005, at 92-|- 925.00
Thirty $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1932,
at par 30,000.00
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Three $1,000 Town of Norwalk, Conn. Bonds,
due 1939, Nos. 33, 34, 35, at 98^ and Int $2,955.00
One $1,000 Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bond, 5%,
due 1943, No. 179, at 108^ and Int 1,081.25
One $1,000 Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bond, 5%,
due 1943, No. 261, at 107-g- and Int 1,078.75
One N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Bond, No. 12305,
due 1955, at 93^ and Int 932.50
One $1,000 C. M. R. R. Bond, 4%, due 1920, No.
3595, at 99-^ and Int 995.00
Two $1,000 Fitchburg R. R. Bonds, 4^%, due
1928, No. C3186 and C3187, at 103^ and Int. 2,070.00
One $1,000 Fitchburg Bond, 3-g-%, due 1921, No.
B5741, at 94-| and Int . 943.75
One $1,000 City of Waltham, Mass. Bond, 3^%
due 1922, No. 915, at 96 and Int 960.00
One $1,000 City of Nashua Bond,' 4%, due 1913,
No. 22 : 980.00
Two $1,000 Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R.
• R. Bonds, due 1934, Nos. 277 & 279, at 96^ . . 1,930.00
Accrued interest on securities. . .". 5,344.40
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1912 5,762.85
Total valuation of Sinking Fund, Dec. 31, 1942 $406,004.11




Trustees of the Sinking Fund.
CITY CLERK'S REPORT.
Nashua, N. H., Feb. 1, 1913.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Councils:
The following is an account of all moneys received from various
sources in the City Clerk's office during the year 1912, also the
suspended pay roll account of which the City Clerk is Custo-
dian. A copy of the Auditor's certificate covering both is also
submitted.
Respectfully,
^ ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
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Cash Account.
CITY clerk's report. 51
Suspended Pay Roll Account.
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, Custodian.
Dr.
Amount on hand January 1, 1912. $380.69
Amount received from City Treas.
during year on account of pay
roll 840.11
Cr.
Paid on ace. of pay roll during year. $935.97




We, the undersigned. Committee on Accounts and Finances of
the City of Nashua, have examined the foregoing accounts of
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk of said city, and find them to be cor-
rect.
William H. Barry, Mayor.
Frank Newton Robert A. French




Statement of Time Notes of the City of Nashua,
Outstanding December 31, 1912.
No. 778. Nashua Trust Co., date
September 1, 1905, payable in
installments of $500.00 each year
rate 4 per cent $ 500.00
"Taylors Falls Bridge Notes," date
October 1, 1910, payable to bear-
er Oct. 1, 1911, rate 5 per cent. .. 50,000.00
Ira F. Harris, date Dec. 21, 1912
payable June 1, 1912 9,753.49
Indian Head National Bank, date
Dec. 21, 1912, payable Jan. 10,
1913 18,000.00
$78,253.49
Statement of Demand Notes of the City of Nashua
Outstanding December 31, 1912,
No. 394. Noyes Prize Medal
Fund, date Feb. 11, 1878, 6 per
cent $1,000.00
No. 574. Trustees, Edgewood
Cemetery, date July 1, 1894, 6
per cent (account of Edward
Wheeler bequest) 1,000.00
No. 575. Trustees, Edgewood
•
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Cemetery, date July 1, 1894, 6
per cent, (account of W. E. Up-
ham bequest) $100.00
No. 576. Trustees, Edgewood
Cemetery, date July 1, 1894, 6
per cent, (account of Allen Wil-
son bequests) 333.33
No. 634. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897,6
per cent, (account of Mary A.
Crowley, bequests) 300.00
No. 635. Trusstees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 7
per cent, (account of Jos. Knowl-
ton bequest.) 100.00
No. 636 Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 6
per cent, (account of Sarah E.
Searles bequest) 100.00
No. 637. Trustees Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 6
per cent, (account of Lewis B.
Ball bequest) 100.00
No. 638. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 6
per cent, (account of Rosan Wal-
lace bequest) 100.00
No. 639. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 6
per cent, (account of Joseph
Baldwin bequest) 250.00
No. 640. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 6
per cent, (account of Ella C.
Saunders bequest) 100.00
CITY INDEBTEDNESS. 55
No. 641. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 6
per cent, (account of W. B.
Needham bequest) $200.00
No. 642. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897, 6
per cent, (account of Allen Wil-
son bequest) 166.67
No. 650. Trustees, Suburban
Cemeteries, Dated Sept 1, 1897,
6 per cent, (account of J.C.Lund
bequest) 200.00
No. 658. Custodian, Hunt Libra-
ry Fund, date Jan. 14, 1898, 4
per cent 1,818.27
No. 682. Custodian, Laura A.
Hill bequest, date Jan. 13, 1899,
4 per cent 300.00
No. 727. Trustees, Hunt Home,
May 8, 1902, 4 per cent 1,000.00
No. 772. Trustees of Sinking
Fund date Feb. 4, 1905, 4 per
cent 6,643.83
No. 781. Trustees of Sinking
Fund, date Sept. 1, 1905, 4 per
cent 6,000.00
No. 782. Trustees of Woodlawn
Cemetery, date Dec. 27, 1905, 4
per cent 11,500.00
No. 801. Trustees of Hunt Lec-
ture Fund, date Oct. 18, 1906, 4
per cent 2,000.00
No. 810. Mayor and City Treas-
urer, custodians of Hussey Libra-
ry Fund 15,000.00
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No. 382. Trustees, Hunt Lecture
Fund, date Jan. 1, 1908, 4 per
per cent $3,533.00
No. Indian Head Bank, date Dec.
17, 1910, 4 1-2 per cent 20,000.00
No. Trustees Hunt Lecture Fund,
date May 2, 1911, 4 per cent 550.00
$72,395.10

Statement of the Bonded Debt of the
Date of Issue.
City of Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1912.
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Uncollected taxes, 1909 $8,924.04
Uncollected taxes, 1910 8,891.43
Uncollected taxes, 1911 11,390.55
Uncollected taxes, 1912 63,782.62
Sinking Fund 406,024.11
Taxes purchased 2,390.79
Cash on hand 11,289.35




Net Debt, 1911 $554,343.29
Net Debt, 1912 531,464.61
$512,692.89
$531,464.61
Net Decrease in Debt $22,878.68
Result of Vote for City Officers,
At the Election Held November 5, 1912.
RESULT OF THE VOTE FOR THE VARIOUS MUNICIPAL AND WARD
OFFICERS OF THE CITY OF NASHUA AT THE ELECTION HELD NO-
VEMBER 5, 1912, AS RETURNED TO THE CITY CLERK.
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RESULT OF VOTE FOR CITY OFFICERS. 63
Aldermen.
WARD ONE.
George W. Brown, D. 122
Albert H. Hunt, R. 426
WARD Two.
George E. Lyman, D. 119
Amos J. Wheeler, R. 236
WARD THREE.
James A. Gilmore, D. 242
Hamilton O. Manning, R. 85
WARD FOUR.
Clinton L. Nason, D. 99
Charles Williams*, R. 118
WARD FIVE.
Joseph H. Crompton, D. 120
Thomas M. Broderick, R. 62
WARD SIX.
Harry H. Lyons, D. 163.
Cyrus S. Bailey, R. 120
WARD SEVEN.
Walter F. Doyle, D. 293.
Walter N. Davis, R. 315
WARD EIGHT.
John F. Shea, D. 382.
Ralph W. Holt, R. 368.
WARD NINE.
Charles Dionne, Jr., D. 333
Fred E. Landry, R. 122.
Councilmen.
WARD ONE.
Charles W. Manning, D. 121,
Thomas E. O'Neil, D. 117.
Henry C. Shattuck, R. 406.
Alfred P. Swallow, R. 396.
WARD Two.
John J. Owens, D. 109.
Frank E. Bonnette, D. 109.
Dick Whittle, R. 224.
Charles M. Shenton, R. 230.
WARD THREE
Noe Richard, D. 218.
William E. Beaton, D. 232.
Leo Jelley, R. 83.
Albert E. Bailey, R. 97
WARD FOUR.
Frederick A. Collins, D. 104.
George D. Spalding, D. 112.
Louis H. Armington, R. 102.
Herbert R. Meehan, R. 100.
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WARD FIVE.
Thomas F. Cullen, D. 98.
Edwin F. Nolan, D. 98.
Henry L. St. Francois, R. 68.
Thomas Backer, R. 64.
WARD SIX.
Horace W. Lawson, D. 152
John S. Leblanc, D. 153.
Eldridge P. Heath, R. 124.
John L. Sirois, R. 114.
WARD SEVEN.
Frank L. Barrett, D. 289.
Napoleon Tessier, D. 284.
Andrew Driimm, R. 307.
Wilber E. Dane, R. 296.
WARD EIGHT.
Wilfrid P. Girouard, D. 390.
Fred W. Tibbetts, D. 415.
Francis M. Finerty, R. 308.
Eugene Hysette, R. 301.
WARD NINE.
Paul Connors, D. 299.
Joseph L. Gagner, D. 304.
George Lawrence, R. 156.
Frank J. Shattuck, R. 114.
Moderators.
WARD ONE.
Edwin H. Sheridan, D. 129.
James E. Colburn, R. 419.
WARD Two.
George W. Piplar, D. 112.
" Charles W. Howard, R. 245.
WARD THREE.
Frank Rancour, D. 233.
WARD FOUR.
Frederick A. Collins, D. 104.
Edgar C. Damon, R. 116.
WARD FIVE.
George F. Spillane, D. 104.
Frederick H. Hebert, R. 60.
WARD SIX.
Frank C. Ring, D. 161.
Arthur H. Davis, R. 144.
WARD SEVEN.
Sargent B. Lewis, D. 319.
Fred A. Rogers, R. 263.
WARD EIGHT.
Henri A. Burque, D. 429.
Frank H. Adams, R. 89.
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WARD NIKE.
Thomas Earley, Jr. D. 345.
Inspectors of Check Lists.
WARD ONE.
Alphonso Alexander, D. 141.
William P. Clark, R. 403.
WARD Two.
Roger C. Shattuck, D. 140.
Albert D. Melendy, R. 213.
WARD THREE.
John B. Dube, D. 234.
Louis Blume, R. 88.
WARD FOUR.
Joshua Jones, D. 104.
George E. Kimball, R. 107.
WARD FIVE.
Edward R. Hartwell, D. 106.
Barteme Hebert, R. 60.
WARD SIX.
Patrick Lonergan, D. 160.
John H. Dobens, R. 118.
WARD SEVEN.
George N. Bresnahan, D. 321.
Charles Potter, R. 265.
WARD EIGHT.
Charles N. Wilcox, D. 421.
Eugene Robinson, R. 299.
WARD NINE.
Charles H. Desmarais, D. 348.
Selectmen.
WARD ONE.
Daniel A. Sullivan, D. 123.
Hans A. Berge, D. 125.
George M. Kittredge, D. 164.
Charles H. Haines, R. 390.
Eugene F. Hodge, R. 364.
James F. Weston, R. 374.
WARD Two.
William H. Burns, D. 112.
Leon A. Sanders, D. 114.
Alfred Trombley, D. 116.
Laroy W. Duncklee, R. 232.
Herm.an A. Osgood, R. 229.
Allen E. Wheeler, R. 232.
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WARD THREE.
Joseph Boilard, Jr., D. 222.
Chester D. Hurd, D. 224.
Joseph Pepin, D. 214.
Curtland Wheeler, R. 90.
Eli J. Berube, R. 85.
Henry J. Potry, R. 82.
WARD FOUR.
Joseph D. Cone, D. 95.
George D. Dyer, D. 93.
Ulric Heon, D. 94.
Burleigh L. Fletcher, R. 114.
Wilham W. Powers, R. 113.
Antoine N. Relation, R. 107.
WARD FIVE.
William J. O'Neil, D. 97.
Thomas Diggins, D. 95.
Andre Belanger, D. 97,
Frederick C. Sasse, R. 67.
Harold M. Randall, R. 67.
Nathan E. Noonan, R. 63.
WARD SIX.
Joseph V. Valcour, D. 148.
Odilon Langlois, D. 153.
Matthew Sullivan, D. 164.
Edward E. Hammond, R. 116.
Melvin D. Horton, R. 115.
Earle W. Lund, R. 105.
WARD SEVEN.
Frederick E. Brown, D. 295.
Wilham J. Smith, D. 290.
Wilham Wills, D. 277.
George E. Tracy, R. 288.
Albert E- Hamhn, R. 287.
Manfield Neff, R. 266.
WARD EIGHT.
Benj. C. Hanscom, D. 397.
Fred H. Hamblett, D. 405.
John W. Milan, D. 405.
Raymond R. Canfield, R. 293.
Charles M. Foote, R. 294.
Lucien W. Rees, R. 305.
WARD NINE.
Joseph Larouche, D. 317.
John B. Marquis, D. 319.
John J. Slavin, D. 305.
Emile Bonenfant, R. 125.
Patrick Gilhooley, R. 119.
Ludger Berube, R. 128.
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Ward Clerk.
WARD ONE.
Frank H. Brown, D. 136.
James I. Forsyth, R. 375.
WARD Two.
William I. White, D. 137.
Cyrus W. Foss, R. 209
WARD THREE
Horace Cantara, D. 225.
Lorenzo C. Cole, R. 86.
WARD FOUR.
Frederick C. Maynard, D. 101.
James H. Lafayette, R. 107.
WARD FIVE.
John J. Moran, D. 99.
Walter H. Classon, R. 63.
WARD SIX.
Daniel D. Reardon, D. 148.
William S. Henry, R. 127.
WARD SEVEN.
Edward C. Ekstrom, D. 308.
John A. Armstrong, R. 263.
WARD EIGHT.
Irenee D. Ravenelle, D. 415.
George W. Cheney, R. 303.
WARD NINE.





Ledoux, Henri T., Collector, 1910.. . $ 53.50
Ledoux, Henri T., Collector, 1911 . . . 210.80












Transferred to City Hall Acct 355.43
$4,000.00
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PAID.
Austin, C. H., repairs $ .75
Barker, S. N., services 126.25
Burke, C. H., services & cash pd. out 603.75
Classon, C. W., rubber stamps 3.15
Cole, F. E., & Co., supplies 72.50
Corriveau, D., services 50.00
Cotton, Arthur H., services 517.00
Davis, Henry H., services 500.00
Dodge, Isaac W., services 30.00
Dufour, Joseph, services 12.00
Faxon, H. M., services •. 3.00
Greenough, W. A., & Co., directory.. 3.00
Grover, C. R., Co., supplies 31.00
Hannon, John N., cuspidors 3.00
Hooper, Rowe R., services 517.00
Howard-Sexton Co., supplies .50
Humphrey, Jas. E., services 62.50
L'Impartial, notices 8.40
Lintott, H. C, auto hire 2.00
Marquis Press, supplies 24.98
Mendell, J. W., services 75.00
Nashua Typewriter Exc, repairs. . . . 2.10
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service. . . 4.19
O'Connell, T. W., services 52.00
Runnells, Chas. H., services 400.00
Stearns, Chas. E., services 62.50
Smith's Bookstore, supplies 11.50
Telegraph Pub. Co., notices '. 52.00
Thompson, Mabel, services 5.50
Waters, James H., services 400.00
Wheeler's Printing Office, supplies. . . 9.00
$3,644.57




Nashua Military Band $300.00
PAID.
Bresnahan, Geo. N., services $100.00
Burque, Arthur O., supplies 68.40
Gaffney Bros., livery 6.00
Gray, F. A., livery 2.00
Hallisey Drug Co., supplies 39.35
Hoyt, Joseph B., services -50
Lewis, F. T., livery 7.50
Maker, E. C., services 2.00
Marshall, Mrs. board 3.50




Appropriation •. . $1,000.00
$1,000.00
Amount used $1,080.37
Transferred from Insurance 80.37
$1,000.00
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Nashua Gummed & Coated Paper
Co., rope
Nashua Rendering Co., services
Phaneuf, H. C, supplies
Rock, T. F., M. D., services
Roy, E. E., suppHes
Roy, J. O. Drug Co., supplies
Salvail, Narcisse H., services
Schiefflin & Co., vaccine points
Smith, C. E., services
Thompson, Mabel, services
Wallace, A. E., supplies
Whitman, N. S., supplies
Wingate, F. H., supplies
Board of Public Works.
Amount appropriated $55,000.00
Special Bridge Appropriation 9,753.49




RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. 73
Austin, C. H., stock and labor $2.86
Balcom, G. E., ice 4.25
Bancroft, J. F., wood 2.50
Barber Asphalt Paving Co., asphalt
.
18.34
Barrett Manufacturing Co., tarvia . . 2,023.61
Barry, W. H., expenses 1.96
Bixby, W. F., services 50.00
Blankenberg, M., supplies 2.15
Bond, Harold L. Co., supplies 40.48
B. & M. R. R., freight 714.50
Boutwell Bros. Co., shovels 17.02
Buffalo S. Roller Co., supplies 34.60
Bumford, C. A., hay 23.57
Burnett, J. F., labor 33.00
Burque, H. A., release of claim 20.50
Buxton, F. T., stock and labor 11.86
Cate, Frank B., gravel 8.10
City Coal Co., coal 8.70
Colby, G. C, trucking 5.25
Cole, F. E., & Co., books 7.50
Coleman, S. T. Co., supplies 30.00
Concord Foundry & M. Co., supplies 256.50
Cook, F. D. Lumber Co., Lumber. .
.
49.35
Cotton, John F., team and labor , . . . 129.98
Crowell, F. J., bricks 12.00
Cummings, S. P., metal polish 1.00
Davis, H. M., use of wheels 3.75
Dolan, P., use of team 113.00
Douglass, J. E., shoeing 4.35
Dubray, L. J., bricks 43.70
Duncklee,L. P. & Sons, teams and la-
bor 37.25
Engineer's Dep't., services. . . 6.10
Essex Trap Rock & C. Co., crushed
stone 551.90
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Flanders, Wm. O., team and labor.... $32.50
Fletcher, M. J., grain 180.55
Foisie, W. E., rep. and supplies 28.95
Ford, A. C. & A. J., labor 20.38
Fowell, W. and Son, labor 2.50
Frasse, P. A. & Co., supplies 3.00
Gay, A. E., stock and labor 38.44
Geelin, Andrew, labor 328.30
Goodman, A. J., supplies .25
Goodrich, W. S., benches 117.00
Good Roads Machinery Co., supplies 32.91
Grover, C. R. Co., printing 6.75
Hagerty, John, services & exp 203.88
Hardy, C. E., hay 87.68
Hathaway, E. O., expenses 29.85
Hayden, W. N., hay 25.19
Haywood, C. W., trucking 1.00
Hill Hardware Co., supplies 150.06
Hoass, Chas. & Co., supplies .60
Holden, Fred M., team and labor . . . 189.00
Indian Refining Co., liquid asphalt .
.
1,125.97
Jackman, C. B. Co., stock 793.27
Jackson, Co., rent 1.00
Jambard, Louis, labor 210.05
Jenks, G., shoeing 96.83
Jones, John R., labor 22.75
Kendall, P. A., labor .20
Lafayette, L., shoeing 55.20
Lamonday, Peter, labor 10.50
Laton, Albert T., rent 96.00
Leazotte, H. F., team and labor . . . .• 765.59
Leazotte, J. W., stock and labor .... 4.00
Leazotte, Oscar, labor 1.80
Levesque, Louis, labor 13.00
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Lewis, F. T., services $200.00
Ley, Fred T. & Co., bal. on bridge
contract 8,480.00
Le}', Joseph Co., supplies 18.00
Lintott, H. C, auto hire 34.00
Lonergan, P., labor .50 >#
Major, E. H., labor 1.45
Manchester & Concord Express Co.,
express 1.35
Marden, C, stock and labor 18.92
Marquis Press, printing 5.25
Mass. Broken Stone Co., crushed
stone 28.85
Merrimac Iron Foundry, supplies . . . 88.50
McDonald, H. R., stock and labor. . 7.75
McKean, F. L., horse hire 6.50
McOuesten & Co., grain 24.25
Mitchell, H. W., team and labor. . . . 255.98
Moran, James H., team and labor. . . 639.04
Moriarty, Richard, labor 25.25
Moss, M., stock and labor 367.83
Nashua Boot & Shoe Co., rubber boots 14.00
Nashua Coal & C. Co., coal 328.27
Nashua Co-operative F. Co., supplies 6.42
Nashua Granite Co., edgestone 2,474.11
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 62.50
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service . . . 43.44
North E. Metal C. Co., supplies .... 46.50
Nye, C. G., labor .25
Osgood Construction Co., concreting 357.85
O'Toole, Aug., oil .55
Pay Roll 37,254.44
Peel, W. F., grain 8.93
Pennichuck Water Works, stock and
labor 5.15
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Proctor Bros. & Co., wood $7.25
Putnam, E. O., hay 224.31
Rand, W. N., gasoline .75
Rice, K. A., use of team 234.00
Ricor, C. A., gravel 35.40
Riley, 0., wood 1.00
Robbins, J. G., team and labor 288.27
Robinson, E. A., team and labor .... 49.95
Rollins Engine Co., machine work.. . 30.64
Rousseau, Joseph, services 200.00
Roy, J. W., labor 4.47
Shattuck, Chas., wood 4.00
Shedd, A., s. pipe 112.47
Smith's, supplies 3.50
Solway Process Co., supplies 239.75
Spence & Rideout, stock and labor. . 9.00
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., road oil... 1,304.07
Studebaker Corporation of A., oiler. . 556.30
Tardif, Frank X., concreting 225.40
Telegraph Pub. Co., printing 9.45
Thompson, H., brooms 14.00
Tilton, O. B., grain 484.64
Tolles, J. H. Co., lumber 431.61
Tracy, A. E., wood 1.50
Valcour, L. M., repairs 6.30
Walch, F. A., supplies 1.30
Warner, C. M., ladder 7.25
Whitney, James F., stone 2.50
Whittemore & Ambrose, bolts .11
Worcester, J. R. & Co., services 1,245.63
$65,815.42





















Tolles, Jason E., City Treasurer, pay-




Transferred from Assessors' Dept. . . 355.43
Transferred from Fire Dep't 34.35
Transferred from Insurance Dep't. . . .57
PAID.
Allard, Wm. & Co., stock and labor
.
$41.93
Angus, D. R., repairing 47.90
Austin, C. H., stock and labor 9.70
Charbonneau, A. J., laundry work. . 3.55
Coulahan, Mrs. James, cleaning 4.00
Crowley, J. H., supplies 12.70
Dillin, J. F., stock and labor 4.60
Gay, A. E., stock and labor .59
Hill Hardware Co., supplies 11.36
Jacques & Perreault, supplies 3.93
Jefferson, A. R., repairing .50
Laliberte, E., clock 20.00
Lapham, C. W., paint .40
Lycette, J. J., stock and labor 6.11
Harden, Chas., supplies 7.70
Nashua Coal & C. Co., coal 1,519.14
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 428.95
$2,390.35
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New Hamp. Towel S. Co., towel sup-
ply $6.00
Pennichuck Water Works, water sup-
ply 144.61
Spence & Ridecut, stock and labor. . 5.55
West Disinfectant Co., disinfectant.. 64.50
Whittemore & Ambrose, supplies. ... .48




Transferred from Lands & Buildings. 339.73
$43,339.73
PAID.
Barry, W. H., Mayor, int. on Sinking
Fund Note $472.53
Indian Head National Bank, inter-
est en note 971.62
Maynard, F. W. Treas., int. on Note
.
235.98
Nashua Trust Co., int. on Note 20.00
Shattuck, G. C, Treas., int. on Note 640.00
Tolles, Jason E., City Treasurer, int.
and discounts on Notes 40,999.60
$43,339.73





Burque, A. O., supplies $149.52
Gray, F. A., livery 8.00
Hallisey Drug Co., supplies 23.80
McKean, F. L., livery 21.50
Mulvanity, A. F., M. D., services . . 400.00
Nutter, C. F., M. D., services 7.50
Roy, E. E., supplies 8.50
Roy, J. O. Drug Co., supplies 88.35
Whitman, N. S., supplies 9.23





Blanchard & Currier, supplies $46.90
Brodeur, Cyrille, groceries 42.38
Burns, Annie E., nursing 21.00
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Callahan, T., services $ 63.75
City Drug Co., supplies 20.50
Cohen, J., groceries 5.02
Connor, Mary T., services 7.00
Cross, Marcia L., washings '11 3.20
Cummings, F. K., wood 2.00
Degnan, J. W. services 2.50
Deschamps & Houde, groceries 4.19
Desclos & Dufour, groceries 29.76
Downing, J. E., services 18.50
Downing, T. S., groceries 75.35
Dube, J. B., groceries 11.37
Earley, Thomas, services 237.50
Gaffney, Alice M., services 533.50
Gagnon, Mary J., groceries 19.69
Gray, F. A., livery 30.50
Gregg & Son, wood 6.00
Hagerty, Josephine, nursing 139.00
Hallisey Drug Co., supplies 106.15
Hart, T. N. Est., groceries 26.89
Jambard, D. L., milk 4.92
Jeannotte, A. A. dishes .75
Klacnzi, F., groceries 4.00
Landry, Fred, services 62.50
Lavigne, E. H., bread 5.93
Lavoie, Alfred, labor 7.50
Ledoux Bros., groceries 12.37
Lee, Robert, services 56.25
Levesque, J. rent 19.50
Mansfield, J. W., services 63.75
McKean, F. L., livery 11.00
McLaughlin, P. J., M. D., services. . 70.00
Morin & Grandmaison, groceries .... 11.60
Mulvanity, A. F., M. D., services.. . 784.50
Myers, Mrs. F., services 105.00
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Nashua Coal & C. Co., coal
Nashua G. & C. Paper Co., rope
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., coke
O'Toole, Aug., provisions
Phaneuf, H. C, clothing
Poulin, A. A., groceries
Proctor Bros. & Co., wood
Riley, Owen, wood
Rioux, P., services
Schiefiflin & Co., supplies
Soucy, Pierre, rent
St. Onge, W., bread
Tessier, Miss E., groceries
Trottier, Mrs. L., board
Underhill Drug Co., supplies ...
Wallace, A. E., supplies
Wheeler & Nutting, livery
Whitman, N. S., supplies
Wilcox, C. N., milk
Wingate, F. H., supplies
County Tax.
ToUes, Jason E., City Treasurer $20,748.65
$ 40.65
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PAID.





American City, subscription $1.00
Austin, C. H., stock and labor 2.42
City Carriage Co., painting 12.00
Douglass, J. E., repairing .35
Engineering Nev.s, subscription 5.00
Fifield, E. O., supplies 2.00
Frost & Adams, supplies 2.45
Greenough, W. A. & Co., 1912 direc-
tory 3.00
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 24.90
Hathaway, E. O. services and cash
paid out 1,223.55
Holzworth, Geo., repairs 6.60
Lewis, F. T., livery 4.50
Makepeace, B. L., supplies 17.89
McDonald, H. R., stock and labor. . 1.85
McKean, F. L., livery 45.00
Moss, C. E., supplies 1-50
Myer Abrams & Co., prof, bag 4.50
$200.00
$3,999.10
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Nashua Typewriter Exc, repairing.. S.85
Pay Rolls 2,384.76
Ramsdell, A. D., livery 196.50
Smith's Bookstore, typewriter ribbon 1.00
Soltmann, E. G., supplies 51.28








Allton Grocery Co., supplies 4.50
American Shearer Co., stock & labor 7.25
Angus, D. R., repairing 5.50
Austin, C. H., repairing 4.19
Avery, C. H., Co., supplies 2.45
Bingham & Co., repairing 1.00
Blunt, Harry H., cotton waste 25.56
Boilard, F., services 3.48
B. & M. R. R., freight 100.13
Buxton, F. T., supplies .98
Calahan, C. Co., supplies 383.75
Chase, Stephen, straw 44.00
City Carriage Co., shoeing 106.30
City Drug Co., supplies 10.80
Clark, E. W., stock and labor 59.72
Cole, F. E. Co., book 8.00
Combination Ladder Co., ladders . 405.00
Cone & Co., stock and labor 11.50
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Cornplanter Refining Co., oil $11.20
Covey, A., services 2.75
Crescent Custom Laundry, laundry
work 27.23
Crowley, T. A., coal 349.83
Damon, J. F., heaters and repairs.. . 1,500.00
Dempsey, James, hay and straw .... 895.75
Douglass, J. E., shoeing 127.35
Dubray, Louis J-, stock and labor. . . 214.50
Dustin, P. R., services 1.00
Engine Companies, proportion of
fines 60.00
Farley, W. A., insurance 40.00
Flanders, E. D., hay 267.74
Flather & Co., machine work 32.53
Fletcher, M. J., grain 266.75
Foisie, W. E., repairing 72.75
Gamewell, F. A. Tel. Co., repairing.
.
16.95
Garland, E. F., stock and labor 177.99
Gay, A. E., repairing 4.13
Gibson, Halsey, repairing 56.85
Gregg & Son, wood 1-80
Hill, Justin E., weighing 2.20
Hill Hardware Co., supplies 128.53
Holbrook-Marshall, supplies 19.57
Holt, H. F., services 5.00
Holt, L. G., stock and labor 721.76
Howard, J. W., hay 358.88
Howard-Sexton Co., supplies 16.00
Jackman, C. H., stock and labor. . . . 38.05
Jacques & Perreault, supplies 28.61
Jameson, F. J., metal polish 9.00
Jeannotte, A. A., furnishings 25.70
Jenks, G., shoeing 3.30
Johnson, Oscar P., stock and \abrr 156.73
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Kelly, F. M., services $37.57
Knight & Thomas, supplies 4.40
Lamarche, Joseph, shoeing 199.30
Lane, W. T. & Bro., supplies 9.60
Lapham, C. W., stock and labor .... 151.57
Levesque, Louis, services 1.00
Lloyd, Thomas, fire hood 5.00
Lord, F. T. Polish Co., polish 10.00
Lovejoy, W. H. Co., supplies 6.15
Lycette, J. J., stock and labor 14.53
Manchester & C. Exp. Co., express. . 8.80
Manchester Machine Works, labor .
.
1.55
Marden, Chas., stock and labor 68.28
Marquis Press, printing 12.75
McDonald, H. R., repairing 1.20
McMillan, Allan, repairing 64.85
McQuesten & Co., grain 678.50
Melendy, A. D., supplies 24.12
Moss, M., shoeing 24.45
Moss Hand Laundry, laundry work 43.89
Nashua Build. Co., stock and labor.
.
87.58
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., coal 975.38
Nashua Harness Co., rep. & supplies 115.15
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 410.26
Nashua Saddlery Co., supplies .75
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service. . 123.90
Nolan, Elizabeth G., typewriting.. . . 12.25
Norwell, H. S. Co., supplies 6.49
Pay Rolls 27,602.43
Peel, W. F., grain 483.30
Pennichuck W. Works, water supply 79.17
Peno, Henry, services .50
Phelps, A. W., weighing .70
Proctor Bros. & Co., wood • 62.94
Ramsdell, A. D., horses 1,210,00
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Riley, Owen, wood .$15.00
Robart-Carleton Co., supplies 22.50
Rousseau, Joseph, shoeing 75.35
Russell, W. T., V. S., services 115.50
Shea, D. F., stock and labor 38.95
Smith, H. J., services 18.00
Sirith, J. E., express .35
Spence & Rideout, stock and labor. . 18.85
Stuart-Howland Co., supplies 61.26
Talbot Dyewood Co., supplies 39.14
Tardif, F. X., concreting 61.44
Tilton, O. B., grain 251.88
Tolles, J. H. & Co., rent of steam. . . 403.83
Vandyke, G. F., hay 46.11
Wallace, A. E., supplies 6.70
Waterbury Button Co., buttons 11.25
West Disinfecting Co., disinfectant... 31.00
W^halen, L. S., services 17.50
Whitman, N. S., iodine 1.52
Whitney, C. H., expenses 3.70
Whitney, G. F. Co., soap 7.20
Whittemore & Ambrose, supplies. . . . 15.08
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PAID.
Allen, Bradford, M. D., ret. of births
and deaths S2.50
Andrews, G. N., premium on bonds 210.00
American Surety Co., bond 7.50
Anthoine, I. G., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 2.00
Atherton, E. B., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 4.25
Austin, C. H., stock and labor 40.50
Beauclerk, W. P., M. D., and G. H.
Clark, M. D., services 6.00
Belford, Rev. J. A., ret. of marriage . . .25
Birmingham Pen Co., pens 2.25
Black, J. S., M. D., ret. of births and
deaths 9.00
Bolster, Rev. W. H., ret. of marriages 2.75
B. & M. R. R., rent 120.00
Brodeur, Rev. C. L., ret. of marriages .50
Buckley, Katherine, services 94.00
Buckley, Timothy J., services 3.00
Burque, H. A., expenses and settling
claims 146.48
Burroughs, A., Mach. Co., repairing. 3.78
Buzzell, Rev. G. W., ret. of marriage. .25
Charest, J. A., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 25.00
Clancy, Frank B., services 5.25
Classon, C. W., supplies 6.40
Clough, J. P., ret. of marriage .2
Clement, C. S., settling of claim 30.00
Cole, F . E. & Co., books 63.00
Congdon, C. E., M. D., ret. of births
deaths 1.00
Cormier, Rev. J. H., ret. of marriage. .25
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Courtney, N. A., typewriting $6.00
Creamer, Rev. M., ret. of marriages. 3.50
Cyr, Arthur L., return of vital statis-
tics 260.55
Cyr, Arthur L., City Clerk, expenses . 94.52
Dansereau, P. E., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths .75
Daudelin, A., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 6.00
Dearborn, S. S., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 7.50
Desaalniers, Rev. P. L., ret. of mar-
riages 1.75
Earley, Margaret M., services 600.00
Eaton, I. C, ret. of marriages .75
First Baptist Society, rent 137.50
First National Bank of Boston, cer-
tifying notes and bonds 270.00
French, Robert A., ret. of marriages 2.25
Fuller, W. L., collecting garbage. . . 520.00
Gaffnev, F. J., ret. of marriages 1.00
Gaskill, B. T., rent 240.00
Gaudette, F. X., services 15.00
Gilman, Rev. J. B., ret. of marriages 9.00
Grav, F. A., Est., livery and ambu-
lance 230.50 '
Greeley, J. T., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 1.25
Greenough, W. A., Co., 2 directories. 6.00
Gross. Rev. Daniel I., ret. of marri-
ages 8.00
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 22.08
Guertin, Auguste, M. D., return of
births and deaths 27.00
Hallinan, S. L., services 150.66
2.00
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Hamblett, R. H., services $55.00
Hicks, Rev. T. Ross, ret. of marriages 1.00
Holt, D. F. & Son, stock and labor. . 20.00
Holt, L. A. & Co., ambulance 119.00
Howard-Sexton Co., supplies 7.55
Huse, Rev. S. S. Jr., ret. of marriages 2.25
Jackson, G. F., ret. of marriages. ... .50
Jewell, M. H., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 17.50
Jutras, Rev. J. G. A., ret. of marri-
ages
Kittredge, F. E., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 1.75
Kittredge, W. K., ret. of marriage. . . .25
Labree, Mary, services 25.00
Lagace, J. A., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 25.50
Langelier, J. Henry, £uto hire 8.50
Ledoux, H. T., Tax Collector, sale of
taxes 3,185.61
Lewis, Frank T., horse hire -1.00
Lewis, Robert E., services 55.00
L'lmpartial, printing 23.50
Lintott, H. C, auto hire 10.00
Locke, Eva M., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 2.00
Lyons, H. H. supplies 7.75
Magwood, Rev. W., ret. of marriages .50
Manchester Union, subscription. . . . 7.00
Marquis Press, supplies 21.25
Maynard, O. S., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 12.00
McLaughlin, P. J., M. D., return of
births and deaths 6.50
Millette, Rev. J. B. H. V. return of
marriages 9.00
Moher, Rev. M. J., ret. of marriages. .50
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Moran, B. G., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths $23.50
Morrison, Rev. W. H., ret. of mar-
riages 8.25
Mott, Rev. Herbert H., ret. of mar-
riages 1.50
Moussette, Joseph A-, return of mar-
riages 3.00
Mulvanity, A. F., M. D., return of
births and deaths 3.75
Mygatt, H. H., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 7.75
Nashua Trust Co., rent of box 40.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service . . 43.97
New H. Towel Supply Co., supply. . 6.00
Niles, Rev. Wm. P., ret. of marriages 4.25
Nute, Albert A., services 649.25
Nutter, C. F., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 1.50
O'Grady & Field, rent 10.00.
Pay Rolls, bell ringing, 2-22, 7-4 .. . 39.00
Perry, Rev. L- E-, return of mar-
riages .50
Petit, A. W., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 22.50
Phaneuf, H. C, gloves 1.00
Pollard Auto Co., auto hire 3.00
Reed, W. E., M. D., ret. of births and
deaths 3.75
Richards, Rev. J. J., ret. of marriages 3 50
Robbins, E. D., M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 5.25
Roberts, W. D., trucking 12,00
Rock, T. F., M. D., ret. of births and
deaths 3.50
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Runnells, F. D., ret. of marriages. ... S .25
Ryan, Frank E., services 120.00
Shea, A. W., M. D., ret. of births and
deaths 10.00
Shea, D. M., M. D., return of births
and deaths .75
Smith, H. L., M. D., ret. of births and
deaths 17.50
Smith's Bookstore, supphes 35.39
Soper, Rev. G. E-, ret. of marriages 12.25
Spalding & Trow, papers 11.55
Spring, John R., ret. of marriages .... .50
Strout, Rev., E. C, ret. of marriages. 10.00
Sulhvan, D. E-, M. D., services .... 6.00
Sweeney, M., M. D., ret. of births ... .50
Telegraph Publishing Co. advertising 64.10
Terrien, Albert, ret. of marriages. . . . .75
Tetreau, Rev. H. J., ret. of marriages .75
Tetreault, Rev. H. ret. of marriage. . .25
Thomas, Henry G. ret. of marriage . . .25
Tolles, Willard, ret. of marriage. . . . .25
ToPes, Jason E., expenses 16.05
Tyllo, Rev. Leo, ret. of marriages .... 4.25
Union Publishing Co., directory. . . . 3.00
Wallace, A. h. M. D., ret. of births
and deaths 19.00
Wallace, A. S., M. D., ret. of births 13.75
and deaths 2.00
Webster, C. H., testimony
Whitmarsh, Jas. F., services 10.19
Winter, Mrs. E. T., services 1.50
Woitys, Rev. L. A., ret. of marriages 8.75
Wood, C. R., recording deeds 9.57
Woodburv, Helen E., services 4.32
i,318.18
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Insurance.
Appropriation $800.00
Tranferred to Board of Health 80.37
Transferred to Board of Public Works 6.48
Transferred to City Hall .57
Transferred to Water Supply 5.00
Undrawn 106.53
PAID.
Andrews, George N., insurance . . . .
Cross, Ira, insurance
Crowley, James B., insurance
Farley, William A., insurance
Small, W. C, insurance premiums.
Tuck, Andrew, J., insurance
Lands and Buildings.
Appropriation $3,000.00
Transferred to City Interest 339.73
Undrawn 22.78
PAID.
Allard, W. & Co., stock and labor. . $2.85
Angus, D. R., repairing 10.50
$601.05
107.75
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Austin, C. H., repairing $20.55
Bliss, C. W., care of lawn 6.25
Calderwood, C. H., stock and labor.. 26.45
Cone & Co., stock and labor 108.75
Cook, F. D. Lumber Co., lumber. . . . 850.33
Crowley, J. H., supplies 8.20
Dillon, J. F., stock and labor 7.89
Earley, Thomas, stock and labor. . .
.
23.17
Howard-Sexton Co., shades 2.40
Johnson, Oscar P., repairing 5.96
Lewis, F. T., livery 1.50
Lycette, J. J., labor ^ 7.25
Harden, Charles, stock and labor . . . 106.93
Marquis Press, posters 3.00
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 101.04
Pennichuck W. Works, water supply 42.89
Telegraph Publishing Co., notices. . . 54.00
Tolles, J. H. & Co., lumber 110.13
Wheeler, C. E-, stock and labor 1,137.45
Memorial :Day.
Appropriation . . . . . $200.00
PAID.





















Tolles, J. E., City Treasurer $1,200.00
$1,200.00
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Park Commission, Brown Tail Moths.
Appropriation : . $1,000.00
$1,000.00
PAID.
Tolles, J. E., City Treasurer Sl.OOO.OO
$1,000.00












Balcom, G. E., coal $41.00
Ber/.ets, S., shoes 23.50
Brodeur, Calixte & Son, groceries . .
.
64.08
Brodeur, Cyrille, groceries 90.00
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Brownrigg, A. E., M. D., services. . .
Buckley, Mrs. T., rent
Cole, F. E. & Co., supplies
Collette, A. B., groceries
Comstock, Mrs. Ida, rent
Crowley, J. H., groceries
Cummings, F. K., wood
Deschamps & Houde, groceries
Desclos & Dufour, groceries
Desclos, Maxime, groceries
Dion, J. B., shoes
Downing, T. S., groceries
Dube, J. B., groceries
Flynn, Mary, rent
Gagnon, M. J., groceries
Goyette, A. B., groceries
Hart, T. N., Est., groceries
Hillsborough County, board
Ivon, Samuel, groceries
Jacques & Perreault, clothing
Lampron & Langlois, shoes
Ledoux Bros., groceries
Locke, H. F., rent
Lucier, Cordelia, board
Lund, C. T. & Son, burial
Morin & Grandmaison, groceries ....
Moussette, J. A., services and cash
paid out
Mulvanity, Mary, rent
Nashua Coal & C. Co., coal
Nason, C. L., groceries
Newton, F., Co., groceries
Nye, Mrs. E., rent
O'Toole, A., groceries
Phaneuf, H. C, shoes
$5.00
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Ravenelle, I. L., clothing $14.90
Richard, A. M., groceries 76.00
Riley, Owen, wood 191.00
Robichaud, P. L. & Son, burial 21.50
Rouleau & Kerouac, groceries 40.03
Roy, E. E., crutches 2.75
Sawyer, A. F., rent 132.00
St. Joseph's Orphanage, board 96.00
Sullivan, Brcs., groceries 122.CO
Sullivan, Thomas J., expenses 5.25
Sylvestre, A. R., groceries 70.CO
Tracy, Mrs. P., board 96.00
Walch, F. A., groceries 61.15







Anderson, Gecrge E., services ^ICO.OO
Angus, D. R., repairing 7.65
Avery, C. H., Co., labor 5.25
Austin, C. H., stcck and labor 326.19
Cameron, C. C, kundry 30.92
Chamberlain-Patten Co., supplies. . . 3.98
Cole, F. E., Co., EUfjlies 25.87
Crowley, James B., services 125.00
Dahlmann, H. I., supplies 21.^0
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Evans, D. & Co., buttons 10.42
Fitzpatrick, Martin, services 600.00
Foisie, W. E., repairing 9.45
Cay, A. E., stock and labor 5.46
Gray, F. A., livery 29.75
Greenough W. A. & Co., directory . . . 3.00
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 11.90
Holt, L. A. & Co., livery 2.50
Howard-Sexton Co., shade 1.50
Lewis, F. T., livery 1.00
Lintott, H. C, auto hire 233.92
Maker, E. C, services 28.00
McCarty, W. F., supplies 29.57
McDonald, H. R., stock and labor . . 33.29
Nashua Baking Co., crackers 12.00
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 291.15
Nashua Trust Co., ins. on note 500.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., services.. 119.37
Pay rolls 25,850.42
Pederzani, Guy, rent of boat 1.00
Pennichuck W. Works, water supply 43.73
Pollard Auto Co., auto hire 18.25
Ro-berts, W. D., services 40.00
Runnells, F. D., services 300.00
Smith's Bookstore, supplies 5.95
Spalding & Trow, papers 13.05
Spring, John R., services 1,000.00
Talbot & Co., one coat 7.00
Telegraph Publishing Co., printing. . 23.63
Warrell Mfg. Co., supplies 20.00
Wheeler & Nutting, livery 13.00
Wheeler, W. W., services & cash
paid out 1,263.93
Whittemore & Ambrose, supplies. ... 9.54
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Wingate, F. H., services and supplies $123.00




Transferred to Schools 126.57
Undrawn 63.77
PAID.
Cole, F. E. & Co., books $13.50
Grover, C. R. Co., stationery 11.00
Independant Statesman, printing . . . 45.75
LTmpartial, printing 51.25
Marquis Press, printing City Report
etc 641.65
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PAID.




Barry, William H., services
Burque, Henri A., services
Cyr, Arthur L., services
Laplante, Napoleon, services
Ledoux, Henri T., services
Moriarty, Daniel J., services







Transferred from Printing & Stationery
$5,500.00
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PAID.
Allton Grocery Co., supplies
Allyn & Bacon, books
American Book Co., books
American Express Co., express
American W. W. Co., supplies
Angus, D. R., repairing
Appleton, D. & Co., books
Atkinson, Mentzer Co., books
Avery, C. H. Co., stock and labor. . .
Babb, E. E. & Co., books
Bacon, John, services
Barnes, A. J. Co., supplies
Baxter, A. F., supplies
Beck, E. W., supplies
Belvidere Market, supplies
Bernier, J., wood
Birchard, C. C. & Co., supplies
Blanchard, A. W., supplies
Bland, Sarah, labor
Bliss, Geo. R. Tr., rent of books . . . .
Boston Bank Note Co., diplomas . ...
Boston, Music Co., music
Buxton, Fred T., stock and labor . . .
Callahan, Mrs., labor
Cecilia Society, Music
Central Scientific Co., supplies
Chagnon, Alphonse, stock and labor.
Chamberlain, M. W. Strip Co., sup-
plies
Chamberlain-Patten Co., mdse
Chrisman Pub. Co., books
Clark, E. W., roofing
Clease, C. L., & Son, supplies
$5.70
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Cole, F. E. Co., supplies $417.23
Colonial Theatre, rent 11.50
Cone & Co., stock and labor 117.23
Cook, F. D. Lumber Co., lumber. ... 146.35
Cummings, Ella F., transportation . . 212.50
Daus, F. F. Co., supplies 18.00
Dillon, John F., stock and labor .... 82.41
Ditson, Oliver Co., music 54.15
Doughty, Henry C, supplies 44.97
Douglass, C. E., services 1.50
Doyle, John, services 8.00
Duncklee, Cons. Co., labor 6.00
Fletcher, M. J., supplies .45
Ford, A. J., labor 10.00
Fowell, William & Son, stock & labor 11.07
Frost & Adams, supplies 14.67
Funk & Wagnalls, books 33.75
Garland, E. F., stock and labor 68.79
Gaskill, B. T., supplies 8.83
Gault, John, services 5.00
Gay, A. E., stock and labor 153.40
Gibson, H. W., stock .90
Ginn, & Co., books 582.50
Goodwin, C. W., dyeing 1.00
Gregg & Son, door 1.25
Greenough, W. A. Co., 2 directories. 6.00
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 1,434.15
Hagerty, Jerry, rent of Lawndale . . . 60.00
Hall, Lester M., wood 17.00
Hallisey, D. J., supplies 36.00
Hamilton, J. A., repairs 40.00
Hamlin, Frank, bal. on machine .... 1.65
Hammett, J. L., Co., books 89.58
Hayden, H. A., stock and labor 74.46
Heath, D. C. Co., books 34.30
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Hendricks', A. P. Sons, repairing. . . . $2.00
Hildreth, Mrs. G., repairing flag .... 1.00
Hill Hardware Co., supplies 1,374.57
Hinds, Noble & Eldredge, books .... 2.16
Holt, D. F. & Son, stock and labor... 171.07
Holt, Henry & Co., books 32.58
Holt, L. A. & Co., livery 16.00
Houghton, Mifflin Co., books 234.97
Howard-Sexton Co., supplies 737.04
Howe, J. P., wood 117.96
Hussey, Grace M., writing diplomas. 18.75
Hydro Palm Co., soap powder 13.50
International Text B. Co., books. . . . 4.50
Jackman, C. B. & Son, stock & labor 1,326.32
Jefferson, A. R., stock and labor. . . . 8.60
Johnson, O. P., stock and labor 1,050.04
Jones, William, janitor service 77.00
Kee Lox Co., supplies 27.85
Kelley, Guy R., typewriting .75
Keuffel & Esser, supplies 57.92
Kimball System, signs 1.25
Knights, Mrs. George, transportation 55.75
Knott, L. E. App. Co., supplies 42.17
Lamarche, Joseph, repairing 5.50
Lampron, Ovila, transportation 15.25
Lapham, Chas. W., stock and labor.. 159.39
Lintott, H. C, auto hire 4.00
Little, Brown & Co., supplies 10.71
Lyons, J. A. & Co., books 44.47
Manchester & C. Express Co., express 7.65
Manual Arts Press, supplies 45.81
Marden, Charles, stock and labor . . . 24.10
Marquis Press, notices 5.25
Martin, F. W., glasses 2.00
McCaffrey, H. B., services 3.00
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McDonald, H. R., stock and labor. . .13.55
Mcintosh, D. C, books 16.46
McKean, A. J., services 100.00
McMillan, Allan, repairing .75
Merrill, H., eye glasses 33.25
Merritt, C. E. Co., books 55.49
Milton, Bradley Co., supplies 265.24
Moore, Jas. H., rep. locks 2.05
Moraros, M., laundry work 1.90
Morrill Brothers, trucking 98.63
Mullen, M. C, cloth 2.00
Mullins, Mrs. M. L., transportation. 54.00
Nashua Building Co., stock and labor 135.74
Nashua Coal & Ice Co., coal 3,247.70
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 249.47
Nashua Paper Box Co., boxes 1.50
Nelson, F. E. Co., supplies 1.20
Nelson, T. & Sons, books 7.20
Nesmith, W. S., expenses 13.12
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service. . . 125.41
New Home Machine Co., 2 machines 46.00
Norwell Co., supplies 18.76
Novello & Co., music 150.52
Nutting, William, piano tuning 13.00
Osgood Construction Co., labor 50.00
Pay Rolls 76,908.77
Pennichuck W. Works, water supply 143.20
Perfection Grate Co., grate & labor.
.
73.17
Phonographic Ins. Co., books 2.03
Post, J. E., dusters 4.00
Prang Co., supplies 6.00
Proctor Bros. & Co., wood 252.67
Rand, W. N., oil 4.50
Rand, McNally & Co., maps, etc. . . . 67.80
Remington Typewriter Co., supplies. 4.00
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Richardson, Chas. F., expenses 6-14. $28.40
Robinson, E. A., services 10.00
Runnells, E. A., services 7.00
Sanborn, B. H. & Co., books 182.18
Scribner, C. Sons, books 74.38
Shattuck, H. C, cleaning carpet .... 1.40
Shea, D. F., stock and labor 669.28
Shedd, W. A., & Co. coal 2,716.75
Sibley & Co., books 7.29
Sigsbee Co., flags 29.70
Silver, Burdett & Co., books 111.64
Simmons, Parker P., books 53.50
Smith's Bookstore, supplies 378.61
Somerville Brush Co., dusters 16.10
Spencer Lens Co., supplies 1.94
Stephens, H. M., supplies 4.89
Tardif, F. X., wood 3.50
Telegraph Pub. Co., notices, etc .... 60.16
Thomas, F. H., cards 1.80
Thompson, Brown & Co., books .... 40.04
Tilton, O. B., salt .70
Tolles, J. H. Co., lumber 93.74
Traver, Mrs., labor 3.75
Underwood Typewriter Co., typewrit-
ers, etc .... .' ' 393.70
Vining, A. L., expense bldg. fence. . . 17.24
Wadsworth-Howland, blue prints . . . 29.40
Wallace, A. E., supplies 44.81
Walton, C. J., rep. clocks 38.25
Warwick & York, books 1.25
West Disinfectant Co., disinfectant.. 10.00
Wheeler's Music Store, piano tuning. 6.00
Whittemore & Ambrose Co., supplies 272.18
Whittemore, F. P., printing 4.50
Wingate, F. H., supplies 8.25
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World, The, one almanac $.35












Deschamps & Houde, groceries
Gorman, Patrick, Gorman ....
Moussette, Joseph A., expense
.
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State Tax.












Transferred from Paupers 150.82
$30,800.00
PAID.
Nashua Ught, Heat & Power Co.,. . . $30,950.82
$30,950.82
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Temporary Loan.
Tolles, Jason E., City Treasurer .... $245,000.00
$245,000.00




Bagley, W. D. C, labor $20.00
Burnham, J. E., stock and labor .... 12.00
Central Labor Union, rent 10.00
City Carriage Co., livery 2.50
Colby, G. C, trucking 1.50
Coombs, J. G., janitor service 3.50
Cote, Cleophas, stock and labor 42.50
Cummings, F. K., wood 8.50
Davis, A. H., rent 100.00
Delorey, C. R., services 8.00
Dillon, J. F.v wiring booths 12.10
Gaffney Bros., livery 6.00
Glavin, J. D., stock and labor 15.00
Hamlin, F., rent and services 130.00
Hills, C. \V., trucking 15.00
Holt, Lowell G., stock and labor. . . . 148.41
Kendall, S. C, stock and labor 15.00
Knowlton, H. J., stock & labor 7.00
LTmpartial, printing 6.00
$5,905.73
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Marden, Charles, rent of stoves $8.50
Marquis Press, check lists, etc., 507.00
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 10.79
O'Donnell Memorial Asso., rent 125.00
Osgood, H. A., stock and labor 21.59
Pay Rolls 4,542.00
Richards, Noe, stock and labor 6.25
Smith, H. W., labor 12.00
Tessier, Fred L., services 1.50
Tolles, J. H. & Co., boards 8.09




Transferred from Insurance 5.00
§10,140.00
PAID.
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Band Concerts $300.00
Beard of Health 1,080.37
Board of Fublic Works 65,815.42
Cemeteries 2,650.00
City Debt 95,000.00
City Hall Building 2,390.35
City Interest 43,339.73








Lands and Buildings 2,637.49
Memorial Day 200.00
Milk Inspector 200.00
Nashua Hospital Association. . . 1,500.00
Park Commission 1 ,200.00
Park Commission, Brown Tail
Moths 1,000.00









Soldiers and Sailors 76.26
**State Tax 45,560.00
St. Joseph's Hospital 1,500.00
Street Lights 30,950.82
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***Temporary Loan 245,000.00





*Provided for by overlay when making assessment of taxes.
**Provided for by direct tax.
***Notes are issued to pay current expenses in anticipation of
taxes.
ESTIMATED VALUE OF CITY PROPERTY.
City Hall Building and lot $41,000.00
Municipal building and lot 25,000.00
City Farm and buildings 8,000.00
Northe Common 10,000.00
South Common 10,000.00
Engine house and stable, Arlington
street • 6,000.00
Land, Arlington street 3,000.00
Engine house and stable, Olive street 34,000.00
Engine house and stable, Ouincy st.
.
4,000.00
Engine house and stable, x\mherst
street 41,000.00
Engine house, stable and land, Lake
street 10,450.00
Prpperty in hands of fire department,
including engines, hose, trucks,
horses, blankets, tools, etc 35,450.00
Fire alarm telegraph 11,500.00
Property in hands of City Engineer.. 1,000.00
Highway tools 1,300.00
Watering troughs and fountains 600.00




Heating apparatus, furniture and fix-
tures. City Hall building 5,000.00
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Public Library and land 92,647.66
Greeley Farm 15,000.00
Land, Webster and Rcckland streets 1,400.00
Land, Sargent Avenue and Gushing
Avenue 2,000.00
lersonal property at City Farm and
hospital. 500.00
Hospital at Citv Fsrm 1,200.00
Warner & Whitrev rrorertv 5,000.00
$405,247.66
Sci'ccl Kouges.
District No. 1, Lowell Read Sl,200.00
District No. 2, Lowell Read 1,000.00
District No. 3, Spring street 100,000.00
District No. 3, Fast Pearl street .... 3,500.00
District No. 3, ^"ulberry street 12,000.00
District No. 3, Harbor 12,560.00
District No. 3, Edgeville 1,500.00
District No. 5, Chandler street 6,000.00
District No. 5, Mt. Pleasant 50,000.00
District No. 6, Amherst Read 1,500.00
District No. 7, Hcllis Road 1,000.00
District No. 9, LLinstable Read 600.00
District No. 10, Purstatle Poad . . . . 1,500.00
District No. 11, Lurstable Poad ... . 1,200.00
Apparatus and furniture 10,660.00
Arlington street schccl he use 25,000.00
Furniture 2,000.C0
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District No. 4, Shattuck street $12,000.00
Amherst street school house 15,000.00
Belvidere school house 17,988.40
Palm street school house 14,100.00
Lake street school house 8,275.00







OF THE CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
1912.
To His Honor the Mayor, and the Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen: We, the undersigned, Fire Commissioners of
Nashua, respectfully submit the twenty-first annual report of
the Fire Department for the year ending December 31, 1912.
Fire Record, 1912.
General Alarm
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Insurance on Buildings $117,200.00
Insurance paid on Buildings 15,675.34
Estimated value of Contents 83,000.00
Loss on Contents 16,438.53
Insurance on Contents 42,000.00
Insurance paid on Contents 15,757.53
Total Loss 32,913.87




GEORGE F. ADAMS, Chairman.
HARRY W. RAMSDELL,
JAMES H. CONNOR, Clerk
Board of Engineers.
Chief Engineer, Charles H. Whitney
Residence, 9 Elm Street
Deputy Chief, James E. Smith
Residence, 13 lyock Street.
Assistant, William F. Barnes
Residence, 45 Summer Street.
Assistant, Frank E. Fisher
Residence, 62 Chestnut Street.
Officers of Companies.
Engine No. 1.—D. H. Downey, Captain; W. D. George, Lieu-
tenant; W. H. George, Clerk.
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Engine No. 2.—J. H. Kilbride, Captain; L. Moss, Lieutenant;
A. C. Truell, Clerk.
Engine No. 3.—W. E. Whitney, Captain; G. W. Traver, Lieu-
tenant; L. A. Smith, Clerk.
Engine No. 4—C. H. Sanders, Captain; C. D. Currier, Lieu-
tenant; A. H. Brown, Clerk.
Truck No. L—C. H. Tafe, Captain; J. F. Jefts, Lieutenant;
J. P. Mockler, Clerk.
Truck No. 2.—W. E. Grant, Captain; E. W. Dunklee, Lieu-
tenant; A. F. Curtis, Clerk.
Chemical No. 1.—A. C. Melendy, Captain; A. C. Melendy,
Clerk.
Permanent Force.
C. H. Whitney, Chief Engineer.
J. E. Smith, Deputy Chief.
A. C. Melendy, Captain Chemical.
J. C. Coffey, Driver, Chemical.
D. H. Downey, Captain Engine No. 1.
C. E. Farnsworth, Driver, Engine No. 1.
C. H. Atwood, Driver, Hose, No. 1.
J. H. Kilbride, Captain, Engine No. 2.
S. O. Elkins, Driver, Engine No. 2.
P. Hysette, Driver, Hose, No. 2.
W. E. Whitney, Captain, Engine No. 3.
P. A. Lintott, Driver Engine No. 3.
T. F. Degnan, Driver, Hose No. 3.
E. W. Franklin, Driver, Engine No. 4.
C. S. Urquhart, Driver, Hose No. 4.
C. H. Tafe, Captain, Truck No. L
A. J. Molloy, Driver, Truck No. 1.
W. E. Grant, Captain, Truck No. 2.
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W. A. Flanders, Driver, Truck No. 2.
S. P. Smalley, Central Station.
D. E. Cantara, Spare Driver.
C. B. Watkins, Spare Driver.
G. S. Hidden, Spare Driver.
R. E. Hallisey, Driver, Chief's Team.
F. Laforme, Spare Driver.
Fire Alarm Telegraph.
This branch of the service is now in perfect condition excepting
the placing of wires in ducts located by N. E- T. & T. Company,
in place of overhead wires.
Instructions to Key Holders and Citizens.
1. Upon the discovery of a fire, go to the nearest box, break
glass in key box, place key in lock, turn, and hold back w^th key
as it is a spring lock, pull down the hook as far as it will go; shut
the door. Do not try to remove key, as it is locked in, and can
be removed only by the engineers.
2. All persons giving alarms should remain awhile beside
the box so as to direct the firemen to the fire.
3. No person will give an alarm for the same fire after the
first alarm has been given without an order from an engineer or
the officer in command, and the person so ordered will be sure to
go to the same box from which the first alarm was given and re-
port to the chief engineer.
4. Never signal for a fire seen at a distance; never touch a
box except to give an alarm of fire; do not give an alarm for a
chimney or grass fire, but notify central or nearest fire station
by telephone.
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Apparatus and Hose.
The apparatus consists of four Amoskeag Steam Fire Engines,
one horse-reel, four two-horse hose wagons, four supply wagons,
one hook and ladder truck, one combination hook and ladder
truck, one babcock chemical engine.
We have at present, about 10,000 feet of fabric hose ingood
condition.
Estimated value of Property.
Steamer No. 1 $3,000.00
Steamer No. 2 3,000.00
Steamer No. 3 3,000.00
Steamer No. 4 4,250.00
Combination Chemical, Hook and Ladder
No. 2 2,100.00
Hook and Ladder No. 1 1,900.00
Chemical No. 1 1,800.00
Hose Wagon Engine No. 1 400 . 00
Hose Wagon, Engine No. 2 425.00
Hose Wagon, Engine No. 3 400.00
Hose Wagon, Engine No. 4 425.00
Supply Wagons, (4) 650.00
Line Wagons 145.00
Hose 7,200.00







Arlington Street Station 6,000.00
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Lake Street Station SIO.OOO.OO
Amherst Street Station 41,000.00
Fire Alarm Telegraph 13,900.00
$142,785.00
We would recommend the following: An up-to-date Aerial
Ladder Truck, estimated cost $5,000.00; also cable to be placed
in ducts laid by New England Telephone and Telegraph Compa-
.
ny, in place of overhead wires, at an estimated cost of $350.00.
1 -Motor driven Combination Chemical and Hose Asparatus,
estimated cost $6,000.00; purchase 500 feet of hose, estimated
cost $375.00; and an appropriation of $41,885.03 for running ex-









BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
FOR THE
Year Ending December 15, 1912.
To his Honor, the Mayor, the City Councils of the City of
Nashua, New Hampshire:
Gentlemen : The Board of Public Works respectfully sub-
mits its annual report for the year ending December 15, 1912.
Organization
Hon. William H. Barry, Mayor (Chairman ex-officio.)
Erwin O. Hathaway, City Engineer, (Member ex-officio) Clerk.
Frank T. Lewis, Term expires December 31, 1912.
Joseph Rousseau, Term expires December 31, 1913.
John Hagerty, Term expires December 31, 1914.
Appropriation.
Total amounts approved by Board 865,808.94
Regular Appropriation by City $55,000.00
Special Taylor's Falls Bridge Appropri-
ation 9,753.49
Expended from cash on hand 1,055.45
$65,808.94 $65,808.94
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EXPENDITURES
DISTRIBUTION OE EXPENDITURES BY DEPARTMENTS.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
Taylor's Falls Bridge (Special Appropriation) . . $9,753.49
Bridges and Culverts 186.64
Catch Basins 2,134.70
Crossings 175.64
General Repairs and Maintenance 23,699.97
Paving Gutters 203.69
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Some Items of Expenditures.
Bridges and Culverts: $9,940.13
This item includes the construction and
maintenance such as painting and resur-
facing with plank and tar concrete, of all the
highway bridges and culverts within the
City limits and the Suburban Districts.
$9,753.49 of the above amount was ex-
pended on the Taylor's Falls Bridge.
Catch Basins: 2,131.70
General cleaning, repairing and cost of mate-
rial and construction of new ones. Twen-
ty-one new basins were constructed dur-
ing the year and are distributed as follows
:
Berkeley St. 1, Broad St. 2, Bridge St. 1,
East HoUis St. 1, Tyler St. 1, Ash St. 1,
Eaton St. 2, Oilman St. 2, Pine St. 2, Kins-
ley St. 1, Allds St. 1, Harbor Avenue 1,
West Hollis St., 1, Main St., 1, Crown St.,
1, Summer St.l, and Elliott St. 1.
Crossings: 175.64
Cost of constructing and maintaining tar
and flagstone crosswalks for the year.
General repairs and m.aintenance: 23,699.97
The cost of repairing and keeping all the
streets in good, safe and passable condi-
tion necessitates a large expenditure. This
also includes the dust laying oil and beirg
a general account is naturally one of the
largest. Some of the streets upon which
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large expenditures were made and charged













Not much new work was done this year, but
many of the old gutters were relaid.
Removing Snow and Sanding Streets: 2,583.47
This includes plowing snow from the side-
walks, sanding them when slippery, also
breaking out suburban roads and to some
extent the removal of snow and ice from
the City streets. Compared with former
years the expenditure is small.
Paving: 408.43
Most of the expenditures for paving were
charged to General Repairs and Mainte-
nance this year. The most important job
being Kinsley St., which was paved from
Walnut to Pine St., both sides, also Crown
St.
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Edgestone $1,393.66
This item includes cost of new stone, setting
same and cost of resetting old stone. New
stone has been set as follows:
APPLICANT STREET
E. H. Wason Lake and Pine Sts
Matthew Creamer Spring and Eldredge Sts
B. I. and Margaret Degnan Allds and McKean Sts
Herminie Jeanotte 131 Ash St
Millie A. Davis 9 Lincoln Ave
Joseph Salvail 16 Ridge St
Mary E. ToUes Green and Franklin Sts
Nashua Trust Co 6-8 Fulton St
Ida B. Seifert Arlington St
L. F. Spaulding Abbott St
Henri A. Tessier Kinsley St
Celina Beston 129 Ash St
Fred P. Hoitt Belknap St
Victor St. Onge 131 Palm St
Frank X. TardilT Tolles St
William Fowell Monadnock St
L. J. Dubray 366 Main St
William Nutting Columbia Ave. and Webster St.
Trustees Edgewood Cemetery Amherst St
Mary Buckley 55 Bridge St









This includes the cost of collection and dis-
posal of waste material, which is increas-
ing in quantity every year. Suitable
dumping places within reasonable distan-
ce from the centre of the city are becom-
ing more difficult to obtain. Mere mo-
dern methods for the collection of samiC are
being considered and the advisability of
getting an auto truck contemp'ated.
No. FEET.
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Trimming and Care of Trees: $335.19
This includes cutting and removing dead
limbs and trees in the City streets.
Street Cleaning: $8,951.70
Street cleaning is one of the large and impor-
tant items and includes all labor and mate-
rial necessary to keep the paved and un-
paved streets throughout the city in a




All repairs to tools and machinery except
the City teams, which are included in a se-
parate item.
Tools and Supplies $2,230.28
The cost of all new tools, machinery and sup-
plies not otherwise accounted for during
the year.
Inventory, January 27, 1913.
274
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10
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Quantity of Building Stone
Quantity of Rope
Quantity of Edgestone
Small Quantity of Matched Boards
Small Quantity of 1" Galvanized Pipe
Small Quantity of Spikes and Nails
Sundries: S445.69'
This includes constructing and maintaining
skating rinks, board of Superintendent's




Repairs on all Sewers thrcughcut the city.
Construction: $2,905.11
The following sewers have been constructed
during the year.
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Public Works Office.
Clerical: $499.37




Members of Board of Public Works:
John Hagerty . $200.00
Joseph Rousseau $200.00
Frank T. Lewis $200.00
. E. A. Rice, Former Supt. of Streets $700.00
P. H. Dolan, Supt. of Streets $450.00
Sundries: $50.59
Items not directly chargeable to any one




This includes horse-shoeing, repairs to har-
nesses and wagons and general mainte-
nance of same.
Supplies: $^95.28
Hay, grain, harnesses, etc.
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City Teams Inventory.
2
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2 1-horse Catch Basin Carts
Quantity of Shavings
Quantity of Grain
1 1-2 Tons Hay
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CASH ACCOUNT FOR 1912.
1911
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CASH ACCOUNT FOR 1912—Continued.
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The work of abating the dust has been for a number of years
undertaken by private parties who secured subscriptions from
individuals and the different departments of the city. Water
was the material used and during hot dry weather it was impos-
sible with the facilities available to keep the dust down. Two
years ago the Board undertook to oil the principal thoroughfares
in the city as an experiment, with good results. During the
past year the work has been carried on a much larger scale with
equally satisfactory results at a cost of $2856.00. The total
number of square yards covered with dust laying oil was 270,973
a cost of .01054 cent per square yard for several treatments
during the season. The cost per square yard for one applica-
tion was .00533 cent.
Respectfully submitted.
The Board of Public Works,








































Books—Stark, Parker, Wheeler, Cutter, French.
Library Building—Mayor Barry, Runnells, Shea.




Treasurer's Report for Year 1912.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from 1911 $82.94
From City-certified appropriation,. .
.
5,500.00














Balance from 1911 $117.08
Interest on City Note 600.00
),774.99
$5,745.88
Balance on hand 29.11
),774.99
$717.08
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DISBURSEMENTS.
For Books $439.55
Balance on hand 277.53
S717.08
Auditor's Cetificate.
I have this day examined the foregoing itemized accounts of
G. C. Shattuck, Treasurer, for the year 1912, and find them cor-
rectly kept, the payments properly vouched and balances on
hand as follows:
General Fund, S29.ll Hussey Library Fund, $277.53
JOHN F. SHEA,
Auditor.
Nashua, N. H. Jan 16, 1913.
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Librarian's Report.
To the Trustees of the Nashua Public Library
:
Gentlemen: The report of the librarian for the year ending
December 31, 1912 is presented for your consideration.
The home use of books was somewhat larger than that of last
year, an increase of 3640, the number given out having been
81942, of these 19947 were in the Children's Room.
The use of the Library for study and reference has increased,
particularly by students from the public schools. Much mate-
rial has been furnished the debating clubs. r- ^ f| -J^lpfe
Books are largely selected from the shelves near the delivery
desk by the general reader, as the newest fiction, which is most
in demand, is found there. The newer books in other divisions
are also on open shelves. This seems as satisfactory an arrange-
ment as the open shelf system, free access being given to those
desiring to consult books in any department, except that of fic-
tion.
The International Library of Technology purchased at the close
of last year has been much used and appreciated.
In scientific works and those in the useful arts, an effort has
been made to keep up with the advance in these departments,
this seeming the most important part of the Library. When
there is a request for a book of this kind, not already in the Libra-
ry, the desired work is supplied as soon as possible. i^
Through the interloan library system a few books have been
borrowed from the Boston Public Library, ' and we also loaned
to several libraries in adjoining towns. M
There have been 1267 books and pamphlets catalogued this
year, of these 205 were given. Worn and soiled books to the
number of 144 have been withdrawn, all have not been replaced,
as newer or better books have seemed more desirable.
The list of periodicals regularly received was 98; 23 being
given.
It has been necessary to have 511 books rebound, and 70 peri-
odicals have been bound.
The new borrowers added during the year have been 643; in
the main room 384, and 250 in the children's.
The publishing of the Quarterly Bulletins has been continued.
An effort to bring to the public a knowledge of the books in the
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Library is made by lists in the Library and through the press, as
well as the type written cards of the card calatogue.
It is to be regretted that there is not a greater use made of the
Library, for many might find much that was helpful in their
studies or daily avocation .
Sometimes surprise is expressed that the book asked for is to
be found in the Library. The request for it being prefaced by "I
suppose you haven't it."
The Library and Reading Rooms have been closed as usual
on holidays and the Tuesday and Thursday evenings of July
and August, also the Reading Rooms the Sundays of these months
During the painting and renovating of the Library it was neces-
sarv to close the Library while the delivery loom and desk were
being stained, as the giving out of books was impossible. When
work was proceeding in other parts of the building, except in
rooms where painting was being done, the usual routine was
continued, although amid great confusion.
It is unfortunate that the file of the Nashua Telegraph cannot








Religion and Ethics 1,500











A. L. A. Book List.
American.















































































































Nashua Daily Telegraph (a copy for binding.)
Le Progres. (Two copies.)
Donors.
Adams, J. W.
American Irish Historical Society.
American Association for International Conciliation.
Amherst College.





Colburn, Mrs. M. E.
Cross, F. D.
Donnelly and Sons.














Spofford, Mrs. H. P.











REPORT OF MILK INSPECTOR.
Nashua, N. H., May 6, 1913.
To THE Board of Health of the City of Nashua:—
Gentlemen:— I submit below my report as Milk Inspector
of the City of Nashua for the year ending Dec. 31, 1912.
Licenses.
The total amount of licenses issued during the year was (90)
$180 being received from this source. The sum has been turned
over to the City Treasurer.
Examinations.
During the year samples of milk and cream were collected and
examined by me from time to time in order to find out if the
milk was up to the required standard, or if any adulterations
were present. In no case did I find evidence of adulterations.






REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR,
Nashua, N. H., January 20, '13.
To His Honor the Mayor and the City Councils of Nashua:
Gentlemen: I submit the following report of cases in which
the city of Nashua is now interested and which are now pending
in court.
Gallagher v Nashua. An action to recover damages for po-
inting water in a well on plaintiff's land.
Wright V Nashua. An action to recover damages for polluting
water in a well on plaintiff's land.
Nashua Concrete Co. v Nashua. An action to recover da-
mages for taking gravel from plaintiff's land on Chestnut Street.
Dodge v Nashua. Petition for the award of damages caused
to plaintiff's land by the change of grade on the Concord road.
Nashua V Londonderry, Windham, Hudson, Litchfield and
Pelham. A petition for contribution for the construction of the
new Taylor's Falls Bridge.
Nashua v Nashua Street Railway, and Boston & Northern
Street Railway Co. Same as above.
Hudson V Londonderry, Windham, Litchfield, Pelham and
Nashua. Same as above.
Boston & Maine R. R. v Barry et Als. (The Board of Mayor
and Aldermen.) A petition to prevent the laying out of Nagle
Street and the establishing of a grade crossing.
Boston & Maine R. R. v Barry et Als. (The Board of Mayof
and Aldermen.) A petition to prevent the laying out of Seventh
Street and the establishing of a grade crossing.
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The two latter cases are petitions brought against the out-
going administration and will no doubt be disposed of as a matter
of course in the near future.
The case of Nashua against the Worcester R. R. & Boston &
Maine R. R. involving the opening of Eaton Street is still on the
Docket awaiting a formal degree to formally dispose of the case,
which will also be attended to soon.
I understand one new petition has been filed by the W. H.
McElwain Co. asking for abatement of taxes and has been enter-
ed at this January term of our Superior Court. This latter case
is the only new one that has arisen in the year 1913; all other
legal matters requiring my attention have received due consid-
eration and I filled all other duties incumbent on me as City






TRUSTEES OF WOODLAWN CEMETERY.
To His Honor, The Mayor, and the City Councils of
THE City of Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen: The Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery respect-
fully submit the following as their Annual Report for the year
of 1912.
improvements.
285 feet of 8" Sewer has been laid. 630 feet of Brick Gutter
18" wide has been put down. (6) Perpetual care lots have been
.
regraded. (21) Perpetual care lots repaired and Monuments and
Curbing cleansed and reset where needed. And (56) Head-
stones have been reset.
3500 brown tail moth nests were removed, also a thorough ex-
amination of trees and fences for Gipsy moth nests was made.
The total number of interments during the year was 130.
as follows: Resident Adults, 55; Resident Children, 26; Out of
town Adults, 47. Out of town Children, 2.
Removals in this Cemetery, 6; removals out of the Cemetery,2.
Bodies placed in the tomb, 6.
The remains of (3) Soldiers have been buried during the year
making the total number of Soldiers' graves, January 1, 1913,
(309).
Nineteen (19) Funeral Services were held in the Chapel.
(18) Perpetual Care Bonds have been issued, and (10) lots have
been sold and deeds given.
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A record of all Regular and Special Meetings of the Board
of Trustees has been kept.
The following is a statement of the condition of the perpetual
care fund and the financial transactions for the year ending
January 16, 1913.
The products of the Green house are estimated as follows
:
Plants and Flowers used for perpetual
care and ornamentation $920.63




Total amount of fund, Jan. 1, 1912 . . . $38,652.44
Funds received during the year 3,857.00
Total fund, Jan. 1, 1913 $42,509.44
INVESTED.
Total investment, Jan. 1, 1912 $37,039.34
5 Shares Nashua Mfg. Co 3,250.00
Hillsboro County 4% bonds 1,038.44
Total investment, January 1, 1913 . . $41,327.78
Leaving a balance uninvested 1,181.66
Total , $42,509.44
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Receipts and Expenditures.
RECEIPTS.
Balance of perpetual care funds as per
last report
Balance cash available for expense as
per last report
City appropriation
Perpetfual care funds received during
1912
Deeds for lots sold
Burial fees, annual care and repair of
lots, etc














Labor and teams 18.18
Flowers bulbs and seeds 77.22
Loam and fertilizer 181.14
Sewers and gutters 189.84
Lights and fuel 108.10
Water rent 113.51
Tools and repairs 24.35
Supplies 781.62
Insurance 16.25
Perpetual care investments 4,288.44
Printing and stationery 10.45
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Rent and recording 100.00
Balance perpetual care fund unin-
vested 1,181.66
Balance cash available for expenses. . 77.84
Total $12,280.50
Respectfully submitted.






TRUSTEES OF SUBURBAN CEMETERIES.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Councii^s:
Gentlemen: The Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries respect-
fully submit the following report for the year 1912.
Condition of the Cemeteries.
The usual attention to the care of the several yards, has been
faithfully preformed by our Superintendent. Among permanent
improvements during the past year, are an extension of water
main, paving gutters and a basement added to tool house, all
at Evergreen Cemetery.
Interments.
Interments during the year were: three in the Evergreen Cem"
etery, two in the Hillside and one in the Old South Cemetery.
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Finances.
Cash in hands of Treasurer, January
1, 1912 $30.30
City Appropriation 650.00
Cash collections from cemeteries. . . . 123.00
Bills approved and paid $702.28





City Bonds . $800.00
City Notes 200.00
City Guaranty Savings Bank 369.76
Citizens Institution for Savings 630.40
Memorial.
In the death of our associate James G. Coombs, theB oard
desires to express its sorrow for the loss of an efficient and genial






TRUSTEES OF EDGEWOOD CEMETERY.
To THE Honorable Mayor and the City Councils:
The Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery present the 20th annual
report of said Cemetery, for the year 1912, as follows:
Proper care has been given to the lots, walks and drives in
our Cemetery, and in the unimproved sections we have done some
careful trimming, thinning and clearing, the work adding to
the beauty of the grounds and being preparatory to further
improvements when this becomes desirable. Our work for the
season was largely in continuation of work already begun, and
little new work has been undertaken.
Through the generosity and public spirit of Mr. Ira F. Harris,
who is one of the original members of this Board, which was or-
ganized in 1893, the Cemetery has now a beautiful and substan-
tial main gateway at the Amherst Street entrance, this gate-
way of massive stone and heavy iron having been erected and
presented to the Cemetery by Mr. Harris. This gift, in its simple
elegance, is an improvement which your Trustees have long de-
sired, but which they have felt unable to provide from their
appropriations and revenues.
The following statements show our financial condition as of
December 31, 1912, and the result of the year's transactions.
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Trust Funds for Perpetual Care Lots.
Amount at last annual report $15,706.33
Amount received during 1912, (8
bonds) 843.00
$16,549.33
Which is invested as follows
:
City of Nashua obligations:
Notes $1,433.33
$4500, Refunding obnds, o%, due
1921 4,500.00
$5000 High School bonds, 3%, due
3%, 1923 4,975.00
$1000 Mulberry Street School bonds,
3%, due 1925 1,000.00
$1000 Funding bonds, 4%, due 1913 1,000.00
$12,908.33
Andover, N. H., Village District
bonds, 4%, due 1930 $1,000.00
Warner, N. H., School bonds, 4%,
due 1929 1,000.00
3 Shares Pennichuck Water Works, at
166 498.00
City Guaranty Savings Bank, ac-
count, No. 12034 1,143.00
$3,641.00
$16,549.33
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Permanent Fund for Care of Walks and Drives.
Amount at last report $1,774 00
25% of Lot sales for 1912 266.00
Which is invested as follows
:
$700 City of Nashua refunding bonds
3%, due 1921 S700.00
$500 County of Hillsborough, Nashua
Court House bonds 3% , due 1923 500.00
Citizens Institution for Savings, Ac-
count No. 708 ,640.00
Due from General Fund 200.00
Receipts and Disbursements.
RECEIPTS.
Balance on hand January 1, 1912, per
last annual report $34.76
Less error copying last report 20.00
$2,040.00
$2,040.00
Actual balance on hand January 1, 1912, $14.76
Received from Superintendent, buri-
al fees, annual care, repairs, etc. . . $1,089.95
Lots sold, (24) 1,064.00
Bonds for perpetual care, (8) 843.00
City Appropriation for 1912 1,000.00
Income from invested funds 684.78
Timber sold 8.98
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Borrowed from Permanent Fund for
care of walks and drives 200.00
DISBURSEMENTS.
Pay-roll, labor and teams $2,846.36
Repairs to tools, buildings, water
pipes, fences, etc., .40
Fertilizer, manure and ashes 93.62
Water 140.28
Seeds, plants, bulbs and trees 267.18
Office supplies, postage and incident-
als 12.55
Superintendent's supplies, tools, hose,
etc 36.67




Deposits in City Guaranty Savings
Bank 843.00
Deposits in Citizens Institution for
Savings 266.00
t,905.47











To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Councils of the
City of Nashua:
Gentlemen:—The Park Commission make the following
report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1912.
Greeley Park.
Since our last report the beautiful building of stone and ce-
ment with the tile roof, which was given by the late John E.
Cotton, has been completed. The building has been enjoyed
by hundreds, especially by women and children. This gift,
and the fact that there has been a care-taker at the Park during
the day time has been an incentive to encourage many Mothers
and their children to visit the grounds often. The beautiful
flower beds were a gift of the late Mr. Cotton and will be replen-
ished each year by Mrs. Cotton. The six lawn swings for the
children were a gift of the same benefactor, and have been en-
joyed by many.
The work of removing the undesirable brush and trees has
been continued, thus giving the healthier trees more sunlight
and room to spread their branches.
The placing of a care-taker at the Park during the summer
months has supplied a long felt need.
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Other improvements have been made during the year, which
were in accord with a general plan for the Park, which the
Commission endeavor to carry out each year as their Appropria-
tion will permit.
South Common.
The special Appropriation of S500 for South Common has been
given careful consideration. During the year a drainage sys-
tem has been completed. Two catch basins have been placed
in the center of the Common, and the water which accumulates
on the Lake Street side will be carried to a connection on Chest-
nut Street near the Acton tracks. This improvement will be
appreciated by hundreds of people who have occasion to cross
the Common daily. One hundred new cement posts have been
ordered to complete the fence on Chestnut Street side. As
they were not amply seasoned it was decided to wait until
spring before placing them in position. The destroying of set-
tees has continued as in former years. Fif teen of the twenty-
four settees having been destroyed during the year. It is the
intention of the Commission to complete the fence on the Ot-
terson Street side if our Appropriation will permit.
Moth Work.
A new experiment in caring for the trees was tried this year,
namely that of removing nests from the badly infested trees by
clipping, and later when the caterpillars and Elm beetles were
at work to spray the trees. This has been fairly satisfactory,
but would be more so had w^e the means to do the work more
thoroughly. Much better results could be obtained if the trees
could be sprayed twice a j^ear.
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North Common.
A large back-stop and bleachers have been erected on the
Manchester Street side of the Common to enable the boys to
play base-ball more safely. This improvement has been appre-
ciated by the many who use the grounds during the summer.
Other Squares.
The other squares have had their usual attention. The trees
on Railroad Square appear to be more healthy since the soil
has been improved by special treatment. The removal of the
settees from the oval has resulted in a better lawn owing to the
fact that the gound has not been tramped down as formerly.
Needs.
The Park System needs a larger appropriation for the coming
year. The cost of a care-taker at the Greeley Park has been
an added expense, and has to be taken from our regular ap-
propriation. It is the wish of the Commission to make as many
improvements as possible each year, along the lines suggested
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Financial Statement.
RECEIPTS.
Balance on hand Jan 1, 1912 S958.60
Appropriation (Regular) 1,200.00
Appropriation (South Common) .... 500.00
Appropriation (Moth Work) 1,000.00
Henry H. Shattuck 40.00
Sale of Hay 20.00
Roby Farm Dairy 5.00
Robertson Kirkpatrick 100.00







Telegraph Publishing Co . .
LTmpartial Publishing Co.
Chas. R. Grover Co
Whittemore & Ambrose Co
Coldwell Lawn Mower Co .
Chas. H. Jackman Co
























Chas, H. Avery Co 19.47
Arthur K. Gay 1.50
F. D. Cook Lumber Co 17.99
Teaming 77.88
Removing of trees and underbrush .
.
406.27
George A. Willard 11.20
William Farvvell, Contractor 14.55
Labor 1,574.47
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1912 1,669.19
$4,131.73
$1,000 of this balance is for moth work and will be expended




TRUSTEES OF HUNT LECTURE FUND.
To His Honor, the Mayor and the City Councils:
Gentlemen: The Trustees of the Hunt Legacy submit the
following report for the past year: A course of five lectures
were given during the winter in City Hall. They were largely
attended and gave excellent satisfaction.





FRANK H. WINGATE, Chairman,
Term expires Jan. 1, 1914.
GEORGE E. ANDERSON,
Term expires Jan. 1, 1916.
HARRY A. GREGG, Clerk,
Term expires Jan. 1, 1918.
Police Court.
Hon. JOHN R. SPRING, Justice.
FREDERICK D. RUNNELLS, Esq., Associate Justice.
MARTIN W. FITZPATRICK, Clerk.
GEORGE E. CAMPBELL, Acting City Marshall.
JAMES CLEARY, Captain.
EDWARD FIELD, Inspector.





OF THE CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
1912.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the Honorable Councils
OF THE City of Nashua:
The Board of Police Commissioners of the City of Nashua
make their twenty-first annual report for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1912.
During the year two Police Officers have resigned, causing
vacancies, which have been filled temporarily by Special Officers,
the Commission being of the opinion that better officers can be
obtained by this method of thoroughly testing them, before they
are appointed on the regular force.
Two Special Officers have been added to the Department
during the year.
Marshall W. W. Wheeler, on account of inefficiency in perfor-
mance of his duty as Marshall, was asked to resign, but did not
resign until charges were preferred against him, (see records,
Nashua Police Commission, June 10, 1912, page 93) his resigna-
tion taking effect December 31, 1912. Deputy George H. Camp-
bell, being appointed Acting Marshall to temporarily fill the
vacancy thus made.
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To fill this office of Marshal, the Commission find it impossi-
ble to secure the services of a thoroughly competent man, with
experience in poHce work, at the present salary of $1200.00
per year. The Commission feel it would be an economy for
the City, as well as the PoHce Department, if you would grant
them permission to raise this salary of City Marshal, to at least
$2000.00 per year. As a matter of information on this subject,
the Commission would state that the salary for the City Marshal
of the City of Manchester, N. H., is $35,00.00 per year.
The Police Department is greatly in need of at least six pa-
trol boxes, and earnestly trusts that you will see fit to grant
a sufficient sum for their installation.
The Police Station also, is in urgent need of interior repairs,
several of the rooms never having been painted or varnished
since the house was built.
The following is a statement of the different offences for which








Assault on officer 3
Adultery 5





















Keeping Malt liquor for sale 10
Keeping spirituous liquors for sale 6





Non-support of child 2
Noise and brawl 22
Night walking 2
Obtaining goods under false pretences 2
Obscene and profane language 8
Obstructing officers 14
Obstructing sidewalk
Peddling without license 2
Playing cards on Sunday H
Robbery 1
Running away from home 2
Retained for witnesses 14
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Safe Keeping 172
Secular work on Sunday 3
Stubborn child 5
Surrendered by bondsman 1
Truants 6
Throwing stones in streets 1
Trespass 16
Vagabonds 23
Violating auto law 5
Violating City ordinance 2
Violating curfew law 1
Violating game laws 1
Violating pure food law 4
1110
Lodgers.
Whole number of persons furnished with food and
lodging 2712
Property Stolen and Recovered.
Amount of property reported stolen $1,118.00
Amount of property recovered 760.50
Incidental Services.
Accidents reported 11
Disturbances quelled without arrest 26
Dogs killed 29
Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners 21
Dangerous sidewalks feported 10
Dangerous streets reported 6
Dead bodies recovered 3
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Fires extinguished without alarm . 5
Fires discovered and alarm given 3
Intoxicated persons assisted home 47
Lost children restored 27
Obstructions removed from streets 10
Obstructions removed from sidewalks 7
Stores found open and secured 228








Clerk of Police Court,
OF THE
CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
FOR THE YEAR 1912.
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To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Couhcils:
I submit the following as the report of the Police Court of the





Assault and Battery 80




Break and entry and larceny 8
Break and entering and intent larceny 2
Carrying concealed weapon 2
Child, abuse of 1
Conducting pool room without license 2
Common drunkard 6







Exposure of person 1
Evading carfare . . .^ 1





Interfering with one in pursuit of occupation ... 6
Keeping for sale, liquor 16
Keeping gambling house 1
Larceny 36
Larceny from the person 2
Larceny from the person, attempt 1
Lewdness 3
Noise and brawl 22
Non-support of familjy 12
Nuisance 1
Obtaining goods by false pretences 1
Obtaining money by false pretences 2
Obstruction of sidewalk 2
Obstructing officer 15
Peddling without license 2
Permitting minors in pool room 1
Present at game of chance 1
Riding on sidewalk 3
Robbery 1
Robbing garden 9
Selling cigarettes to minor 2
Selling prohibited article 1
Sundav, p-aming on 12
Street walker 2
Threats to do bodily harm 2
Trespass on railroad property 14
Vagabond 24
Violation of motor vehicle law 4
Violation of pure food laws 4
Disposition of Cases. ,
Appealed from order of Court 4
Bound over to Superior Court 50
Committed to County Jail 65
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Complaints dissmised 4
Complaints nol pross'd 33
Complaints placed on file 11
Discharged 72
Forfeited bail bonds 5
House of Correction, Grassmere 184
Sentences suspended 156
Suspended as to fine 43
Suspended as to costs 19
Amount of fines imposed $1,877.00
Amount of costs imposed 1,635.83
Receipts and Disbursements.
RECEIPTS.


















Received from other sources:
Superior Court fees, Jan. Term, 1912 $54.91
Forfeited bail, Frank Brady 50.00
Forfeited bail, George Davis 25.00
Fordeited bail, Charles Roberts 20.00
Forfeited bail, James White 20.00
Superior Court fees. May Term, 1912 79.95
Forfeited bails, Carijian 25.00
Copy, State vs. Fagenson 2.00
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April 26, 1912 $227.81
July 10, 19i2 1,147.73
October 18, 1912 614.96








To commit McLaughlin, Kelley
2 Thos. Flood, probation officer. .
3 To commit Zulis, Patnaud






8 To commit McElray, Meehan. . 1.20
9 To commit McAlpine, Kelley,
Hiland 1.55
16 Smith's bookstore, supplies. . . . 2.75
16 To commit Boisvert, Lavoie . .
.
1.20
18 To commit Callahan .75
20 To commit Maynard 1.32
20 Atty. T. F. Moran, re Nutting. 2.00
22 Atty F. J. Gaffney re Andrews. 2.00
24 To commit Kasel, Kasel, Ryan 1.50
27 To commit Nutting 1.20
29 To commit Griffin .75
31 To commit Conlon .90
February
:
2 To commit Welch, Carney,
Burke, $1.54
To commit Burke, GrifiSn 1.20
8 To commit Collins, Flynn 1.20
9 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer 25.00
12 To commit Zurlis .90
14 To commit McCleskey, Sullivan
Sweeney 1.50
17 Atty. S. L. Hallinan, re Lock-
hart 2.00
20 To commit Smith, White, Grif-
fin, Morris 1.90
24 To commit Maynard, Kinsman 1.15
27 To commit Gokey .90
28 To commit Munlavich, Foley,
Franklin 1.50
$45.42
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28 Atty. F. J. Gaffney, re Jenness.
.
2.00




1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
2 To commit Ryan, Foly, Stone. . 1.50
4 F. E.Cole & Co. Docket 14.00
6 To commit Bonenfant .75
9 To commit Goyette, Bourgelas,
Warren, Barret, Lefebvre. . . . 2.00
9 Atty. F. J. Gaffney, re Lefebvre 2.00
11 Atty. F. J. Gaffney, re Demache 2.00
13 N. H. W. H. Society re Raiche. . 6.00
14 To commit Dennison .75
To commit Cobb, Laflour 1.00
16 Atty. F.J. Gaffney, re Lefleur. . 2.00
18 Atty. F. J. Gaffney, re Demache 2.00-
To commit Hatch .75
Telegraph Publishing Co., print-
ing . . 11.00
C. R. Grover Co. Docket 9.50
Wheeler's Printing Office 7.50
21 To corrmit Cassista, Tullivan,
Fitzpatrick 1.50
22 To commit Flannagan .90
23 To commit Welcome .75
23 Atty. T. F. Moran re Welcome. 2.00
25 To commit McCloud. .90
28 To commit Trafton .90
29 T^ con:mit Deakes, Musie,
Hastings, Conway 1.65





1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
1 To commit Roughan, Kenney . . 1.20
5 T. D. Luce, Esq. Special justice 6.00
5 To commit Ward .75
8 To commit Riley, Campbell 1.20
10 To commit Williams .90
11 State Treasurer Carter, re Gold-
man 25.00
N. Wentworth, fees, " " . . 3.12
15 To commit Kenney, Cassista. . . 1.20
Atty. I. C. Eaton, re. Landry 2.00
16 To commit Shattuck, Welsh,
Labree,e 1.50
17 To commit Jackson, Ryan, Coine 1.50
24 Atty I. C- Eaton, re. 0,Neil. . 2.00
26 Atty. H. P. Greeley, re Desau-
telle 2.00
26 To commit Desautelle .75
29 To commit Sullivan .90
29 Atty. W. E. Kittredge, re Swain 2.00
30 To commit Curtis, Franklin,
Brown, Streeter 1.80
May:
1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
2 To commit Nash .75
3 To commit Clifford, Burton,
Hubbard 1.50
3 Smith's Book Store, supplies. . . 3.15
6 To commit McMahon, Willett, 1.50
Gordon 1.50
8 Postage 2.00
9 To commit Brown .90
$78.82
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10 Atty. F. J. Gafifney, re Frye .... 2.00
11 To commit Morris .90
15 commit Sullivan .90
16 Atty. I. C. Eaton, re Marrotte. 2.00
20 To commit Adaher .90
22 Mrs. M. J. Kendall, re Thomas 10.00
23 Atty. A. J. Lucier, re McWha. . 2.00
27 To commit Dwyer .90
28 To commit Wigley .90
June:
1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
1 To commit Moran, Summers,
Jacobs 1.45
1 C. R. Grover Co 3.65
3 To commit Zurlis, Crowley,
Jackson 1.80
10 To commit Barley, Foley, O'-
Brien 1.50
11 To commit Moore, Waxlaw,
McMahon, Valentine 1.80
12 Atty. F. J. Gaffney, re Lockhart 2.00
14 To commit Ingram .90
22 To commit Cross, Merritt 1.20
22 Atty. A. Terrien, re Frye 2.00
July:
1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
I Officer S25.00




4 Atty. A. Terrien, re Girouard. . 2.00
5 Atty. F. J. Gaffney, re Malinus 2.00
9 Atty. T. F. Moran, complaints
and warrants 3.00
11 To commit O 'Neil .75
12 To commit H. Wright, S. Wright 1.20
13 To commit Haines, Hartwell,
Boucher 1.50
13 Smit's Bookstore, supplies. .... 5.75
15 To commit Moore .90
24 To commit Anderson, Sullivan. 1.20
24 Atty. S. L. Hallinan re Seymour 2.00
27 Atty. F. J. Gaffney re Ruben . . . 2.00
30 To commit Fowell .90




1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer
3 To commit Collins
5 Atty. A. J. Lucier re Blair, Lynn
6 To commit H. Merritt, W. Mer-
ritt
8 To commit Langlier
12 To commit Pond
13 Att'y F.J. Gaffney, re Hanrahan
14 commit Ryan
16 To commit Lanier
19 To commit Tucker, Sullivan, O'-
Leary, Smith, McClien
23 To commit Laroche, Cote
26 To commit Mulligan
27 Atty. S. L. Hallinan, re Clem-
mons 2.00
$25.90
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29 Atty. F. E. Clancy, re Apostolos 2.00
29 To commit Gilday .90
31 To commit Murphy Foster. . . . 1.20
September
:
2 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
6 To commit Maynard .90
9 To commit Basquin .90
10 To commit Graves, Flanagan,
Sullivan 1.50
20 Atty. G. F. Jackson, re Jiggett 2.00
20 Smith's Bookstore, supplies. .. . 2.00
24 State Treasure Carter, re Fa-
genson 10.00
30 To commit Walxer, Brown 1.20




1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
1 To commit Flannagan .90
3 Atty. I. C. Eaton, re Diggins. . . 2.00
5 State Treasure Carter, re Niland 10.00
5 Smith's Bookstore, supplies. ... .90
8 To commit Sherman .90
8 To commit Keys .90
10 Classon, rubber stamps .50
14 To commit McPherson, Hyslow 1.20




21 Atty. S. Iv. Hallinan, re Francis 2.00
23 To commit Shea, Flynn, et al. . 1.75
23 Atty. I. C. Eaton re, Lagasse. .
.
2.00
28 State Treasurer Carter re. Kelley 10.00
29 To commit Doyle, Farrell 1.20
30 Postage 2.00
31 Atty. A. Terrien, re. Hebert . . 2.00
31 To commit Frye, Hebert In-
gram 1,40
November :
1 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
9 To commit Richards .90
11 To commit O'Brien, Tucker,.
Sullivan 2.00
12 To commit Cronin, Lagasse. . . . 1.00
12 Atty. I. C. Eaton, re Lagasse. . . 2.00
20 To commit Cotter .90
23 To commit Brown, Cotter 1.20
23 To commit Dudley, Mipgua, re
Selwicz 2.74
26 Atty. S. L. Hallinan, re Ouilette 2.00
27 To commit Franklin, Murphy,
et al 1.80
27 N. Wentworth, re Fagenson .... 3.12
December:
2 To Thomas Flood, Probation
Officer $25.00
3 C. R. Grover Co., printing .... 35.00
3 Smith's Bookstore, supplies. . . 3.25
^5.45
$42.66
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^5 Atty. S. L. Hallinan, re Moulton 2.00
\7 To commit Hogan, Smith 1.20
10 To commit Hanrahan .75
14 To commit Larivee .90
21 Atty. S. L. Hallinan, re Ber-
trand 2.00




28 To commit Smith, Maynard ... 1.20
$72.80
Total sundry items $721.69
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Assault and battery 1
Break and entry and larceny 3
Carrying concealed weapon 1
Cruelty to animal 1
Delinquency 6







Playing ball in public street ..... 1
Robbing garden 1
Stubborn child 1 5
Trespass on railroad property. ... 3
Truancy 7
Violation of curfew law - 1
48 6
Disposition of cases:
Bound over to Superior Court .... 3
Committed to Industrial School. . . 7 3
Complaints nol pross'd 2
Complaints placed on file 5
Continued for sentence 2
Discharged 1
Placed on Probation 24 3
Suspended 4
48
Average age of children 15 years.
















March 3, 1913 $39.06
March 3, 1913 49.53
March 3, 1913 43.31






REPORT OF THE PROBATION OFFICER.
To His Honor the Mayor, and City Councils:
The operation of the Probation System in connection with the
Juvenile Court in the City of Nashua for the Year 1912 was suc-
cessful.
Judges of Juvenile Courts and Probation officers are devoting
more attention to environment and less to hereditary in dealing
with children.
As one judge expressed it "It is too late to select our ancestors."
But it is not too late to alter the environment of the children so
that their mental and physical condition can be improved. When
the child's environment becomes what it should be the assistance
of the courts and officers will not be needed.
The Juvenile delinquent is not a criminal and should not be
treated as one. The tendency now is to make a medical fight
for his physical improvement and to protect him by salutary
laws relating to education, employment and the sale of liquors to
minors. No two natures are alike and judges and probation
officers cooperate to save the wayward and weak ones by methods
best adapted to meet their case.
Number of probationers carried over from 1911 13
Juveniles 11
Adults 2
Whole number placed on probation for the year 1912 33
Juveniles 30
Adults 3
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Discharged from probation during the year 1912. .. . 21
Juveniles 18
Adults 3
Committed to the Industrial School 3
Remaining on probation 22









President, Hon. Wm. H. Barry,
Treasurer, James B. Cro.wlEy,
Clerk, John H. Claris.
Trustees.
PROM THE CITY GOVERNMENT.
Hon. Wm. H. Barry, Frederick A. Collins, John F. Shea.
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JANUARY 1914,
James H. Tolles Dr. James T. Greeley,
Charles S. Clement, Elmer D. Marshall
Dr. Frank E. Kittredge.
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JANUARY 1915.
Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace, A. E. Wallace
Dr. A. W. Petit, Dr. James S. Black,
Frank W. Maynard.
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WHOSE TERM EXPIRES TANUARV 1916.
Dr. A. W. Shea,
Dr. H. L. Smitli
Dr. Sam S. Dearborn,
Dr. Bradford Allen,
Dr. B. G. Moran.
Executive Committee.
Dr. A. W. Shea, Charles S. Clement
Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace James B. Crowley,
Dr. Bradford Allen.
Committee on Training School For Nurses
Dr. Arthur L. Wallace Dr. E. Blaylock Atherton
Matron of Hospital.
Finance Committee.
John F. Shea, Dr. James S. Black,
Frederick A. Collins.
Hospital Staff.
Dr. James T. Greeley,
Dr. A. W. Petit,
Dr. A. F. Mulvanity,
Dr. C. S. Maynard,
Dr. Frank E. Kittredge,
Dr. Mary A. Sweeney,
Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace
Dr. Eva Locke,
Dr. W. G. Cain,
Dr. Sam S. Dearborn,
Dr. P. J. McLaughlin,
Dr. I. G. Anthoine,
Dr. James S. Black,
Dr. W. E. Reed,
Dr. A. W. Shea,
Dr. E. Blaylock Atherton,
Dr. T. F. Rock
Dr. M. Benmoche,
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Dr. B. G. Moran, Dr. Bradford Allen,
Dr. Auguste Guertin, Dr. Arthur L. Wallace
Dr. H. L. Smith, Dr. C. F. Natter,
Dr. H. H. Jewell, Dr. H. E. Mygatt.
Specialist on Nervous Diseases.
Dr. Albert E. Brownrigg.
Aurist. Occiilist.
Dr. Frank E. Kittredge. Dr. C. F. Nutter
Pathologist.
Dr. M. Benmoche.
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REPORT OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
To THE Nashua Hospital Association:
GenTi EivjEn: Following is a report of the work done at your
Hospital for the year ending December 31, 1912.
Number of Medical cases admitted 135
Number of Surgical cases admitted 610
Total, 745
Increase over last 3^ear ( 1911) 43
Average number in the Hospital each day 23
Average daily increase over previous year 1
Largest number in Hospital any one day 38
Number of patients in Hospital Jan. 1, 1913 27
Number of accidents admitted 167
Number of Operative cases admitted 443
Number of major operations performed 216
Number of Minor operation performed 394
Number of female patients 345
Number of male patients 400
Numbe; admitted in moribund condition 6
Number died cf accident and disease 17
Total, 23
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1
Mortality in Medical Cases 11
Mortality in Operative Cases 7
Mortality in Accident Cases 5
Total, 23
Normal capacity of Hospital, 26 Beds.
Financial.
Number of patients who paid their bills 616, or 83%
Number of patients who paid part of their bills 91 or 12%
Number of patients who paid nothing on their bills. ... 38 or 5%,
Average cost per patient per day $1.78
Hospital Employees.
Matron 1




Extra help and nurses are employed when occasion demands.
Student narses are sent out on cases when in the judgment of
the matron they can be spared from the Hospital, and their wages
are added to the Treasurer's receipts.
Officers of this Association are paid no salaries for services,
and members of the Hospital Staff receive compensation from
private patients only.
A new hot air furnace has been placed in the Annex and the
inside of the entire building has been renovated, so that the
property is now in better condition than at any time since its
purchase.
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The capacity of the Hospital has been taxed to its limit dur-
ing a large part of the year, and increasing demands call for great-
er accomodations in the near future.
The Dr. Wilber bequest, soon available, will approximate
$50,000.00. Friends of the institution suggest that an equal
amount be raised by popular subscription or otherwise, and set
aside as an endowment fund, before a new building is erected.
The subject merits consideration.
Respectfully submitted,
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
A. W. Shea, Chairman.
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TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES.
Gentlemen: There are at present 13 pupils and one pro-
bationer in the Training vSchool.
During the past year we have graduated 5; two resigned on
account of severe illness and one because her health did not
admit of her doing the work. Out of 25 applications received, we
have admitted 5 for training. One nurse was operated on for
appendicitis, and one for gall-bladder trouble, each making good
recovery. Had we accomodation for them, we could profita-
bly enlarge the number of pupils by at least one-third.
During the past six months there has been only a few days at
a time whene the Hospital has not had from one to four outside
nurses, caring for patients. Could we have supplied them, in
most cases our own pupil nurses would have done equally well;
but in an Emergency Hospital, a good supply of nurses must
always be available for duty in the operating room, three being
needed in all severe cases. Of course they could not be called
away if on special duty with a patient and with only nine nurses
to do the day work (three being needed for night work) none
could be spared for special cases.
Until recently we have had no printed rules for the guidance
of the Training School. This, your present committee has felt
to be a serious want, especially in a few cases where we considered
it advisable to drop a pupil during her second year of training,
the young lady not showing increased efhciency with the increased
months of training.
We wish to make a diploma from the Nashua Emergency
Hospital Training School indicate a standard of efficiency second
to none.
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A good set of rules is one aid towards attaining this end.
These we have formulated, and with the approval of the
Executive Committee, have had printed. A copy of them may
be obtained from the matron by any member of the association.
We have also this year instituted a pass examination for the junor
nurses. The present personnel of the training school is highly
satisfactory, the young ladies showing ability and eager interest
in their work.
We hope in the future to maintain this high standard.
Respectfully submitted, for the committee.
E. B. ATHERTON, President.
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TRASURER'S REPORT.
To THE Nashua hospital Association:
The Treasurer submits the following statement of the finance
for the year ending January 20, 1913.
Received.
Balance from Report of Last Year.... $234. 16
City Appropriation 1,500.00
Donations in cash 3,980.40
Eliz. Bennett Est., $3,710.40
Bethany Circle, First Baptist Church 10.00
B. & M. R. R 250.00
Ladies' Charitable Society, of First
Congregational Church 10.00
Income from Patients 10,000.35
$15,714.91
Paid Out.
Medical and Surgical supplies $2,195.71
Salaries 3,650.60
Incidentals 2,052.52
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Hospital Supplies $3,888.60
Fuel and Light 1,605.90
Laundry, 1,559.42
Total expenditures 14,952.75
Cash on hand $762.16
The Wm. S. Atwood Fund of $374.17, with its interest accu-
mulation, is now $450.27.
The Dr. Geo. F. Wilber Real Estate has been handed aver to
the Association and at the present time is rented for $52.00 per
month. Securities have in part been delivered to the Treasurer
and within a short time, w^hen securities sent for transfer have
been received, a ocmplete transfer will be made. The securities
and money turned over will amount to about $35,000. The
Real Estate added to this amount will make a considerable sum








Gentlemen:—The Board of Health hereby submit their re-
port for the year ending Dec. 31, 1912.
Numerous complaints in regard to nuisances were received
and promptly attended to.
During the year the Cit}^ was unfortunate in having a Small-
pox Epidemic. It was to be expected however, as the neighbor-
ing cities and towns had cases for months before it finally invaded
Nashua. The first case was reported to this Board in the even-
ing of January 28th, and the following day the Isolation Hospi-
tal was opened and the patients were removed to it as soon as
adiagnosis was made. Twenty-seven cases were reported and
all recovered, and the Hospital was fumigated and closed April
22, 1912, less than three months after the first case was reported.
This Epidemic imposed a great deal of expense upon the City
and an overdraft on the contagious disease appropriation was
made, as a trained nurse was employed at the Hospital, and
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we were obliged to vaccinate hundreds of persons in order to
stamp out the disease. The City was comparatively free from
Scarlet Fever and Diphtheria during the year.
We desire again to call your attention to the need of equip-
ping the present Isolation Hospital with Pennichuck Water and
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Diseases of the Nervous





















Diseases of the Circulatory
System.
Aneurysm

























Pulmonary CEdema .... 1
Gangrene 1
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Gastro 8
Facial Impaction I
Hernia Strangulated. ... 2
Indigestion Acute 5
Intestinal Obstruction. . 2
Liver Cirrhosis 3
Peritonitis 2














Extra Uterine Pregnancy 1
Septicaemia 1
Stillborn 25





























T. F. ROCK, Chafi-man,
N. H. SALVAIL,
G. M. BRESNAHAN.
REPORT OF THE CITY PHYSICIAN.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Councils:
Gentlemen :—I herewith submit the report of the City Phy-
sician for the year ending December 31, 1912.
I made 319 house visits, and 436 office visits to the dependant
poor of the City, and eight visits to the Police Station.
Respectfully submitted,








ADOPTING JOINT RULES AND FIXING TIME FOR HOLDING
REGULAR MEETINGS.
That the joint rules of the City Councils for the year 1911 be,
and the same are hereby adopted for 1912, until otherwise order-
ed. And the time for holding regular meetings be on the first
and third Tuesdays of each month at seven o'clock and thirty
minutes in the afternoon.
Passed January, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE TO
HIRE MONEY.
Voted: That the Committee on Accounts and Finances be
and they hereby are authorized to borrow from time to time
during the current municipal year beginning January, 1912
in anticipation of the taxes of said municipal year, a sum or sums
not exceeding Two Hundred and Seventy Five Thousand
($275,000.) Dollars, for the purpose of meeting current expenses
of the City, and the Mayor and City Treasurer are hereby author-
ized to execute and issue the negotiable note or notes of the City
of Nashua therefor; every such note to become payable within
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one year from the date the loan for which it is issued is incurred,
and no such note shall be valid unless authenticated by the cer-
tificate of the First National Bank of Boston. All debts incur-
red under authority of this vote shall be paid from the taxes of
said current Municipal year.
Passed January, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
GRANTING THE FREE USE OF THE CITY HALL TO THE GRANITE STATE
dairymen's ASSOCIATION.
That the Granite State Dairymen's Association be granted the
free use of the City Hall for its annual meeting to be holden at
Nashua on the 17th and 18th days of January next.
Passed January 2, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
APPROPRIATING THE SUM OF $100.00 FOR SKATING RINKS.
Thafthe sum of SIOO.OO be and the same is hereby appropria-
ted for the purpose of flooding commons in the City of Nashua
for skating.
The same to be expended under the direction of the Board of
Public Works.
Passed January 2, 1912.
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RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMON
COUNCIL TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE BETTER HOUS-
ING OF THE CITY AMBULANCE.
That the Mayor and President of the Common Council be
and the same are hereby authorized and instructed to make
arrangements for the better housing of the City Ambulance.
Passed January 16, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1912.
That in accordance with the vote of the City Councils as-
sembled in joint convention this day, the following sums are here-
by appropriated for the several departments.
Armory Expenses $ 200.00
Assessor's Department 4,000.00
Band Concerts 300.00
Board of Health 1,000.00
Board of Public Works 55,000.00











Lands and Buildings 3,000.00
Memorial Day 200.00
Milk Inspector 200.00
Nashua Hospital Association 1,500.00
Park Commission 1,200.00
Park Commission (Brown Tail Moths).. 1,000.00
Park Commission (South Common) .... 500.00
Paupers 5,000.00






Soldiers and Sailors 150.00
Saint Joseph's Hospital 1,500.00
Street" Lights 30,800.00
Suburban Cemeteries 650.00




And that the sum of $293,000.00 be raised by taxation and the
balance be paid from any money in the City Treasury not other-
wise appropriated.
Passed March 19, 1912.
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RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE CONTRACT FOR PRINTING
THE CITY REPORT.
That the Mayor be and he hereby is authorized and instructed
to sign the contract for printing the City Report for 1911 with
Emile E. Marquis in accordance with the report of the Com-
mittee on Printing and Stationery this day accepted.
Passed March 19, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH THE
PENNICHUCK WATER WORKS FOR A TERM OF FIVE YEARS.
That the Mayor be and he hereby is authorized to execute
a contract, with the Pennichuck Water Works, for a term of
five years, in accordance with the special Committee's report
filed with the City Councils.
Passed May 7, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO ISSUE BONDS
TO THE AMOUNT OF FORTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.
Persuant to the provisions of an Act passed by the Legislature
of the State of New Hampshire, entitled "Municipal Bond Act of
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1895," the Mayor and City Treasurer are hereby authorized to
issue and the Treasurer to sell, under the direction of the Com-
mittee on Accounts and Finances, gold bonds of the City of
Nashua, in the aggregate principal sum of forty thousand dol-
lars, which bonds shall be of the date of June 1st, 1912, and shall
be payable at the office of the City Treasurer at Nashua or at
the First National Bank at Boston in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Said bonds shall be issued for the purpose of
refunding an issue for a like amount issued June 1, 1892, and
maturing June 1, 1912, and the proceeds of the sale thereof are
hereby appropriated for that purpose. The said bonds shall be
payable to bearer and shall mature twenty years from the date
thereof. The said bonds shall bear interest payable in gold at
four percent, per annum, payable semi-annually on the first days
of June and December of each year upon the presentation and
surrender of the proper interest coupons to the Treasurer of
City of Nashua at his office, or to the said First National Bank.
The said bonds shall be signed by the Mayor and shall be coun-
tersigned by the City Treasurer, under the City seal, and shall
bear the authenticated certificate of the said First National
Bank, and the interest coupons shall bear the facsimile signature
of the City Treasurer. The proceeds of the sale of said bonds
shall be used to refund the issue of bonds above mentioned.
The City of Nashua shall create a sinking fund sufficient to meet
this issue of bonds.
Passed May 7, 1912.
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RESOLUTION.
APPOINTING A COMMITTEE OE SEVEN (7) TO CONSIDER THE LIGHT-
ING OF THE PUBLIC HIGHWAYS AND TO OBTAIN DATA AND
RATES FOR THE SAME.
That a Committee of seven (7) be and the same is hereby ap-
pointed to consider the lighting of the public highways and to
obtain data and rates for the same.
Said Committee to consist of the Mayor and two (2) Aldermen
to be appointed by the Mayor, and the President of the Common
Council and three (3) Councilmen to be appointed by the Pre-
sident. Said Committee shall report back its findings and rec-
ommendations as'-soon as convenient.
Passed May 21, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
CO-OPERATING WITH THE BOARD OF TRADE AND CENTRAL LABOR
UNION IN SELECTING A CHARTER COMMISSION.
That the City co-operate with the Nashua Board of Trade
and Central Labor Union in selecting a commission of thirteen
(13) members to consider plans for a revision of the City Charter
and upon the selection of four citizens by the Board of Trade
and an equal number by the Central Labor Union, the City Coun-
cil select five citizens, one of whom shall be the Mayor; that the
Commission so constituted shall hold public hearings and report
their final plan or plans to the Legislature for submission to the
voters of Nashua on a referendum.
Passed June 4, 1912.
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RESOLUTION.
OMITTING REGULAR MEETINGS DURING THE MONTH OF JULY,
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER.
That the first regular meeting of July be omitted and the
second regular meetings be omitted during the months of
August and September, 1912.
Passed June, 4, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
IN RELATION TO THE TIME FOR THE PAYMENT OF POLL TAXES.
That the time for the payment of poll taxes in the City of
Nashua be on or before October 1, 1912,''and if such tax shall re-
main unpaid, the collector is directed to proceed in the collection
of the same according to Chapter 19, Section 60, of the Public
Statutes of the State of New Hampshire.
Passed August 6, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN A CONTRACT FOR THE CITY COAL
SUPPLY.
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized and instructed
to sign contracts with the Nashua Coal & Coke Company and
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W. A. Shedd Company for the coal supply for the several De-
partments at the following scale of prices.
For delivery before September 1, 1912.
Broken ,|7.25 per net ton
Egg 7.50 per net ton.
Stove 7.50 per net ton.
Bituminous 5.60 per net ton.
For delivery between Sept. 1, 1912 and April 1, 1913:
Broken $7.50 per net ton.
Egg 7.75 per net ton.
Stove 7.75 per net ton.
Bituminous 5.60 per net ton.
This action being in accordance with recommendations from
the Committee on Lands and Buildings.
Passed September 3, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
RAISING MONEY FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE TAYLOR'S FALLS BRIDGE
NOTES.
Voted: The City Treasurer is hereby authorized, for the pur-
pose of raising money for the payment of the Taylor's Falls
Bridge Notes, Nos. 1-10 for .?5,000.each, aggregating $50,000.,
dated October 1, 1910 and payable one year thereafter, to issue
.$50,000. par value of coupon notes dated October 1, 1911, paya-
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ble October 1, 1912, bearing interest at a rate not exceeding five
percent, per annum, payable semi-annually on the first days of
April 1912 and October 1912. Said notes shall be payable at
the First National Bank of Boston, in Boston, Mass., and shall
bear the authenticating certificate of that Bank, shall bear the
city seal and be signed by the Mayor, countersigned by the
Treasurer, and the coupons shall bear the facsimile signature
of the Treasurer. They shall be considered as issued by virtue
and in persuance of the Municipal Bonds Act of 1895.
Passed August 1, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
EXEMPTING THE E. E. TAYLOR COMPANY FROM TAXATION.
Whereas the E. E. Taylor Company a corporation duly es-
tablished by law, proposes to put in operation in the City of
Nashua, in the building now occupied by the Estabrook-Ander-
son Shoe Company, situated on Palm Street, a manufacturing es-
tablishment for the manufacture of boots and shoes, and for
that purpose proposes to bring to Nashua and use additional
machinery, stock in trade, capital and other property now there-
fore.
Be it resolved that all stock in trade which may be owned or
used, by the said E. E. Taylor Company in said factory, or any
addition which may be made thereto, or any additional factories
or buildings erected by said E. E. Taylor Company, and the cap-
ital to be used in operating the same, and the business connected
therewith, be exempted from taxation for the period of ten years
from the 31st. day of March 1913, provided that said E. E. Tay-
lor Company pay to the City of Nashua, annually, the amount of
the State and County tax due in respect to said property from
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said City of Nashua to the State of New Hampshire and County
of Hillsborough as required by an Act of the Legislature of said
State, approved April 9, 1909 entitled "An Act in amendment
of Section 11 of Chapter 55 of the Public Statutes relating to
tax exemptions." This exemption is granted with the express
provision that all work in the manufacture of shoes produced
in said shop or additions thereto shall be done therein, and be it
further
Resolved, That this resolution shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Passed October 1, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
GRANTING THE BOARD OF TRADE THE FREE USE OF THE CITY HALL.
That the Board of Trade be granted the free use of the City
Hall Dec. 16, 17, 18 and 19, 1912 the same to be used by the N.
H. Grange while in session in Nashua.
Passed Novem.ber 19, 1912.
RESOLUTION.
IN RELATION TO THE ISSUANCE OF NOTE TO PAY BALANCE DUE ON
CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE ACROSS THE MERRIMACK RIVER
AT Taylor's falls, so-called.
Whereas by virtue of a resolution passed October 11, 1910 the
sum of $50,000.00 was appropriated for the construction of the
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concrete bridge at Taylor's Falls, so-called, and City Notes for
same signed by the Mayor and City Treasurer were issued.
An whereas from said S50,000.00 the sum of $12,764.82 was
diverted to meet the general expenses of the City in the year 1910,
And whereas said Bridge has been completed and accepted by
the joint bridge Committee, and the sum of $9,753.49 is now due
and owing on said construction; and there being no special fund
to meet the same.
Therefore, be it resolved by the Mayor and Aldermen and
Common Council of the City of Nashua, in City Councils as-
sembled, as follows:
That the Mayor and City Treasurer be and they are hereby
authorized to borrow money in said sum of $9,753.49 and issue
the City's note therefor for a term not exceeding one year, bear-
ing interest at a rate not exceeding 6 per cent, per annum paya-
ble semi-annually said note to bear the City seal and be signed
by the Mayor and countersigned by the City Treasurer, said
money to pay said sum aforsaid on construction contract as
reported by said joint bridge Committee.
Passed Dec. 12, 1912.
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302 MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT REPORT.
The following persons died out of town and were brought to
Nashua for burial.



















Worcester, Mass. . .
EUio^tsville, Me. . .




Concord, N. H. . . .
Grasmere, N. H. . .






Holyoke, Mass. . . .
HoUis. N. H
San Jose, Cal





Pepperell, Mass. . .
iHudson, N. H









Malboro, Mass.. . .
Holyoke, Mass. . . .
Maiden, Mass
Boston, Mass

















Elizabeth M. Moulton. .



































16 Valvular disease of heart.
28 Gangrene of foot
Exh. in senile dementia...
Pulmonary tuberculosis...












13 'Pulmonary Hypostasis. . .
" Ileocolitis



























CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
Board of Education
CITY OF NASHUA.
Clerk's Office, January 25, 1913.
At a regular meeting of the Board of Education held Jan-
uary 24th, 1913, the reports of the Superintendent of Schools,
Principal of the High School, Directors of Music, Manual Train-
ing, Drawing and vSewing were read and accepted. It was voted





JOHN H. FIELD, President. ALBERT J. McKEAN, Clerk.
MEMBERS.
John H. Field, 1 Dunstable Rd., 22 Highest.
Charles W. Howard, 40 Berkeley St., 117 Main St.
Arthur K. Woodbury, 42 Arlington vSt., 42 Arlington, St.
Arthur L. Wallace, 19 Manchester St. 206 Main St.









N. L. H. &^P. Co.
C. H. Jackman.
Lowell Rd., Gardiner, Beardsell Co.





36 Concord St., 70 E. Pearl St.
15 Mt. Pleasant St 30 Quincy St.
36 Vine St., 148 Main St.,
27 Eastman vSt., 46 vSpring vSt.
Terms expire December 31, 1918.
Board meets regularly, fourth Friday of each month at
8 o'clock p. m.









































Suburbans 1, 2, 3,4, 5,














ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOI^S.
James H. Fassett, 14 Abbott St., Municipal Bldg.
Mildred H. Croft, Clerk Taylor Rd., Municipal Bldg.
Office Hours: Every school day—8.00 to 12.00 a. m. and
1.00 to 5.00 p. m. Saturdays—9.00 a. m., to 12.00 m.
TRUANT OFFICER.
Henry B. McCaffrey, 99 Elm St., Municipal Bldg.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
Gentlemen of the Board of Education.—
I beg to submit my twentieth annual report, the forty-sixth
of its series.
Child Labor Law. One of the most distressing conditions
with which I, as Superintendent, am thrown in contact, is the
issuance of certificates under the State Child Labor Law. This
law has been considered so long from one point of visw that peo-
ple are inclined to forget that there may be another side to the
question.
The State practically says to the child who wishes to work,
"You may do so; but you must prove that you are at least four-
teen years old, that you have been to school at least thirty full
weeks during the past year, and you must bring a certificate from
the City Physician that you are physically capable of working.
After you have complied with all these conditions, if the Superin-
tendent of Schools is satisfied, he may grant you a certificate."
But the child says, "My father and mother are both dead.
I have no one to depend upon except myself. I am physically
strong, and I have attended school thirty full weeks during the
year preceding, but I cannot, since I w^as born in a little town of
England, bring a certificate of my birth."
The Superintendent replies, "This is absolutely essential under
the Statutes of New Hampshire. You must continue to go to
school."
Tha child says, "I need food and clothing and shelter. Where
can I get them?"
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The Superintendent replies, "You must either apply to the
Overseer of the Poor, or become a County charge."
The child replies, "I have a pride in this matter. Neither my
father nor my mother was a pauper. I have a good education;
I am fifteen years old, and perfectly capable of supporting my-
self."
The Superintendent replies, "It is forbidden by the law. You
must become a pauper, and you must go to school."
Take another case in which the child is able to comply with
every condition of the law except one. The people are poor;
they must have the child's help cr suffer. But in this case the
child, on account of a contagious disease in the family, was oblig-
ed, by the order of the Board of Health, to stay out of school
six weeks, and for this reason, he was unable to furnish the thirty
full weeks of school attendance during the year preceding.
The Superintendent miust say to this child, "No, you have not
complied with the law; you must go to school."
To which the child replies, "We have not sufficient food in the
house. I have not enough clothing to keep me warm. My peo-
ple are extremely poor and they need my help. I have fulfilled
all of the conditions except this one of attendance at school. I
was unable to do this through direct orders of the Board of
Health."
But no, the laws must be obeyed, and even if the child goes
hungry, he must attend school.
I have had many cases like the above come under my obser-
vation during the past year, where the child and widowed mother
would burst into tears when told that the child could not work.
I am satisfied that the vast majority of these people do not keep
their children out of school because of any lack of parental affec-
tion. They do it because poverty forces them, and I maintain
that if the State says to the child, "You cannot work to relieve
your hunger and physical necessities; you miUst go to school,"
then the State, in justice, should say, "I will provide, meantime,
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for your necessities." Othervyise, it is working a great injustice
upon the child.
The legislators do not realize that this Child Labor law effects
only a small part of the people, a part, moreover, so poor and des-
titute that they are unable to present to the law-makers their side
of the case. Because of their very helplessness, the State should
be most cautious before it enacts any iron-bound rules by which
these people must either become paupers or go hungry.
I do not wish it to^^be inferred that I am opposed to laws for
protecting children, but I am against laws which deprive the child
of his means of livelihood, and which offer nothing in compensa-
tion. If the law has the power to take, it should also have the
power to give.
Medical Inspection. This Board of Education has already
placed itself on record as favoring medical inspection in the public
schools. We should go further and see if a bill cannot be passed
by the present legislature authorizing the establishmefit of such
a department. In fact, several New Hampshire cities have taken
the initiative and, without any additional legislation, have pro-
ceeded to appoint doctors and nurses who are at present acting
as medical inspectors.
If this can be done in other cities, why not in Nashua? In a
city like our own, with about three thousand children attending
school, cases are constantly arising which demand the skilled at-
tention of a physician. There are always present in every school-
room some pupils who are suffering from physical defects, which
might easily be remedied. This has been proven over and over
again in other towns where careful medical supervision exists.
The children, after treatment, frequently develop from slug-
gards, or the mentally deficient, to wide awake, bright boys and
girls who are a credit not only to them.selves, but to the school
as well. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that the saving
of time which otherwise would have been expended in teaching
these defective children, more than pays the full cost of medical
inspection.
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Every child costs the city each year about thirty-one dollars;
therefore, if one year only can be saved from a hundred school
children, the city has saved approximately three thousand dol-
lars. Although from a humanitarian point of view, this saving
of money is of infinitesimal consequence as compared to the wel-
fare of the children, yet it should have its due weight when the
matter is under consideration by the city authorities.
Most assuredly the health of the children should be considered
of primary importance in the upbuilding of a system of public
schools. Why should the City cr State furnish teachers, school-
houses, textbooks, and ianitors, thus expending immense sums
for the mental welfare of the children, and refuse to spend a hun-
dredth part of this sum in looking after their physical well being?
In a republic which depends for its very existence upon the public
schools, a sound body should be at least of equal worth to a
sound mind.
Domestic Science. The schools of Nashua contain at pre-
sent courses in manual training and in sewing. I would call
attention to the fact that the sewing does not and cannot offer
an equivalent to the girls of the city to that which manual training
oflfers to the boys. It seem.s only fair that the girls should be
provided with as adecuate an equipment and as full a course,
leading to their duties when they become the home makers of the
family, as the boys have been offered toward becoming the bread
winners. There can be no question but that a thorough and com.-
plete course in domestic science should be included in cur equip-
ment for the manual sciences.
That this course has been of great value wherever introduced
can be easily proven to the satisfaction of any one who cares to
investigate the facts. The girls find the courses in domestic
science interesting and instructive. The fathers and mothers are
enthusiastic over the skill which their girls have acquired in ma-
naging household affairs, for domestic science is broader than
the mere science of cooking. It teaches the best m.ethcds in all
phases of household management, from the purchasing of pro-
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visions to the proper method of sweeping and dusting a room.
You may remember that Franklin, when asked what the boys
of this country should be taught, answered, "A boy should be
taught that which he will find of use when a man," and I am sure
that Franklin was broad enough to have included in this thought,
"A girl should be taught that which she will find of use when a
woman."
Retardation of Pupils. The question of retardation of pu-
pils is one upon which there are many opinions. Some educators
believe that no system of schools can be satisfactory until every
child in every room is promoted at the end of every year, and they
point the finger of scorn at a teacher who dares to keep back or
retard a pupil. This idea, to my mind, is the essence of folly
and absurdity. Any one who has taught school knows that there
are distinct classes of pupils, ranging from the brightest child in
the room to the dullest, and to make them all lock step and pass
on through the school system together, is little short of crime;
moreover, the teacher who promotes all her pupils invariably and
without exception, is doing that which she knows is wrong.
The danger cf this step is particularly noticeable in the first
three years of school. It is during this time the child should
get a foundation for the work which is to follow and if this foun-
dation is not thoroughly laid, it serves as a handicap all through
the rem.aining years of his school life. Oftentimes a bright child
is just a class ahead of where he belongs. The subjects taught and
developed by the teacher are just a little beyond his intelligence.
He is not mature enough to comprehend the work. As a result,
he is a drag not onlv to the teacher and the rest of the school, but
to him.self as well. Instead of passing through the school handi-
capped, troubled, and well down toward the foot of his class, this
this same child, were he in one class below, with a year more of
maturity, would no doubt, under these new conditions, enter the
succeeding grade well equipped, perhaps the leader of a class only
a year below the one in which he had difficulty in keeping his head
above water.
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Parents take such a false pride in the fact that their children
are "young for the grade," as the saying is, that they unconscious-
ly do them a great injury. Of course there are precocious chil-
dren, whose keen minds need advance work, in order to keep them
busy and cut of mischief, but they are rare exceptions. This am-
bition to crowd the child is one of the great evils which the tea-
cher has to encounter.
Evening Schools. Tl:c evening schools were organized this
year on an entirely new basis from that which had held heretofore.
Previous to this time, the evening schools were made up practi-
cally of non- English speaking pupils who had come to America
from the Mediterranean countries, and who wished to learn to
read and write English. Many members of the City Govern-
ment were of the opinion that this was a one-sided school, and
that to be fair, an evening school should provide instruction for
all classes. This criticism, however, will no longer hold.
Up to the present time, two hundred and ninety-two pupils
have been enrolled. 'Of these the vast majority come from
our non-English speaking population, but there is also maintained
a class of pupils who are pursuing common grammar school sub-
jects. The High School department offers tvv^o courses; one in
bookkeeping, the other in stenography and typewriting, and the
pupils who have taken advantage of this course are getting valu-
able training along these practical lines.
No money is spent by this Board of Education which gives
greater value received than does that expended on evenings
schools. The pupils are there for a purpose, and they show by
their constant attendance that they are getting what they want.
I sincerely hope that the evening schools, as at the present con-
stituted, will form a permanent part of our public school system.
State Course of Study. The course of study in the modern
High School is a complicated working machine. The two factors
which cause the most trouble are the college requirements on the
one hand, and the State Course of Study as outlined by the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, on the other. The college
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requirements are, of course, arbitrary and unyielding, from
which we have no recourse, although there are signs that point
to a relief in the future. But added to these troubles are the ar-
bitrary requirements insisted upon by the State Superintendent.
These are forced upon us, not because of any State law which
compels us to adopt them, but from the fact that we accapt.at
no gain to ourselves and at a slight pecuniary loss, a number of
tuition pupils from oar surrounding towns. This facts, since
the state pays part of the tuition, gives the State Superintendent
a hold upon cur school curriculum, of which power he is very
keen to avail himself, so that through this charity, so to speak, to
our neighbors, we are forced to adopt a number of courses in our
High School against the better judgment of both the Superinten-
dent of Schools and of the Principal of the High School. It seems
to me that a protest against the 2xercice of this arbitrary power
should be made by school officials throughout the state to the
proper authorities.
The Teacher. I find that the opinion is still held by some
people that the teachers' life is a happy one, full of amusement
and vvith little work. When I look back in my experience and
recall the rosy cheeked, rugged young women who have come in-
to our schools as teachers, and realize how in a few years, the
strain and work and worry of school teaching has dragged down
and sapped their vitality, I realize more and more what sacrifice
they are making.
No person has ever taught school who does not know the tre-
mendous nervous strain under which the teacher acts. Besides
the discipline of the school, which is all in the day's work, comes
the definite repetition of the never ending daily drill. There is
so much ground that must be covered during the week, during
the month, during the year. These daily lessons must be care-
fully prepared at home before a step is taken toward the school-
house. Then the hours of thankless drill given to the correction
of papers : arithmetic papers, language papers, writing papers,
geography papers, history papers, all looked over with the skill
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of the surgeon and the sympathy of the mother. Moreover the
teacher, through the strength of her personaHty,make san indeli-
ble impression upon the actual life of the children aside from the
mere knowledge which she imparts to them from books.
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to the Board





Report of Principal of the High School
Mr. James H. Fassett, Superintendent of Schools:
Sir:
In compliance with the rule of the School Board adopted two
years ago, I submit my third report. *' -i
The school has been fortunate in keeping the same teachers
that it had last year. The class work has consequently suffered
no serious breaks in its continuity and much m.ore has been ac-
complished than could have been done with unproven teachers.
The following table shows the enrollment of pupils this year
in each subject.
English Literature, 410
English Composition, class instruction, 244







Trigonometry and vSolid Geometry, 12
Physics, 44
Chemistry, 51
Astronomy and Geology, 9
Zoology and Botany, 45
Stenography, 28:
B ookkeeping, 5(i
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Typewriting, 57
Penmanship, 42
Political Economy and Commiercial Law, 25
Commercial Arithm.etic, 50






Welleslc}^ College has recently agreed to accept ourf course
in English History and our course in American History, each
given only four times a week, when the regular demand in these
courses is for five exercices a week. This concession on the part
of a college with standards of admission that are rigidly adhered
to, speaks weell for our courses in history. The New England
College Entrance Certificate Board has renewsd its approval of
the Nashua High School for the three years beginning January 1,
1913. Approval from this beard is never granted for more than
three years. This school has received no criticism during the
year from any college concerning the preparation of any students
to whom it had granted its certificate. In giving certificates the
school authorities have tried to be just to the colleges and also
to the pupils. The requirement of a standing not below 80 per-
cent for a college certificate is in the long run an advantage to
the colleges, to the school, and to the pupils.
The number of our students entering higher institutions this
year with only the preparation obtained in this city is thirty-one.
They are distributed as follows :^
—
One in the Posse Gymnasium School.
Two in Sargent's School of Physical Training.
One in the Worcester School of Domestic Science.
One in the Lowell Textile School.
Two in Miss Wheelock's Kindergarten School.
One in the Springfield Training School.
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One in the Keene Normal School.




Two in Hcly Cross.
Two in Colby.
Four in Boston University, and
Ten in New Hampshire College.
At the graduation reception it has been difficult with most
classes to get themi to limit the number who stand in line to re-
ceive. When the classes were smaller there was a natural limit
of moderate size to the num.ber who stood in line but the numxber
of graduates is much larger than it was a few years ago, there
were seventy-five in the last class and they all stood in line for
more than an hour. I recommend that the number be fixed by
this Board at ten or less. I know of no other school which permits
so large a receiving line as ours. Many guests prefer not to be
introduced to so largs a number, and ushers object to a list of
seventy-five names which they must remember.
The out-of-town speaker at the last graduation was Professor
Charles F. Richardson who pleased the large company gathered
on that occasion.
The senior class for several years has given a dramatical en-
tertainment usually in the evening of the last day of the fall
term. This year Sheridan's "The Rivals," the most pretentious
play ever attempted by the school, was presented with great
credit to all who were connected with the performance. The
proceeds of this entertainment are used to defray the class ex-
penses at graduation.
The evening school with an enrollment of 267 has been quarter-
ed in the High School building, making use of all the rooms in
the annex and of rooms five, six, eleven, twelve, and twenty-four.
The artificial lights necessary for the night work have also been
very useful in the dark mornings.
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The largest item of repairs to the building has been the instal-
lation of steel ceilings in the main corridors of the first and second
floors, in the reception room, and in two of the recitation rooms.
More such ceilings may well be put in when the money to pay
for them can be spared from the school appropriation. We have
been exceedingly fortunate that of the many times when plater-
ing has fallen from the ceilings nearly all have been when the
building was empty. If we see portions of the plaster which are
sagging we take such portions down, bat sometimes it falls with-
out any warning and in one instance several boys were treated to
a sudddn hail of plaster while they were eating their lunch inthe
basement.
This last September the new rule went into effect which raises
the tuition from $40 to $57 a year. Notwithstanding this the
number of non-resident Dupils admitted this year was seventy-
five, the largest number that we have ever had. Very little com-
plaint has reached my ears concerning the increased cost of a
High School education. Perhaps the people are so accustomed
to rising prices that one more example of it makes but a slight
impression. A very small number od pupils have left this school
because of the portion of tuition, seventeen dollars, which is
collectable from parents. Some of the towns which have pupils
in this school are to pay the extra tuition, but others are not likely
to do so. The ambition of the non-resident pupils compares
favorable with that of those whose parents reside in Nashua.
We have now had industrial work in the school for the last
two years for both boys and girls. If the pupils who are taking
these branches are to continue in similar work, then provision
must soon be made for extending the work. There are now sev-
enteen boys who are doing second-year work and we may expect
that a large part of these will wish to continue in similar lines in
their junior year. A larger opportunity to accomplish something
upon metals seems to be the next thing needed for these boys.
Though I do not begrudge the space already given yup to theben
ches and to the turning lathes, yet I do not see where we can find
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the room in our present quarters for individual forges. One up-
right drill, one metal planer, one band saw, one gas furnace, and
two or three blow pi]:es cculd be installed without crowding us,
and with this additional equipment the work of the third year in
mechanic arts cculd be done, provided that sufficient teaching for-
ce is also furnished.
With regard to more advanced and more varied domestic
work for the girls I am not prepared at present to recommend the
introduction of new subjects into the two higher classes. Girls
who have been taking the industrial course can change to the
other courses. I see no place available in the High vSchool build-
ing for the introduction of cooking and until we have more rooms
it seem.s to me that the girls will have to get along without school
instruction in that art. This does not mean that I am not in
favor of the best training obtainable in those subjects which are
fundamental for home makers, for I heartily believe that there
is no more important work for schools to do. I should like to
say that in the teaching of physics, chemistry, and biology there
is an opportunity to present principles of every day application
in the modern, well-equipped home. The elementary principles
concerning food, water, heat, combustion, lighting, ventilation,
mechanics, electricity, bacteriology, germ diseases and many
other practical matters are well brought out in the sciences now
taught in the High School. In the department of Household
Economics in Simmons College a large proportion of a student's
time is devoted to these fundamental sciences.
A boys' debating society was organized a little more than a year
ago and a girls' society within a few months. A team from the
boys' organization was defeated in a debate at Laconia with a
team from the Laconia High School. Our boys did very cre-
ditable work even if they did not win first place in the minds of
the judges. Another contest with the same school is soon to
be held.
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An examination of the eyes of most of the papils has been made
by the principal and the clerk with the result that after securing
expert advice outside of school several pupils have put on glasses.
In athletics in recent years one of the tendercies noticed in
many schools is to bring the management more closely under the
control of the teachers. In this school we supervise the sports
much more than we did a few years ago. I think that we might
do more, I recommend that the Board authorize the selection
of all athletic managers from a list of eligibles prepared by the
men teachers of the school. At present the classes elect those
who do the work on the school paper, the Tattler, from a list of
eligibles prepared by the English teachers. In a similar way the
senior class elects from the upper third in scholarship those who
have the honors at graduation. The method works well in both
of these cases. I believe it would be a good thing to choose the
athletic managers in the same way rather than to continue to
elect them after nominations are made from the floor in a meeting
of the Athletic Association. Perhaps it is not necessary to state
that in this school, as well as in all others, athletics cut a miuch
smaller figure in comparison with the scholastic work than would
be thought from the newspaper references to school activities.
Athletics are much in the public eye, algebra and history are less
spectacular.
The New Hampshire Department of Public Instruction has
issued during the year a revised Standard Program of Studies
which sets forth various suggested courses for High vSchools and
also minimum requirements in each subject. These requirements
in some particulars seem to me excessive. For example, in
French all pupils are required to read in three years not less than
1200 pages. This requirement is 50 percent, greater than that
of Smith and Wellesley in their three-year admission requirements
I doubt if so large an amount of French reading can be done well
in the High School without slighting some other valuable parts
of the training which ought to be secured from the study of this
modern language.
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I heartily thank the members of the Board of Education and






REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF MUSIC.
Mr. James H. Fassett, Superintendent of Schools :
Dear Sir:
Herewith I submit to you my sixteenth annual report, in
which is reviewed what the department of music has accomplish-
ed during the past year. Since the music in the High School is
the culmination of the course it may be well to speak of what was
done in this school.
At the eleventh annual Nashua Music Festival, held at City
hall, May 16 and 17, the High School chorus, two hundred and
twenty-five voices, gave the opening concert, when two stand-
ard choral works, though modem, were produced. For the con-
cert the school was assisted by Miss Mildred Potter of New York,
mezzo-soprano; Mr. Lambert Murphy, of the Metropolitan
Opera Company of New York, tenor, and Mr. Stephen Town-
send of Boston, baritone, and the Boston Festival orchestra.
Miss Helen Ward was the pianist. The choral works were "Olaf
Trygvasson," composed by Edward Grieg, and Hiawatha's Wed-
ding Feast," by Coleridge-Taylor. Both these works are found
in the repertoire of the leading oratorio and choral societies of
Europe and America.
"That young men and young women of High school age should
be able to cope with such exacting and difficult music speaks well
for the work in the grades below the High school," wrote a spe-
cial representative of the New York Musical Courier, who was
sent to the festival by that paper. There was a very large au-
dience in attendance at the concert.
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The High School is now studying the short oratorio, "The sev-
en Last Words of Christ," by Theo. Dubois, and "Galha, " by
Gounod. These will be produced at the opening concert of
the festival, which will be held at City hall. May 15 and 16, 1^13,
with the assistance of Mrs. Grace Bonner Williams of Boston,
soprano; Miss Jeska Swartz, of the Boston Opera Company, con-
tralto; Mr Paul Althouse, of the Metropolitan Opera Company
of New York, tenor, and Mr. Reinald Werrenrath of New York,
baritone, with the Boston Festival orchestra.
The class in harmony and theory did more work, and better
work, than the year of its introduction in the High school. Some
of the class of the past year have carried on their studies since
graduation, with the object of making music their life work.
The ninth grades are doing excellent work with the Laurel
Song Book, a work used in most of the High schools of this coun-
try, and to the preparation received in this collection of fine music
can be attributed much of the success of the High school singing.
The books used in all the grades are unsurpassed for excellence
of texts and music, a fact that does much to make our course
loved bythe pupils.
There is a healthful enthusiasm in all the grades below the ninth
including the kindergartens, for which the regular teachers are
to be given credit to a large degree.
To you Mr. Superintendent I am grateful for your kind co-
operation and help, and to the committee on music and the school




Report of Director of Manual Training.
Mr. James H. FAsssrr, SupExiNreNDENr o? S::hooi.s.
Dear Sir: In compliance with the provisions of the rules and
regulations of the School Board, I submit my third annual report
of the Department of Manual Training in the Nashua Public
Schools.
During the past year the department has advanced with mar-
ked success. The following is a brief account of a few things
which have been accomplished.
In February the necessary lights were installed in the mecha-
nical drawing room at the High School. At the same time 48
reference books on Manual Training and Mechanical Drawing
were purchased and placed in the High School Library.
On March 13th and 14th, an extensive exhibit was held in
the City Hall, which was largsly attended and assisted towards
promoting greater interest in the industrial work w^hich is being
carried on in this city.
In April the boys taking Manual Training at the Spring Street
School, partitioned off a section of the basement and built lockers
to accommodate over 250 pupils, thereby saving the city consi-
derable expense.
During the session of the Merrimack Valley Teachers' Asso-
ciation which took place May 3rd, an exhibit of Manual Training
work was arranged in the Spring Street School, so that teachers
from other cities could see what Nashua was doing along the
above lines. An exhibit of Mechanical Drawings was also held
at this time in one of the store windows on Main Street.
At the regular meeting of the School Board in May, the Board
ratified the second year industrial course which is now in opera-
tion .
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In September, 12 under-diive speed lathes were purchased for
wood-turning and pattern making. A new room 51 feet long
and 28 feet wide was partitioned off in the basement of the High
School to receive these lathes.
A large number of blue prints were m^ade fcr Grammar and
High school work, thereby systematising the course.
In October the department met the demand of the Evening
School Comimittee by opening its mechanical drawing rccm
which was at once filled to its capacity
An exhibit of first year High School work in mechanical draw-
ing was arranged en large mounts and displayed at the general
exhibit of drawing in the exhibition hall daring the sessicn of
the New Hampshire State Teachers' Association at Manchester.
The adding of a second year Industrial Course to the curricu-
lum of the High School marks an extension of the work for the
past year. The course is as follows:
FIRST YEAR.
Required Periods per week. Points.
English 5 5
Algebra 5 5
Cabinet Making 6 3
Mechanical Drawing 4 2
Pupil miust elect one of the following:
French 5 5
Ancient History 5 5
SECOND YEAR.
Required Periods per week. Points.
English 5 5
Geometry 5 5
Wood-turning & Pattern-making 6 3
Mechanical Drawning 4 2
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Elect one of the following:
Chemistry 5 5
French 5 5
In this course the 80 minute period is required as the equiva-
lent of the 40 minute recitation period.
The following is a table showing the number of pu ils taking
Industrial Work in the High School:
1st Year Industrial Class in vShop Work II
1st Year Industrial Class in Mechanical Drawing 11
2nd Year Industrial Class in Shop Work 17
2nd Year Industrial Class in Mechanical Drawing 17
Extra boys taking Shop Work 9
Extra boys taking Mechanical Drawing 13
Total 78
This shows an increase of 26 over last year.
HIGH SCHOOL WORK.
The Freshman class this year is smaller than was expected,
h)ut to make a study of the probable growth cf a school one must
look over a series of years as a comparison of any two years is
often misleading.
The work of the first year Industrial Class is very much the
same as that which was followed out last year with the exception
of a few changes which are being made towards the betterment of
the work.
THE SECOND YEAR INDUSTRIAL WORK.
The second year work is meeting with great success. The
class started only last year with 22 members :nd but one left
during the year. To-day there are 17 pupils in the class.
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It was decided last June to partition off a section of the large
basement for the equipment of a Wood-turning and Pattern-
making rcomi.
The 12 new lathes were a little late in arriving, but this did
not bother us very m.uch as we had a great amount of work to
do in getting the rew shop fitted up. The boys did all the work
of building benches, tool racks, tables and trays, etc., etc.
By the time the lathes arrived, about the second week in
October, the second year papils had completed three m-odels in
pattern-mating.
The 12 wccd-wcrking lathes are of the American type, and they
have m.et with the approval of every one that has examined them
In fact, I dcubt if there is a miuch better lathe on the m.arket for
High School use. It is an under drive lathe and its advantages
are as follows:
First: Frcm. the standpoint of economy over the individual
drive.
Second : The elim.ination of counter shafting, thus doing away
with a great amxunt of vibration and noise.
Third: Permits better light, free ventilation and greater shop
cleanliness.
Fourth: The jrupils are well protected by several safety devi-
ces on the lathes and even the shafting is encased in tubing more
over, each pupil has full control over his particular lathe through
a friction clutch
As there were m:ore boys than lathes, the director was obliged
to outline a course which would m^eet the existing conditions. So
far, the course has worked out well and the boys are showing a
great am.ount of interest in the subject.
The boys understand the workings of the lathe as we have
taken two of them apart and studied the details thoroughly.
Moreover, the individual motor drive lathe which was purchased
two years ago, made the conditions excellent for demonstration
purposes.
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OUTLINE OF WOOD-TURNING COURSE.
1. Study of the lathe; (a) Parts, (b) Bearings, (c) Speeds.
2. Methods of selection of stock; centering of work.
3. Exercises in soft wood turning to familiarize the student
with the tools and operations.
(a) Ths first eight pieces are exercises illustrating different
cuts and the fundamental use of the turner's gouge, chisel and
parting tool. This spindle turning includes cylinder, step cylin-
der, V grooving exercise, cone exercise, bead exercise and reverse
curve exercise.
(b) After the preliminary exercises are made, a number of
handles are introduced, being made with and without ferrules.
These are made for chisels, files, turning tools, etc., correct meth-
ods being discussed.
4. Exercises in face plate work, the making and use of Chucks
and Templates, for inside and outside turning.
5. The finishing and polishing of work.
These courses are not fixed, being subject to frequent changes
to fulfill better the aims of the work and to meet changing con-
ditions.
The students are required to keep tools in proper condition
for work at all times, and correct sharpening of tools and care of
the lathe are matters which are discussed. In every room it is
an invariable rule that every article must be kept in its proper
place.
OUTLINE OF PATTERN MAKING COURSE.
1. Lectures on the place of Pattern Making in Manufactur-
ing and the relation between pattern-shop, foundry and machine
shop.
2. Materials for Pattern Construction. vSelection of stock
and grain of lumber.
3. Talks on draft and shrinkage.
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4. The making of Elementary Patterns.
5. Glue and shellac. The use and care of shellac and glue .
The finishing of patterns.
6. Core box corstruction.
7. Lathe Work. Segments. Methods of driving and chuck-
ing. Use of pinch dogs, lathe tools and scrapers.
8. The rraking of mere difficult patterns.
With the ccurse in pattern making a parallel course in mxuld-
ir.g should be given. At present we are partly equipped for this
work, havirg a large moulding table which the boys have just
finished and the necessary tools including two barrels of
moulders' sand which was given to the department by the
Flather Foundry Co. All that is necessary to complete the
equipm.ent is a gas furnace which would melt about fifty pounds
of soft metal, and a small gas oven in which to bake cores.
It will be seen that the above course in wood-turning, pattern
making and foundry would take considerable time to complete
evsn with our six periods per week, but I see no way in which it
could be made shorter without falling short of accom.plishing the
best results. My recommendation is: that the second year stu-
dents complete the course in wood-turning and carry cut the pat-
pern making course as far as possible, which would be as far as
finishing elementary patterns including lathe work and its sub-
topics. The above would include a f ^w of the elements of mould-
ing. For the third year give some advance pattern making with
moulding and also iron work . The iron work could be carried
on with the additional equipment of two blow pipes, an upright
drill, one machine lathe and a small shaper. There is room to
install one or two of the above machines in the wood-working
shop.
In connection with the pattern making, we have no band-saw
to assist us in our work and need one badly.
When the order for the lathes was placed, it called for an extra
foot of shafting oa one line of lathes and 20 inches extra on the
other. The object of ordering the shafting this way was that
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any additional machines might be driven from the one motor
There is ample room to allow for working arcund the band-saw.
The mechanical drav/ing given the second year i:':.du5trisl boys
is similar to that taught in most Technical High Schools. The
pupils thus far have finished a series of plates on isometric draw-
ing and are now studying the screw thread, the Htlix and its
application to round and square springs, bolts and nuts, bolt
fastenings and keys. TimiC will be given to sketching machine
parts such as cellars, face plates, clamps, bearings, couplings etc.
This class is turning out som.e exc2ptionally good work this year
and the attitude shown towards the work is encouraging. It was
this same class that made most of the tracings for the blue prints
of the different courses which are being used with marked success.
The director has given more time this year to having the pupils
write compositions on shop and drawing work. Themes have
also been written on visits which the boys have made to industrial
plants and reviews of pamiphlets which the department has pur-
chased from the International Text Book Co. The boys have
also bought a few issues of the Machinery References Series.
Not less than one period a week is devoted to class discussions of
various questions regarding matters of industry and shop mathe-
matics pertaining directly to the pupils', problems. Lessons
are also issued on separate sheets, run off on a duplicator Each
boy keeps his own note book. All of the above work occupies
considerable time of the director. As in every business, "Sys-
tem" is the watchword, so we have systemized our course, that
that the work of each succeeding grade has for its own advance-
ment a strong foundation of previous work. Thus the work
in the 6th grade, which is mostly knife work, leads to the bench
work, and the bench work in each grade advances as their acade-
mic work would advance, so that when the boy is ready to enter
the High School, he is well prepared to take up the more advanced,
lines of Manual Work.
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GRAMMAR SCHOOL WORK.
The work in the Gramrnar Schools is very much the same as
stated in my last year's report, but is being carried out under
much better conditions.
The program as arranged keeps Mr. Fuller busy every ner
during the day and it is necessary for the director to conduct
two ninth grade classes in the High School shop.
As it is a distinct advance in applying shop principles to have
the pupils work from blue prints, this departm^ent is equipped
with several hundred, which are fiHd in a cabinet made especial-
ly for the purpose, so hereafter the boys work from their own
blue-print. This is in keeping with the most approved methods
of instruction. The blue-prints are used in the sixth grade with
comiparatively as much success as in the ninth grade.
The shelves which were at one time in the Spring street shop
used as lockers have been removed and the bo^'s have given
all the wood work including cabinets and closets a coat of light
gray paint, which adds greatly to the general appearance of the
shop.
Similar report cards are being used as were used last year. The
pupils being marked in "vShop Attitude," "Effort," and "Skill,"
giving each boy a fair chance to show his worth. The fact that
the pupils know that they are being marked in the above sub-
jects, helps greatly towards having the proper spirit in the room.
This spirit which I sometimes call the proper shop attitude is
no small matter when considering the mental development of the
boy.
A portion of the basement adjoining the work shop has been
utilized for a locker, stock and coat room. The size of this room
is approximately 18 ft. x 25 ft., and contains 189 lockers, the work
of the 7th, 8th and 9th grade boys. The boys in doing the above
work, have not only gained many practical lessons, but have sav-
ed the city about 50 percent, on the figures submitted in the bids
for the contract.
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In addition to the regular work, the pupils are given the op-
portunity of working after the close of the session. This oppor-
tunity is taken advantage of by the boys w'ho w^ish to do extra
w^ork and also for a few to make up back work.
The exhibition of Grammar school work which was held in
Cit}^ Hall last March, was convincing evidence that Manual
Training is accomplishing its results w4th the Grade papils.
EVFNIING SCHOOL WORK.
The usefulness of the mechanical drawing equipment has been
increased and a new interest in industrial education has been
awakened in the community by the opening of an evening class
in mechanical drav/ing.
The demand came from the young mechanics in the shops.
There were at first more applicants than could possibly be accom-
modated in the Quarters which are far from beirg large enough.
On October 24th, a class of sixteen was started, meeting four
nights a week. The others, five in number, were placed on the
waiting list.
All who attend the Evening Mechanical Drawing class are
engaged in business and their purpose in attending is to fit them-
selves for better and m.ore congenial employment. The admira-
ble spirit shown by the students and the character of the work
accomplished indicate that this subject is likely to prove a most
valuable addition to the public schools of Nashua.
The course is designed to meet as fully as possible the needs of
persons engaged in mechanical pursuits, who wish to extend their
hnowledge and increase their skill in this particular line. The
attendance has been even better than was expected, 79 1-2 per-
cent. A careful study has been made of individual needs and
the results of experience will enable the teacher to improve the
course so that it will be even more attractive and profitable for
the men who desire to increase their efficiency another year.
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GENERAL.
To give an idea of what the boys have made for the city, I
will mention the following:
The Grammar School students have made: Tool racks and
bench hooks for use in the shop. They have completed in ex-
cellent style a series of 189 lockers in which to place their work.
They have also built a good strong lumber rack and enclosed same
by putting up a 35 foot partition. They also did all the interior
painting.
The High vSchools students have made: 3 large picture fra-
mes to be used in the class room; 20 test tube stands for use in
Chemical Laboratory; 2 blue print files to accommodate 600
mounted blue prints; 2 envelope files for use in City Hall; Re-
paired a few of the High School desks; Made a bulletin board
with frame glass doors; did all the necessary work towards com-
pleting the Turning room, which kept them basy several days.
Another year if it should be found advisable, the pupil scould
lay the floor in the Spring Street shop.
For the benefit of the school system, the director is conducting
a Teachers' class in mechanical drawing, meeting every Wednes-
day from 4.00 to 5.00 o'clock for ten weeks. The object of this
class is to acquaint the teachers of the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th
grades with a few of the elements and fundamental principles of
this practical subject. Standard lettering, the conventional
forms of lines used, arrangements of views, together with the
ase of instruments, etc., will be thoroughly explained.
I should like to see an appropriation made that will enable us
to make plans for a new building to be erected as previously sug-
gested in your Annual Report of 1910. I have made mention of
the above matter in my last two reports. We need the addition-
al accommodations more now than ever before. A new building
would relieve us of our crowded conditions in the Mechanical
Drawing room, and could be utilized for bench work, moulding,
forging, machine shop practice. A class room could be devoted
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to demonstration and lecture work. A building of the above des-
cription would also be a splendid institution in which to have
an evening school. Both Manchester and Concord have special
buildings in which the pupils receive industrial training. Our en-
tire equipment of the Manual Training Department has been
purchassd with the object in view of some day installing it in
a building especially adapted to its needs.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
For the Further Extension of Industrial Work in the Nashua
Public Schools.
1st. That the Industrial course in the High School be extend-
ed into third year.
2nd. That a handsaw and a sm.all gas furnace be installed in
the pattern making room.
3rd. That the additional equipment of two blow pipes, an
upright drill, one machine lathe and a small shaper be purchased.
4th. That a fire extinguisher be placed in each of the three
shops.
5th. That more reference books be added to the present
collection and be placed in the High School Library.
6th. That a new floor be laid in the Spring Street shop.
7th. That a strenuous effort be made towards securing new
accommodations for the department.
CONCLUSION.
The Director is watching closely the experiments and discov-
eries of other like departments so that we may profit at
their expense and introduce only the best methods which
will meet our present needs. In glancing over the general work
of the year, I can see a steady improvement. This is due to the
special efforts of the teachers and the existance of the proper spi-
rit between the instructors and the boys.
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It is to be hoped that the City Government will no longer de-
lay in appropriating a suitable amount towards the erecting of
a building as previously recomimended.
If the most strenuous opponent of Industrial Education could
see how the department is conducted, what it is doing and just
how the money is being spent, he would become a strong advoca-
te for the further advancement of the work.
I";,
In closing, I wish to express my appreciation to you for your
helpful suggestions, and to the m^m^bers of the Board of educa-
tion who have made possible the continued progress of the de-
partment by their support, also to the principals and teachers




REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF DRAWING.
Mr. James H. Fassett, Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir: I will first report on the two High School classes,
freshman and sophomore, which are taking drawing in connec-
tion with sewing. Tvv'elve pupils elected the course which was
offered for the first tim.e in 1911-12. Although they worked en-
thusiastically and well it was felt by these i:a charge of the work
that a larger and better class might be formed for 1912-13 in
the ninth grades had an opportunity to see the work of this class,
and know definitely what would be expected of them. With
this end in view a small exhibition was hung in Room 15 in the
High School building, in May. The pupils in the ninth grades
were invited to visit it and many came. The result was that
twenty girls elected the course this year. Every effort is being
made to make the designing in these two classes helpful to girls
who expect to make their own clothes. It is not thought possi-
sible or desirable to make the work professional in any way.
With some slight changes, which are really advancement of
of the work as the teachers and pupils become more skilful the
course in drawing in the Grammar and Primary Schools remains
samxe, therefore in this report I am going to take up the question
of the expense of the Drawing department. I do this for the
reason that for the last few years I have used the whole and some-
times a little more than my appropriation. There are two defin-
ite reasons for this increase of expense. One is that the art mate-
rials for the higher grammar grades cost more than for the lower
gradss, and we now have fifteen, counting the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades whereas tenortv/elve years ago we had only eight.
The second reason is that the materials provided for my depart-
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ment are used for a great many purposes. It is generally conced-
ed that drawing in the pablic schools should be taught so
that it enters into every lesson. Where, formerly maps were
drawn with pencil or ink they are now drawn and tinted with
water color paints. Fancy lettering and illustrations docorate
compositions, and cotton warp and raffia are used in binding
written work into attractive booklets. Carbon tracing and tint-
ed papers are constantly in demand. vSupplies used in this way
would if they were only used in the formal drawing lessons, and
yet I believe that this use of supplies indicates a successfulcour-
se of study.
The total cost of the Drawing Department including $350.00
for supplies and $900.00 for my salary is $1250.00. There are
5027 pupils registered in our schools. Of these 250 in the Kin-
dergartens and 381 in the High vSchool do not come under my
instruction. The remaining 2396 pupils follow my course of
study and use my supphes. Therefore we might say that ap-
proximately 2396 pupils are being taught drawing at an expense
of $1250.00. or a little over $0.52 a year for each pupil.
The Russell Sage Foundation in a comparison of the school
systems of forty-eight states places New Hampshire twenty-first
in the amount of money spent for the education of each child, and
and thirteenth in the general rank of efficiency of the school sys
tem. This statement and my figures seem to show that too much
anoney is not being spent for the Drawing Department.
Respectfully submitted,
ELIZABETH L. BUCKINGHAM.
REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF SEWING.
Mr. James H. Fassett, Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir: In compliance with ycur request, I submit the
third annual report of the Sewing Department.
GRADE department.
In March 1912 an exhibit of the work in sewing of both Grade
and High school departments was held, in connection with the
exhibits of the departments of Wood-working and Mechanical
Drawing, in the Assembly room at the City Hall.
The exhibit w-as open to the public during the afternoon and
evening of two consecutive days.
That the visitors might gain an idea of the work as it is con-
ducted in the class-rooms, several girls, representing the higher
grades and the Freshman High school class, were engaged in
sewing that had been started in class
On tables and fastened to mxunts on the walls were arranged
articles which had been comipleted in the departm.ents since the
opening of school in September.
This year it becam.e necessary for the seventh grade teachers
to ccnduct their sewing classes, in addition to the sixth grade
teachers who so efficiently did this work last year. The super-
visor visits these classes when possible, and, due to apportionment
of her tim.e, is able to ccnduct three of the classes, usually as
often as every other we 2k.
The supervisor is m.uch pleased with the interest and effort
which these teachers display in regard to this work.
Upon re-considering the fact that the older girls are obliged
to sit in unnatural positions in the class-room seats during the
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sewing hour, it was suggested that thess girls in the Spring Street
building meet in the Assembly hall. In January, after the
Christmas recess, the necessary arrangements were made for
the sewing classes, which come under the immediate direction
of the supervisor.
Similar arrangement are bei. r-- tried at both the Mt. Pleasant
and Arlington Street buildings. The adjustments, thus far, are
proving to be of great advantage over the form.er arrangements.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE GRADE DEPARTMENT.
The Supervisor recommends:
(1) That five more sewing machines be installed for the de-
partmient.
(2) That three supply cabinets be purchased for the depart-
ment.
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
The industrial course was introduced into the Nashua High
School in September, 1911. This course was open for election
to the entering class. In September 1912 the work was extended
into the Sophomore year, whereby every-girl who had elected the
course found it to her advantage to continue the work.
INDUSTRIAL COURSE FOR GIRLS.
Freshman Year. Sophomore Year.
Required. " Required.
English 5 English 5
Designing and Dressmaking 7 Designing and Dressmaking 7
Elect 2. Elect 2.
Algebra 5 Med. and Mod.
Ancien t History 5 History 4
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In May 1912 an exhibit of the work in sewing and appHed de-
sign was held in Room 15 for the girls of the ninth grades and
their parents, that they might better acquaint themselves with
the work offered in this Industrial course.
As a result of the efforts of the supervisor the number of girls
electing the Industrial course was practically double that of last
year.
In consideration of existing conditions, the supervisor thinks
that, with the more adequate preparation which she will now be
able to give in the grades, the two years of sewing in the Indus-
trial course will prove sufficient to meet the needs of those stu-
dents w^ho elect the course.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
The supervisor recommends that there be installed for the
department:
(1) Two more sewing machines.
(2) One supply cabinet
(3) One long mirror.
In conclusion the supervisor sincerely thanks the Superinten-
dent of Schools, the Board of Education, and all who have co-
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YEAR ENDING lUNE, 1912, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTER.
SCHOOL GRADE AND POSITION
HIGH.




Freshman class. . .
SPRING STREET GRAMMAR
Prin. —Frank W. Lakeman




































































































YEAR ENDING JUNE 1912, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTER.
SCHOOL, GRADE AND POSITION
MT. PLEASANT GRAMMAR.
Pr. Gr9—Elsie A. Mculton .
.
Gr. 8—Nellie G. McClare.
" 7—Agnes L. Gardner.
" 6—Sara A. Collins. . . .
" C—Sadie A. Clancy . . .
£—Cecelia M. Cone. .
.
4— Carrie L. Cher . . . .
ARLINGTON STREET.
Pr. GrS—Mary M. Merrill. . .
Gr. 7—Eda B. Hcitt
"
C^—Jennie L. Reynolds.
5—Florence A. Hills . . .
4—Ruby M. Sanders..
3—Margaret C. Fallon
2—Lizzie M. Wood.. . .
1—M. Bertha Brown. .
BELVIDEKE.
Pr. Gr.
5&4—Mabel E. Rogers ....
Gr. 3-—Sadie Kenney
2—Ella M. Winslow ....
" 1—Katherine A. Burns. .







YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1912, AS PER TEACHERS* REGISTER.
SCHOOL, GRADE AND POSITION
PALM STREET.
Pr. Gr3—Charlotte Cushing . . .
Gr. 2—K. T. Kennedy
2—Mary J. Lonergan. .
1—Mary C. Collins
" 1—Ella G. ValcGur
1— Ella F. Lee
HARBOR.
Pr. Gr5—Lizzie G. Farley




Pr. Gr3—Fannie A. Morrison. .
Gr. 2—Hattie E. Farley ....
" 1—Bessie Clancy
1—Grace M. Healey ....
SHATTUCK STREET.
Pr. Gr3—Hattie M. Gordon. . .
2—Estelle C. Shattuck .
.
1—Edith H. Willoughby.


















YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1912, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTER.




6&5—Caroline D. Hall 32
Gr 4&3—Bessie C. Wingate 41
2—Mabel Brown 37
1—Alice E. Trow 33
o'donnell
Pr. Gr.
3&2—Sarah C. Whittle 2S




Gr. 1—Effie May Wyeth 32
SUBURBANS.
No. I —Annie E. Cullen 17
No. II —Elsie A. Bowers IC
No. Ill —Ada Iv. Nutbrown. . . 1/
No. IV —M. Josephine Valcour 14
No. V —Annie B. Ashe 8
No. VII —Rose Lee 17
KINDERGARTENS
EAST PEARL STREET.























































YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1912, AS PER TEACHERS* REGISTER.
fiCHOOL, GRADE AND POSITION
54 SCHOOL STATISTICS.
CONDENSED STATISTICS FROM THE REGISTER FOR
THE YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1912.
Length of the High School year 38 weeks
Length of the school year in grades below the High
School 36 weeks
Time lost on account of weather, High Schoo) 1 day
Time lost on account of weath^r, grades below the High
School 3 half days
Teachers who have had college or normal training 89
Number of visits of Superintendent 906
Number of visits of parents 2219
Number of visits of Committee 138
Largest number in any class 55
Whole number of school rooms 103
Whole number of rooms unoccupied 6
Number of classes containing one grade 57
Number of classes containing two grades 6
Number of classes containing mixed grades 6
EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER, 1912.
Teachers' Salaries $64,500.12






Industrial Training (Equipment, Supplies, etc.) .... 2,575.24
Evening Schools (Salaries and Equipment.) 822.15
Total $99,781.81
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RESIGNATIONS, APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER. 1912.
RESIGNATIONS.
Anita D. MacGregor, from Grade 8, Spring Street.
Ella M. Winslow, from Grade 2, Belvidere.
Marion L. Wingate, Clerk, Superintendent of Schools.
APPOINTMENTS.
Elizabeth M. Gerety, Suburban, Number 1.
Hattie W. Geer, Suburban, Number 3.
Ruth L. Kelley, Suburban, Number 5.
Alice P. Cottie, Suburban, Number 7.
Mildred H. Croft, Clerk, Superintendent of Schools.
TRANSFERS.
Margaret M. Earley, from Spring Street, seventh grade, to
Spring Street, eighth grade.
Ellen A. Herlihy, from Spring Street, seventh grade, to Spring
Street, eighth grade.
Marion A. Stiles, from Spring vStreet, sixth grade, to vSpring
Street, seventh grade.
Dorothy M. Johnson, from Spring Street, sixth grade, to Spring
Street, seventh grade.
Agnes B. Shea, from Spring Street, fourth grade, to Spring Street
sixth grade.
Emma F. Delaney, from Spring Street, fifth grade, to Spring
Street, sixth grade.
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Jennie L. Reynolds, From Arlington Street, sixth grade, to Spring
Street, fourth grade.
Katherine Mulvanity, from Spring Street, fifth grade, to Arling-
ton Street, sixth grade.
Sadie A. Clancy, from Mt Pleasant, sixth grade, to Mt. Pleasant
eight grade.
Harriette B. Moran, from Spring Street, eighth grade, to Mt.
Pleasant, fifth grade.
Carri"? L. Ober, from Mt. Pleasant, fourth grade, to Arlington
Street, seventh grade.
Katherine T. Kennedy, from Palm Street, second grade, to
Arlington Street, third grade.
Margaret C. Fallon, from Arlington Street, third grade, to Har-
bor, first grade.
Rose A. Lee, from Suburban Number 7, to Arlington Street,
second grade.
Lizzie M. Wood, from Arlington Street, second grade, to O'Don-
nell, second grade.
Annie D. Ashe, from Suburban, Number 5, to Belvidere third
grade.
Sadie Kenney, from Eelvidere, third grade, to Shattuck vStreet,
first grade.
Ada L. Natbrown, from Suburban, Number 3, to Belvidere,
Belvidere, second grade.
Mary J. Lonergan, from Palm vStreet, second grade, to Palm
Street, third grade.
Mary C. Collins, from Palm Street, first grade, to Palm Street,
second grade.
Annie E. Callen, from Suburban, Number 1, to Palm Street,
second grade.
Eda B. Hoitt, from Arlington Street, seventh grade, to Spring
Street, fifth grade.
Orra F. Sawyer, from Harbor, first grade, to Spring Street, fifth
grade.
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Hattie M. Gordon, from Shattuck Street, third grade, to Shat-
tuck Street, fourth grade.
Estelle C. Shattuck, from Shattuck Street, second grade, to
Shattuck Street, third grade.
Edith H. Willoughby, from Shattuck Street, first grade, to Shat-





Colonial Theatre, June 14, 1912, at 9.30 A. M.
Not! Finis, sed Initium/
Program.
Prayer.
Rev. Daniel I. Gross.
Class Oration, The Motto.
Benjamin Alvah Flanders.
Song, Oh, Hail us, ye Free, from "Ernani." Verdi
Class.
Address, Gains and Losses in Modern Education.
Charles Francis Richardson, Ph. D.,










Valedictory With Essay, Loyalty to Ideals.
Kathryn Louise Lee.
Presentation of Diplomas
Harry H. Blunt, President of Board of Education.
Awarding of Noyes Prize Medals.
James H. Fassett, Superintendent.
Recipients.









































































Ruth Barker, *Maude G. E. Lockheart,
Marion Katherine Barnes, Edythe Mae Savage,
*Mildred Henrietta Croft, *Eva Leah Simon,
Lyda Mae Labombarde, *EIizabeth Cecelia Warren.
*Rank in scholarship in the first third of the class. The valedictorian
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